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William Preston in the American Revolution
BY RICHARD OSBORN
Virginia backcountry patriot leaders like William Preston tackled exceptionally complex
tasks of mobilization of armed forces, competition with peers for military preeminence, the
suppression of toryism, and the maintenance of social stability. These tasks were integral to the
Revolutionary struggle everywhere, but in the backcountry such compartmentalization was much
more difficult and unnerving. Moreover, Preston’s pre-Revolutionary success as a surveyor and
speculator made him a man to be watched, and feared, by British officialdom and new-found
associates in gentry.
Maturation (1755-1764)
William Preston had acquired experience, maturity, and standing by 1755 when his uncle
James Patton died which would allow him to become a key leader in southwest Virginia.
Through such offices as vestry clerk and assistant surveyor, he began developing political
leadership skills and important contacts for even greater influence. He also possessed a modest
amount of land from inheritance and purchases which formed the basis for becoming a major
landholder. As a recently appointed militia captain, he was also developing crucial military
experience in fighting Indians which would give him even greater status as a regional leader.
During the next ten years through 1764, Preston experienced further maturation in all of these
critical areas. He would receive appointment to additional offices, gain more land, marry and
begin a family, develop commercial contacts, and lead Augusta militiamen and rangers into
important engagements with the Indians. During this period he came out from under the shadow
of his powerful uncle and matured into a leader and member of the elite in his own right.
The conflict between the French and English over who would control territory in the
Ohio Valley dominated the lives of Preston and his fellow colonists in southwestern Virginia as
they sought to purchase, develop, and sell lands on the frontier. Ultimately the efforts of both
sides to enlist Indian allies on their side posed the greatest disruptions to the daily life of those
families actually settled on the frontier. This war, later known as the French and Indian War, the
Seven Year's War, or The Great War for Empire, ultimately became part of a larger world war. 1
But for Preston's fellow settlers on the frontier in Augusta County, the war constituted a local
struggle by families to stay on their frontier lands in safety rather than a desire to help Great
Britain add further territory or protect its empire. On the other hand, a few frontier leaders who
worked as surveyors for the Ohio Company had a business stake in seeing that their land
company's claims to lands in the Ohio territory be maintained in English hands.2 Even though
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Preston served as one of those surveyors, local motivations centered around a desire to live in
peace on the frontier represented his major motivation for taking a leadership role in the upcoming war. For this reason, the focus here is on his role in the Augusta County response.
What began as a very optimistic July, 1755 for Governor Dinwiddie with hopes for a
quick British victory over the French ended with an emergency call for a special session of the
Virginia legislature to deal with the problems left as a result of Braddock's defeat and the
growing threat of Indian attacks on the frontier. The withdrawal of regular troops of the British
army leaving Virginia's borders completely exposed to attack created great dismay in
Dinwiddie.3 The Governor's language in his opening address to the House of Burgesses on
August 5 was vivid:
As the Road from F't Cumberland to the Ohio is now open'd and our Enemies possess'd
of great Part of our Artilery, y's Colony is extremely laid open and expos'd to the Insults
of a barbarous and inhuman Enemy, flush'd and elated with their late Success. This lays
You, Gent'n, under an indispensable Necessity of doing ever Th'g y't may conduce to
dislodge those Murderers and preserve our Fellow Subjects from the base and horrid
Butcheries y't they have already given us so many exasperat'g Specimens of, and are
impatient to repeat. . . . The brutal Savages who are lurk'g and prowl'g ab't our habitations
to perpetrate the most cruel Outrages have justly subjected themselves to be consider'd
rather as devour'g Beasts of Prey than hostile Men.
In Dinwiddie's view, Virginia faced a fight to preserve its religious and civil liberty. 4 Within
three days after giving this speech, the undeclared war came even closer as the burgesses
received word of the death by Indians of one of its own members, James Patton.5 Sometime
during this session, Preston also arrived in Williamsburg with direct news of his uncle's death.6
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Dinwiddie complained even more strongly about the "blunder" of withdrawing British troops as "not consistent with
military Discipline." He had hoped to once again attack the French by reinforcing the regular British troops with
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"William Preston's account with Virginia," July 1755, PP-LC, 164 provides evidence that he came to
Williamsburg during this period by noting, "To my Pocket Expenses going to and returning from Wmsburg for
Orders from His Hon. the Governor after the Death of Col Patton."
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These dramatic reports brought from the frontline by such individuals as Preston moved
the legislature from its lethargy and it adopted four measures which helped confront the grave
threat faced in Augusta County.7 A poll and land tax would support a ,40,000 issue of paper
money for "raising, maintaining, arming, and providing" for 1,200 men to protect the frontier.8
As an incentive for joining the military, volunteers would receive a ,10 bonus and an exemption
from most taxes. If not enough men could be raised from these incentives, the law also provided
for a draft from the militia. However, a provision allowing a person to get out of military service
by finding someone else to serve in his place or pay a ,10 fine somewhat weakened the law.9
Still, the law represented the strongest effort yet for raising an adequate military force to defend
Virginia's frontier areas.
The law aided militia captains such as Preston who faced major problems of discipline by
providing for a thorough accounting of all available men, better supplying of the militiamen,
more regular musters, and stronger penalties for those who refused to cooperate.10 Further,
another law provided for quick response to potential threats by allowing militia officers to call
out their militia, before notifying the county lieutenant, upon the report of any invasion or insurrection.11
To provide an even greater incentive for frontiersmen to look for Indians, frontiersmen
would receive a ,10 scalp fee for any Indian above the age of twelve taken prisoner or killed. Of
course, problems developed with this kind of an incentive when whites killed members of Indian
tribes allied with the English and colonists such as the Cherokees just to get the scalping fee or
because of confusion.12 Even with their Indian allies, a tendency existed among Virginians to
lump all Indians together, even though at this time they had strong allies among the Cherokees.
The Shawnees of the Six Nations posed the greatest threat until 1759 when the Cherokees
switched sides. Even the preamble to the scalping act reveals this colonial attitude with no
differentiation made between Indians:
Whereas divers cruel and barbarous murders have been lately committed in the upper part
of this colony, by Indians, supposed to be in the interest of the French, without any
provocation from us, and contrary to the laws of nature and nations, and they still
continue in sculking parties, to perpetrate their barbarous and savage cruelties, in the
most base and treacherous manner, torturing, killing and scalping, not only our men, who
7

The proceedings of the special session are recorded in 5 August 1755 - 23 August 1755, JHB, 1752-1755, 17561758, 295-315.
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In later weeks, Dinwiddie wrote to fellow governors about having these troops "learn the Exercise" over
the winter to be ready for joining forces sent during the spring from Great Britain to take on the French again.
Dinwiddie to Governor Sharpe, 20 September 1755, Dinwiddie Papers, 2:206.
9
"An Act for raising the sum of forty thousand pounds, for the protection of his majesty's subjects on the
frontiers of this colony," Hening, Statutes, 6:521-520.
10
"An act for the better regulating and training the Militia," ibid., 6:530-544.
11
"An act for amending an act, intituled, An act for making provision against invasions and insurrections,"
ibid., 6:544-550.
12
In a message from Dinwiddie to the Catawba and Cherokees, he asked them to make certain that they
traveled with a white person in Virginia to avoid any confusion which might be "attended with some bad
Consequences." He also asked if they could "contrive some Mark of Distinct'n to know You from our Enemies." 22
August 1755, Dinwiddie Papers, 2:168-9. In the October 1755 session of the House of Burgesses, the ,10 scalping
fee extended to friendly Indians who killed enemy Indians. "An Act to amend an act, intituled, An Act for
preventing and repelling the hostile incursions of the Indians, at enmity with the inhabitants of this colony." Hening,
Statutes, 6:564-5.
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live dispersedly in the frontiers, but also their helpless wives and children, sparing neither
age nor sex; for prevention of which shocking inhumanities, and for repelling such
malicious and detestable enemies.13
Virginians had seen too many years of shifting alliances with Indian tribes who understandably
sought agreements most advantageous to their own interests. In the view of many colonists, all
Indians, even their allies, represented a slightly subhuman and untrustworthy category of people.
They had little sympathy for the genuine needs of the native Americans who feared further
encroachments on their lands.14
Governor Dinwiddie in a further attempt to defend the frontier gave George Washington
the commission of colonel to serve as commander-in-chief of the Virginia forces being raised to
fight the French and Indians. The governor hoped that in the Spring of 1756 this force would be
effective enough to regain control of the forts in Ohio.15 And it was hoped that local county
leaders such as William Preston with the support of the previously mentioned laws would be able
to better defend their communities. Preston probably received orders while still in Williamsburg
to join his recently recruited company of rangers with those of Major John Smith to "scower the
woods" for the enemy, urge people to return to their plantations, and begin the process of
building a series of forts along the Augusta County border as an encouragement for colonists to
feel protected.16 With continuing Indian attacks taking place throughout the frontier, many
settlers, fearing their "wholesale destruction," moved to more populated areas.17 Through these
measures, Dinwiddie hoped to avoid calling out the nearly useless militia and instead, to rely
upon ranger companies headed by captains like Preston until the colony could strengthen the
regular regimental army.18
By the end of August, 1755, rumors continued to mount that the French and Indians
would very soon launch an attack on the Augusta borders where Preston now patroled with his
rangers, thus taking advantage of the absence of regular troops on the border. Meanwhile, the
desertion rate among the militia and even officers reached alarming numbers.19 Obviously the
13

"An act for preventing and repelling the hostile incursion of the Indians, at enmity with the inhabitants of
this colony," ibid., 6:550-2.
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Young, "Effects of French and Indian War," 27, points out that the French managed to get Indian allies
more easily because their notions of land ownership corresponded more closely: "Even though Indians were hunters,
they were primarily tillers of the soil. Fundamental in their concept of ownership of land was its communal use for
farming and hunting. The French coureurs de bois had accomodated themselves to this fact of Indian life;
accordingly, they enjoyed greater rapport and camaraderie with the red huntsmen than did the British, who thought
of land as property to be exclusively and personally possessed."
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Commission from Governor Dinwiddie to Colonel George Washington, 14 August 1755, Dinwiddie
Papers, 2:184 and Governor Dinwiddie to Governor Sharpe, 20 September 1755, ibid., 2:206.
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Although no evidence exists that Preston received these orders personally, it seems very likely that the
Governor would have talked with him when Preston visited Williamsburg with news of his uncle's death. Governor
Dinwiddie to Major John Smith, 11 August 1755, ibid., 2:153-4 and Governor Dinwiddie to Governor Sharpe, 25
August 1755, ibid., 2:171.
17
Baker-Crothers, French and Indian War, 83.
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Governor Dinwiddie wrote to Colonel John Buchanan on 11 August 1755: "I am sorry to hear from You
y't the Militia is not to be depended on or will they obey Orders, w'ch makes it obvious they have not been properly
disciplin'd or kept in proper Com'd. . ." Dinwiddie Papers, 2:154-5. Young writes in "Effects of French and Indian
War," 98, that next to the regular colonial regimental army the ranger company provided the next greatest use of
manpower. This afforded great opportunities for employment of frontiersmen with a "minimum amount of
dislocation."
19
Governor Dinwiddie to Lord Fairfax, 25 August 1755, ibid., 2:178-9 and Governor Dinwiddie to Colonel
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new militia laws did not work. These rumors came to fruition in September in the Greenbrier
area when Indians killed twelve or thirteen colonists and took another ten as prisoners including
eight children.20 Throughout the entire frontier area of Virginia, Dinwiddie reported that "flying
Parties robbed our frontier Settlem'ts, murdered and carried of[f] above 100 of our People and
burnt all their Houses."21 This reality caused even further desertions and families fleeing from
their farms, a fact that bothered Dinwiddie greatly. The governor became so upset that he
requested a list of names of all who left their plantations. It was not easy for him to sense the true
feelings of danger on the frontier from the governor's palace in Williamsburg.22
To counteract this problem, Dinwiddie agreed with Preston's request that he "range the
Woods," urging him not to stay in one place but to go wherever he thought the Indians might
annoy the settlers.23 He asked Preston to stay on duty with his rangers until Christmas when cold
weather would diminish the threat of Indian attacks. The arrival of Cherokee allies was also
expected who would remain through the winter to help guard the frontier--good news for the
beleaguered frontier.
The governor gave permission for Preston to impress tools from local inhabitants in order
to build forts located at strategic places where frontiersmen could come when threatened by
Indian attacks.24 Not a great deal is known about the first fort built by Preston during the fall, but
later records refer to Fort William or Fort Preston, named after its young builder.25 Preston took a

T. B. Martin, 26 August 1755, ibid., 2:179-180.
20
The "Preston Register" lists twelve but Dinwiddie cites thirteen in writing to Major Andrew Lewis on 15
September 1755, ibid., 2:198.
21
Dinwiddie to General Shirley, 18 October 1755, ibid., 2:244. By 31 October 1755 in a letter to Governor
Morris, Dinwiddie's estimates lowered to eighty frontier settlers being "murdered and taken off." Ibid., 2:259.
22
Governor Dinwiddie wrote to Major Andrew Lewis: "I think the People in Augusta in general have not
acted with proper Spirit in not resist'g the flying Parties of the barbarous Ind's. This I think, w'n I consider the No. of
Y'r Militia and the small No. of Ind's y't do the Mischief." 15 September 1755, ibid., 2:198-9. On 20 September
1755, he wrote to Captain Overton: "I am perswaded if the People of Augusta had exerted themselves the few flying
Parties of Ind's c'd not have succeeded so as to murder so many People; but they are seiz'd with a Shameful Panick,
so as to leave their Estates and Crops." Ibid., 2:210-1.
23
Governor Dinwiddie to Captain William Preston, 15 September 1755, ibid., 2:199-200. He also gave
Preston permission for his rangers to use unharvested grain left by settlers who fled due to their fears of being
attacked. The number of rangers Preston had under his control is unknown for this time. Dinwiddie asked Captain
Overton to find out how many rangers Preston and Captain Smith commanded. Apparently the governor had gotten
word from Preston that he had thirty men under his control, but Overton alluded to the possibility that he had much
fewer. Governor Dinwiddie to Captain Overton, 20 September 1755, ibid., 2:210-1.
24
After Preston's fort was completed, Dinwiddie wrote Colonel David Stewart on 26 November 1755 that
the inhabitants should initially take care of themselves "and if attak'd may be protected by his Fort and Y't of C't.
Preston's." Ibid., 2:288.
25
Young, "Effects of French and Indian War," 168-171, describes several types of forts including a fortified
house, blockhouse, stockade, station, and a fort proper. It appears that Preston built a "fort proper," described by
Young as "a combination of blockhouses, stockades, and log cabins. Rectangular in form, the fort consisted of two
or four blockhouses located at the corners. The stockades and cabins forming the intervening outer walls of the fort
were indented about two feet from the exterior walls of the blockhouses' first story, thus affording to defenders
within a blockhouse the command of the adjacent outside walls of the fort. Along at least one side of the fort were
ranged log cabins for the occupancy of families who fled there in time of alarm. The outer walls of the cabins were
sometimes ten or twelve feet in height; cabin roofs sloped inward. The floors of the cabins were earthen or made of
puncheons. A fort had one gate, made of heavy timber, and placed on the side nearest the water supply." Evidence
for Preston's being a "fort proper," comes from a bill he paid to Charles Stringham "for making a large Gate for in
the Fort." "WP statement of account vs. country," 15 January - 19 May 1756," PP-DM, lQQ 129.
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very personal view of this fort, continually referring to it as "my fort."26 Part of a series of forts,
Preston's was located on the South Branch of Catawba Creek guarding Catawba Valley and
Stone Coal Gap's opening to the Greenbrier.27 At least sixteen rangers helped in the task of
building the fort and later received a reward of six gallons of whiskey for their efforts.28
With a fort being built that served like a local tourist attraction, the Cherokees who
visited Preston and his men also had to be kept happy. Virginians did not want to lose their
valuable allies and tried to keep them satisfied with various gifts. In September Preston
purchased for their Indian visitors four gallons of rum, ten pounds of tobacco, a shirt for a
"Cherroke Indian going to the Catawbo Nation," three dozen pipes, and an "extraordinary fine
tamohak for a Cherroke Warrior."29 A month later Indians visited the fort while Preston was
absent and his friend and subordinate, David Robinson, reported that they had
endeavourd to pay them all Deference imaginable. We were obliged to send for Rum in
the Night that we might answer their Expectations, and accommodate them to their
Satisfaction.30
During the fall of 1755 Preston's men spent much of their time "ranging the woods"
looking for the French and Shawnees.31 It was difficult work and to prevent them from becoming
too tired, he divided them into two detachments.32 No evidence exists that any more settlers were
killed by Indians in 1755, but the possibility of Indian attack was always present and they lived
in a constant state of tension.33 Only the occasional arrival in camp of one like Mr. Stringham
claiming to be a captain provided diversion and relief. Robinson reported that "we have
metamorphosed him into a common Soldier till you [Preston] return."34
Preston's role as a ranger captain involved more than recruitment, supervision, and
oversight. Detailed financial and personnel records had to be kept. Most of the expenses had to

26

Ibid.
"Location of the forts," [9 November 1756], Washington Writings, 1:490.
28
The reward was made in November according to "Preston accounts with Virginia, July-November 1755,"
PP-LC, 164.
29
Ibid.
30
David Robinson to [WP?], 14 October 1755, PP-DM, lQQ 88-9. He also had to send for a fresh supply of
beef because their Indian visitors ate so much.
31
Dinwiddie to William Preston, 18 October 1755, Dinwiddie Papers, 2:246-7.
32
David Robinson to William Preston, 14 October 1755, PP-DM, 1QQ 88-9.
33
No more names were recorded for 1755 in "Preston's Register," PP-DM, 1QQ 83. George Washington
wrote Dinwiddie from Winchester on 11 October 1755, Dinwiddie Papers, 2:238-9 about false rumors spreading in
regard to Indians being around. He received reports that a party of Indians were seen twelve miles away. Before
sending off militiamen and rangers to find the Indians, a further report came that the Indians were now four miles
from town and "were killing and destroying all before them . . . had heard constant Firing and the Shrieks of the
unhappy Murder'd." When finally arriving at the noise, they discovered three drunken soldiers "carousing, firing
their Pistols, and uttering the most unheard of Imprecations." Washington concluded, "These Circumstances are
related only to show what a panick prevails among the People, how much they are alarm'd at the most usual and
customary Crys, and yet how impossible it is to get them to act in any respect for their common safetys."
34
David Robinson to [WP?], 14 October 1755, PP-DM, 1QQ 88. Robinson was also sensitive a month later
when he reported that Mr. Pearis, a trader who had become close to the Indians, wrote Robinson that he had sent
twenty Indians and three white men as far as "your Fort to try if they can find the Track of the Enemy." Robinson
commented, "As if we were such stupid indolent Creatures as not to be able to discover the Enemy, tho' passing by,
and sculking about our own Fort: but perhaps this a wrong criticism."
27
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be funded personally and then billed to the government for reimbursement.35 For example, he
paid for food and lodging for his company at ordinaries when they were available and it appears
he even used his own mother's ordinary on occasion.36 In addition, his men used him as a kind of
bank, borrowing money and buying goods from him purchased for the company.37 Thus, a ranger
captain had to be able to fund significant expenditures. While Preston usually maintained very
accurate records, Dinwiddie complained in October, 1755 to him that he had not yet received a
certified copy of his muster roll and refused to send any money until this responsibility had been
completed. Apparently Preston wrote earlier asking for provisions. Dinwiddie reported that lead
had already been sent; powder would be coming soon; but no arms or blankets were available.38
The regular October session of the House of Burgesses, as the result of the failure of
voluntary recruiting efforts, attempted to give a commander such as Washington on a colonywide level and a captain like Preston on the local county level further authority to force men into
military service.39 The new law provided the death penalty for any soldier who mutinied or
deserted, or for any officer who refused to obey orders from a superior officer. 40 Despite the new
law Dinwiddie was disgusted with this session of the legislature for several reasons. Reflecting
worries about the wisdom of paper money, he did not like their idea of issuing ,200,000 of paper
money and charged them with neglecting their duty. Furthermore, only half of the members
came to the session and they fell into "factious and ill tim'd Disputes." For these reasons, he
dissolved the session in order to take a chance on a new election which he hoped would have
"more good Temper and Inclinat'n for the public Good."41
Dinwiddie's call for a new election gave Preston the opportunity to run for a seat in the
House of Burgesses vacated by his uncle's death. He may not have been ready for such a post
since his only experiences in public life had been as a vestry clerk and assistant surveyor. In the
military, he held the second lowest officer rank of captain. He did own a sizable amount of land
compared to most frontiersmen, but his lack of a wife and family further illustrated that he might
need more time to gain more maturity and experience before being a viable candidate. Perhaps
the black suit he ordered in November became part of his campaign clothes as he traveled around
the county recruiting more rangers and seeking votes at the same time.42
If Dinwiddie was hoping for a more docile legislature, the election in Augusta County in
which Preston ran as a candidate served as an omen of future trouble. In fact, this election
35

Many examples of such accounts by Preston exist in PP-DM, 1QQ 129 and PP-LC, 164, 170, and 179.
In the July-November 1755 accounts by Preston with Virginia, ,11.10.2 was charged for "Mrs. Preston
Tavern keepr as per acct." This must have represented several days because expenses for one night for sixteen men
as reported by Preston in the same account generally ran around 8 or 10 shillings. PP-LC, 164. In an account with
Edward McDonald, credit was given Preston for "2 nights quarters at yr mothers." PP-LC, 173.
37
"1755 Soldier's accounts with Preston," PP-LC, 153.
38
Dinwiddie to William Preston, 18 October 1755, Dinwiddie Papers, 2:246-7.
39
Washington urged Dinwiddie to place the militia under tighter controls or he would have to decline
further service as commander of the Virginia forces. He complained, "In all things, I meet with the greatest
opposition. No orders are obey'd, but what a party of Soldiers, or my own drawn Sword Enforces . . . I see the
growing Insolence of the Soldiers, the Indolence and Inactivity of the Officers . . ." Ibid., 2:237.
40
"An Act to amend an act, intituled, An Act for amending an act, intituled, An Act for making provision
against invasions and insurrectons," Hening, Statutes, 6:559-564.
41
Dinwiddie to Governor Dobbs, 13 November 1755, Dinwiddie Papers, 2:266 and Dinwiddie to the Lords
of Trade, 15 November 1755, ibid., 2:269.
42
"Preston accounts with James Donnelson," Nita Blincoe Collection, VSL, 21373 and 30 March 1756,
JHB, 1752-1755, 1756-1758, 347. Preston charges Virginia L3.17.6 for recruiting at the November court session.
PP-LC, 164.
36
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became the focus of a chapter in Charles Sydnor's classic book, Gentlemen Freedholders,
entitled, "Tumults and Riots."43 The election probably took place on a regular court day on
December 17 when Augusta County residents came to Staunton in order to handle other business
which helped increase the size of the electorate. The election occurred in the county courtroom
and centered around a table with the sheriff, James Lockhart, seated at the center and Preston
with other candidates seated at the end surrounded by the candidate's hired clerks who kept track
of the vote for their candidate. As the voter came to the table, the sheriff called his name and
asked how he intended to vote. The clerk for the candidate then wrote down his vote which
meant those assembled in the room could constantly see who was winning the election. Efforts
could then be made to get more voters for your candidate. Balloting was supposed to stop when
the sheriff determined that all voters had carried out their duty. Heightening the problems at
these elections was the treating of voters by the candidates with large amounts of liquor which
further contributed to a poor atmosphere.
In Preston's election the sheriff reported to the House of Burgesses that he could not
finish the balloting process because the people were "so tumultuous and riotous." When asked by
the House who the "chief movers of tumult were," Lockhart identified Richard Woods, David
Cloyd, and Joseph Lapsley who all happened to be supporters of Preston's election. The House
ordered that these three men appear before the Committee of Privileges and Elections. 44 The
investigation proceeded through the March-May 1756 session. Preston asked Burgess Edmund
Pendleton to assist his supporters.45 The three accused men arrived on April 23 claiming their
complete innocence which they testified could be backed up by many witnesses who could not
come in person "especially at this Time, when their Families would be exposed to Danger from
the Enemy."46
One year later the Committee finally produced their report and found "great Contrariety
of Evidence." On one hand the three accused Preston supporters reported
the Poll was taken till towards the Evening, when the People crowded into the CourtHouse and pressed upon the Sheriff, who struck several of the Freeholders with his Staff
on the Shins, and pushed them with the same in the Breast and other Parts of the Body,
and threatened to push it down their Throats if they did not keep back: That he was
desired to summon a Guard to keep the Crowd off, and that the Petitioner Woods offered
to be one of the Guard: That the Sheriff whispered to several Freeholders as they came to
vote to know who they were for, and then refused to take their Votes: That he several
Times during the Election left the Court-House, which stopped the same while he was
out: That after Candles were lighted the Petitioners Lapsley and Cloyd came to give their
43

Charles S. Syndor's book was later reprinted as American Revolutionaries in the Making. Political
Practices in Washington's Virginia (New York: The Free Press, 1965), 24-6.
44
30 March 1756, JHB, 1752-1755, 1756-1758, 381.
45
Apparently Preston had written to Pendleton with this request, because on 12 May 1756, Pendleton wrote
Preston, "From the several papers produced by Mr. Cloyd & friends, I was fully satisfied of their Innocence & on
your request & Col. Buchannons as well as my regard to Justice, was inclined to Assist them, but as the Sherif was
supposed to Act upon Oath when he returned them as the principal movers of the Riot, & was not present to answer
for himself nor had he attended their taking Depositions so that it was entirely ex parte, for this reason & as the
Sherif will meet with the Censure of the House upon their acquitting themselves, we could do no less than refer the
matter to the next Session & direct the taking of Depositions in the mean time regularly upon notices given on both
sides and the Costs to be paid by the Sherif or the others, which ever is Adjudged in fault." PP-DM, 1QQ 125.
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Votes, and the Sheriff seized Lapsley by the Breast and pushed him backwards on a
Bench, upon which Cloyd, with some Warmth, said, "Collar me too Sir;" that Lapsely
and Cloyd then gave in their Votes, and the Poll as continued some Time afterwards.
Naturally the sheriff presented a far different account to the Committee:
That while the Poll was taking the Petitioner Lapsley pulled out his Purse in the CourtYard and offered to wager that Mr. Preston and Mr. Alexander, two of the Candidates,
would go Burgesses, and that he and his Party would carry the Day; and that the
Petitioner Woods was noisy and loud in the Interest of Mr. Alexander, and offered to
wager as Lapsley did: That when the Crowd pressed on the Sheriff he endeavoured to
keep them back in a civil Manner, by putting his Stick across their Breasts, and
summoned a Guard to assist him, which was broke thro': That a Person came out of the
Court-House and said to Cloyd, "The Election is going against us," who answered, "It
should not, if we cannot carry it one Way we will have it another: I will put a Stop to the
Election;" and immediately the Crowd increased: That when Lapsley pressed thro' the
Crowd to give his Vote the Sheriff desired him to keep back, but he pushed on and seized
the Sheriff and pushed him against the Table: That after Lapsley and Cloyd had voted,
the Sheriff desired them to withdraw, which they did not do, and in a short Time
afterwards the Candles were struck out by the Petitioner Woods, and the Riot began
which put an End to the Election, the Sheriff being thrown on the Table, which was broke
under him, and the Clerks fled to the Bench; and during the Tumult Lapsley called out,
"Lads, Stand by me. I'll pay the Fine, cost what it will: You know I am able." And all the
said last mentioned Depositions mention that there was no unbecoming Behaviour in the
Sheriff that Day."
The Committee stated their conviction that the three accused men had not proven their
allegations. The burgesses then voted to reimburse the sheriff for his expenses in coming to the
legislature and to charge Preston's supporters--Woods, Cloyd, and Lapsley--for those expenses.47
The decision represented a serious blow against Preston. The first issue surrounding his name
before the House of Burgesses involved his supporters thwarting an election from taking place.
Perhaps the embarassment of this defeat is the major reason why another ten years would pass
before Preston once again tried to win election to the House of Burgesses, only the next time he
would win. By that time, he had also fulfilled the steps of maturation and seasoning necessary to
be considered a viable candidate and his membership in the elite was more of an established fact.
William Preston's abortive election effort did not leave much time to bemoan for active
plans had to be developed for a spring offensive against the Shawnees who were creating the
greatest problems for Augusta County. Virginians had thus far employed only defensive
measures, but now offensive efforts would be contemplated. Dinwiddie, as part of the process,
47

2 May 1757, ibid., 446-7. McCleskey attempts to argue that Woods, Cloyd, and Lapsley were owners of
sizable landholdings but were angry because they had not received the kind of public office they felt they deserved.
He further argues that in the case of Lapsley and Woods, they had been part of Lewis's party that had lost their
positions in a power struggle with Patton and were reacting to this loss. McCleskey never mentions Preston as a
candidate in this election but focuses on their support of Archibald Alexander who had also been denied offices. His
thesis weakens by the fact that they also supported Preston, the protege of Patton, their former opponent. "Across the
Divide," 223-230.
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first ordered Preston and Captain John Smith to draft sixty men from their two companies to go
on an expedition under the command of Smith. Preston was to stay with the remaining men to
range the country and protect county inhabitants.48 The governor also sent two members of the
Council, Peter Randolph and William Byrd, to meet with the Cherokee and Catawba Indians to
work for a treaty of alliance to prevent these two tribes from being wooed away by the French.49
He also hoped to persuade them to augment the force of 130 Cherokees who had been helping
with frontier defense and to join with a Virginia force in an attack on Shawnee towns on the
Ohio River near the current Point Pleasant, West Virginia. The two tribes agreed when it was
promised that a fort would be built to protect their families in their absence.50
Dinwiddie appointed Preston's second cousin, Major Andrew Lewis, to command this
expedition against the Shawnees. He, along with 220 rangers and volunteers and 130 Cherokees,
was ordered to attack the Shawnees in their towns and "to punish them for y'r Insults and great
Barbarities."51 But Washington's reservations and predictions that the expedition would "prove
abortive" because the Shawnees had moved further up the river to Fort Duquesne were rejected
by Dinwiddie.52
Major Lewis began the process of carrying out his directives with the first order going to
his cousin, William Preston, informing him that, pending the governor's approval, he would
probably be needed on the expedition.53 The governor responded by leaving the decision to
Lewis but urged him, "use all possible Frugality."54 With this permission, Lewis then ordered
Preston to rendezvous with the Cherokees and other assembled troops at Fort Frederick on the
New River with an officer, two sergeants, two corporals, and thirty men in addition to whatever
horses were necessary for baggage and provisions including 2,000 pounds of beef. 55 Before Preston's men would march, they insisted on their pay which he provided out of his own pocket.56
Preston was joined by four other officers in Lewis's command and Richard Pearis, a
Cherokee trader and major contact with the Indians, who Dinwiddie hoped in vain would behave
"well and keeps sober." He also expressed great concern that Outacite, the Cherokee's chief, be
shown "proper Regard and Respect" and hoped that "every Thing will prove easy and
agreeable."57
The Sandy Creek Expedition had little impact on the ultimate outcome of the war, but
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because of three eyewitness reports it serves as one of the most dramatic accounts of any colonial
military expedition. Preston's report is the most detailed but ends early. However, it provides
information concerning the problems encountered and illustrates why it was so difficult to get
men to volunteer and why desertion rates soared so high during wars of this period.58
The expedition began on February 7, 1756 when Preston and his thirty-two men marched
three days in order to join Lewis and the other companies totaling 340 soldiers including Indians.
As they marched past the Cherokee camps, they saluted their Indian allies by firing guns which
the Indians "returned with great Joy & afterwards honour'd with a War Dance." Several days
after they began, Reverend John Brown, a Presbyterian minister and Preston's brother-in-law,
preached the first of several sermons which provided solace and motivation for the company. On
February 13, upon conclusion of the first parade by the soldiers, Yellow Bird and Round O were
granted commissions as officers by Lewis. Word now came from James Burke that Shawnees
had killed one man and taken five horses nearby. Even though only four hostile Indians were
involved, a Council of War decided to send sixty white men and forty Indians out next morning
to look for the perpetrators. Illustrating the tolerance of different cultures, on Sunday, the 15th,
they heard an "Excelently Treated upon" sermon by Reverend Brown in the morning and
concluded the day watching Indians dance a "Grand War Dance." Preston finished his day by
taking a "cold bath in the River." Two days later those remaining at the camp discovered thirty
horses missing which resulted in a small detachment being sent to find them, further delaying the
departure of Preston's company for another two days. Still another sermon was preached, this
time by Preston's former teacher, John Craig. When they finally left camp on the 19th, the
journey lasted twenty miles where they "Lodged very well on his [William Sayer's] barn floor."
On Friday, the 20th, Preston experienced firsthand the cultural differences between the
Indians and English. He "had occasion to switch one of the soldiers for misbehavior" for
"swearing profanely" which incensed the Indian chiefs because they never used such
punishment. As a result, the Indians left camp claiming that they knew a closer way to the
Shawnees but in reality they were deserting the English. The next day Major Lewis, along with
Indian trader Pearis, found the Indians and "with many persuasive Arguments prevailed on them
to Return & Join the Army which they Did in the Evening to our great Sattisfaction."
The first two weeks had been relatively easy. But beginning on Monday, February 23,
conditions worsened. Hard rains fell making their trip over a mountain very difficult. That night
they lost more horses at Bear Garden on the North Branch of Holston River. The next day they
marched nine miles and "with great trouble & Fatigue" went over another two mountains finally
arriving at Burk's Garden.59 Compounding their fatigue was the snow which fell that night. Next
day orders to hunt for food in order to avoid using provisions brought complaints from Preston's
company since he had killed only "one poor Turkey" after seven hours of hunting. The contingent next crossed three large mountains with "great Difficulty" and arrived after dark at the head
of Clinch where they joined with other soldiers who had been looking for Indians. That night
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rain fell again giving Preston "great Uneasiness as I was Ill Provided for a Tent." Because Preston had sent his personal riding horse home the previous Sunday with Col. Buchanan's servant
"which I soon after Repented," he now bought a little horse to carry him further. Heavy rain
continued to fall the next two days which "brought great Trouble & Fatigue," especially since
they had to cross swollen creeks numerous times. Meanwhile, hunters sent out for food
sometimes came back with buffalo and deer, but on other days found nothing, further increasing
the hunger level of the soldiers.
The "Sabbath Day" (Sunday, the 29th) was spent "very Disagreeably." On the twelve
mile journey down Sandy Creek they crossed the creek an incredible sixty-six times. The pack
horses became so tired they could not even carry their loads further. The month of March arrived
like a lion with Preston seeing "Lightning to the West and heard Thunder" before daybreak
which did not prevent him from taking another cold bath in the river. Due to a "great Gust of
Thunder hail & Rain," they shortened their journey to six miles that day and stayed in a "very
Inconvenient place" on the large bend of the creek. A hunter reported evidence that the enemy
had been there two days earlier setting out animal traps. With food running scarce again, the men
received half of their normal allowance of beef. By mid-week conditions worsened further with
nearly impassable roads, numerous river crossings, and mountains which "Closed in on Both
Sides."60 Now they ran out of meat completely, forcing them to rely on their hunting which
produced a few bears for food. To compound problems further, their horses began wandering off
looking for food since the campsite had none. Meanwhile their search for Shawnees based on
earlier reported sightings resulted in failure.
The exhausted soldiers began a fifteen mile journey on Friday, March 5. Continued
crossings of the river resulted in some men almost dying due to the "utmost Extremity for want
of Provisions." Preston's recently purchased horse died and he was "left on foot with a Hungry
Belly which Increased my Woe -- & indeed it was the Case with almost Every man in the
Company." That night one of the volunteers killed an elk but the starving Indians took half of it
"which disgusted the Volunteers very much."61
The expedition now entered a critical phase with food supplies running short and the men
completely exhausted. Thomas Morton described his feelings on Friday in the following manner:
We were now in a pitiable condition our men looking on [one] another with Tears in their
Eyes, and lamenting that they had ever Enter'd in to a Soldier's life, and indeed our
circumstances were very shocking, for in our Camps was little else but cursing, swearing,
confusion and complaining and among our officers much selfishness and ambition which
naturally produced devision and contention and a discouragement in all the thoughtful.
At this point Morton, obviously a man with strong religious convictions, felt it would have been
dishonorable to God for the colonists to have won. Religion was not only neglected but "his'd
[hissed] out of company with contempt as tho' it had carried a deadly infection with it," despite
the fact that, as Preston reported, several sermons had already been preached. Morton also found
problems of disunity among the officers. He described Lewis as behaving with "sobriety and
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with prudence," but found Captain Peter Hogg dominating the decision-making and "scarcely"
treating the soldiers with "humanity." The contrast to the Indians "might shame us, for they were
in general quite unanimous and brotherly."
The week ended with the Cherokees proposing to make bark canoes to carry themselves
and the company's ammunition and flour down the river. But the soldiers had reached their limit
by this point and threatened to return home. Preston took their concerns to Major Lewis "which
very much Concern'd him & had no way to please them but to order a Cask of Butter to be
Divided among them which was no more than a taste to Each man." Their hunger increased even
more to the point "that our Strength is now almost exhausted, and [we have] never been allowed
to hunt but very little, and now we are not able and if we were, this place is barren, so that there
is little or thing to be kil'd."62
The week beginning with Sunday, March 7, started with Preston's company joining a
total group of one hundred who took the company's horses to search for hunting grounds. Morton
reported that their journey continued to be difficult because
Our case grew more and more lamentable as the way was now much worse than ever, and
the creek now impassable by Horses, and the mountains higher and worse than ever on all
accounts and lying in larger Clifts on the river.
Preston wrote, "our hunger & want Still Increased, as we Could not get any Flesh meat & had
but one pound of flour alowed to Each Man." One can only wonder how Preston's men held out
this long, but they now reached their limit. They informed Preston that they intended to go home
because
they were fainty & Weak in hunger and could not Travel the Mountains or Wade the
Rivers as they formerly had done, & that there was no Game in the Mountains Nor no
appearance of a Level Country.
Preston hoped to dissuade them by offering to kill some horses for food but his soldiers refused.
If it was for going home, they might agree, "but It was no Diet Proper to Sustain men on a longer
March against an Enemy." In spite of these arguments, Preston had enough influence and
credibility to convince his men to at least go one more day. Monday's tortuous journey ended
with two elks being killed and divided unequally among the soldiers for food
to the no small Joy of Every Man In Company, for by that Time hunger appeared in all
our Faces & most of us were got Weak & Feeble & had we not got that Relief I doubt not
but several of the men would have died with hunger, their Cries and Complaints were
Pitiful and Shocking & more so as the Officers could not give them any help, for they
were in equal want with the Men.
Morton reported that he, Preston, and John Breckinridge, shared their small portion which
amounted to two pounds per man, "but near half of it bone." He also noted that a great number
of the men "here have this day fallen on a resolution to go back, for we can see nothing before us
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but inevitable destruction."63
Tuesday's events further confirmed the men's desire to return home when several men
who spent the day hunting and viewing the country came back with a disturbing report. After
climbing a tall mountain, all they could see ahead were "several prodigious great Mountains . . .
so that the Country Behind them appeared level in Comparison to that we had to travel"--an
account which understandably "very much Disturbed the Men," leading all of them to agree that
they would return home the next day. Preston called the officers together and they agreed to
advise their men to stay until Major Lewis arrived with the remaining men. Preston summarized
his feelings, "I was in utmost Disorder & Confusion to think of the men Returning in Such a
Manner which would Infallibly Ruin the Expedition." Heavy rain fell again all night. The next
day Preston decided to use the most personal argument to convince the men to stay. He told them
that if they left, "I would be blamed for it & my Character would Suffer." Further illustrating the
high standing Preston had with his men, they agreed to stay as did the other companies. 64 An
emergency message went to Lewis requesting his immediate presence in the camp. That
afternoon word came that the canoes carrying provisions would leave that morning.
In spite of their promises to stay, Preston had to put further pressure on Thursday for his
men to wait a little longer until Lewis arrived. A little venison to feed his company helped
convince his men to stay. That afternoon two Indians came in a canoe to inform the camp that
Lewis and the rest of the company would arrive that night. But the arguing continued throughout
the day. An encouraging report came from two scouts who reported seeing signs of buffaloes,
elks, and turkies which
Pleased the Officers very much; But it Rather increased the Mutiny among the Men for
they Looked upon the Report to be formed only to Draw them So much farther from
home, & said were the game ever so plenty it was Impossible to Support 340 Men by it as
there was nothing Else to Depend upon & if they Porceeded any Further they must
Inevitably Perish with hunger which they Looked upon to be more Inglorious than to
Return & be yet Serviceable to their County when properly Provided for.
Preston acknowledged that the men had a good argument. They had been sent out on the
expedition with only fifteen days of provisions for a three hundred mile journey. Ultimately this
lack of proper provisioning doomed the expedition from the start.
Preston got so desperate on Friday that he sent someone to urge Lewis to come faster.
Even that morning Preston had to disarm several of his soldiers and take away by force their
blankets to keep them in camp. In spite of this, the men were so desperate that five of them left
anyway, only to be caught and brought back. The reason for Lewis's late arrival soon became
apparent. His canoe had sunk in the river in addition to two other canoes containing tents, guns,
and other valuables. By now Preston had a tent again so that night Lewis stayed with him and
enjoyed a little bear for supper and breakfast.
The last day of Preston's report, Saturday, March 13, found Lewis calling all of the
soldiers together for the purpose of convincing them to continue their journey forward. He used
63
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all the arguments he could muster. He warned them about the "ill consequence" of mutiny and
desertion. He argued that they would be well supported once they got to the hunting grounds
reported about earlier. But they still resisted, arguing that "if they went forward they must Perish
or Eat horses neither of which They were willing to do." Lewis then walked several yards away
and asked for all who were willing to serve their country to step forward. All of the officers
responded positively but only twenty or thirty soldiers joined him. Only four of Preston's privates
and one lieutenant stepped forward and the others began their march in formation home. Later in
the day a report came that one of the men had drowned in the river while trying to get some food.
Preston sympathized,
indeed hunger & Want was so much Increased that any Man in the Camp would have
Ventured his life for a Supper . . . it is Impossible to Express the abject Condition we
were in both before & after the Men Deserted us, except when a little fresh meat was
brought in which would not last any Time nor had it any Strength to Suport men, as the
Salt was all lost.
By the end of March, all of the men returned to their homes after one of the worst
experiences any of them would ever encounter. Thomas Lloyd, the surgeon of the expedition and
Preston's indentured servant, described his ordeal seven months later.65 While exaggerating the
number of colonial soldiers killed, he wrote of the French and Indians surrounding their camps
waiting in ambush as having the "nature of a wolf." In terms of their own supplies, he reported
that out of two hundred horses on the trip, only four or five survived, "the Rest we were forc'd to
eat Being all like to Perish." Food was so short that he had to fast three or four days. With the
failure of the expedition, he recounted that Augusta County was "laid Waste" with only one-half
of its inhabitants still in Augusta County while the rest were either dead or gone to safer areas.
Throughout all of the struggle, he claimed the colonists had only been able to kill ten of the
enemy, but in a large exaggeration, he reported that about one hundred colonists had died. He
surmized that what appeared to be God's cooperation with the enemy was "as a Scourge for our
Sins."
In Virginia's only offensive attempt during the war, the colony failed miserably. Even
Governor Dinwiddie explained to Washington that it had "done nothing essential. I believe they
did not know the way to the Shawnesse Towns."66 The Governor's account to a fellow governor
was similarly terse,
The Expedit'n ag'st the Shawnesse prov'd unsuccessful. They wre gone upwards of a Mo.;
met with very bad Weather; a great part of y'r Provis's lost cross'g a River, the Canoes
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being over-set. They were oblig'd to eat y'r Horses and are ret'd67
Eventually the House of Burgesses and the Virginia Council got involved in investigating this
failure. The explanation from Major Lewis to the Virginia Council blamed
their ignorance of the Road and the licentious Behavior of the soldiers under the different
ranging Captains and want of Provisions, that bad weather, high waters, and scarcity of
Game caused them to labor under many Difficulties which they did not expect; and the
volunteer mutinying.68
The investigation by the Burgesses completely exonerated Lewis as having "discharged his Duty
with Integrity and Resolution," but blamed Captains Obadiah Woodson, John Smith, and John
Montgomery who commanded the volunteers with "mutinous Behaviour."69
But more than a failure, Preston and the men who went on the expedition would always
bear the terrible memory of those weeks of hunger, cold, and fear. Not only would their feelings
make it harder for them to volunteer for service again, but they spread the stories of their awful
experience throughout the region making it even more difficult to recruit already reticent men
into service. Apparently the failure of this mission did not affect the Cherokee's continuing
support of the English. To help assuage any possible negative feelings, Virginia gave clothes to
the male Indians and presents to the squaws which left them "well pleas'd."70
As the expedition ended, Preston's home county, Augusta, sent a desperate petition to the
House of Burgesses requesting immediate help "against the Incursions and Depredations of the
Savages." They asked for the erection of a chain of forts across the frontier and for a treaty of
"trade and friendship" with confederate Indians to help serve as a barrier against the French.71
The Burgesses responded favorably with a law that allowed for raising ,25,000 to provide 2,000
more men for the regular regimental army in Virginia. In addition, a chain of forts would be
67
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erected across the frontier "to put a stop to those violent outrages of the enemy, and to protect the
inhabitants in their lives and properties."72
But there were problems. Washington told Dinwiddie that forts without an adequate
number of men supporting them would never answer the expectations of the frontier. He
anticipated needing a regular army with strong discipline to counteract the tactics of the Indians
who "prowl about like wolves, and, like them, do their mischief by stealth." The murders then
being committed in the Winchester area and the daring attacks by Indians on their forts during
the middle of the day constituted a more immediate problem. Further, Washington predicted that
"unless a stop is put to the depredations of the Indians, the Blue Ridge will soon become our
frontier." He suggested the possibility of having the frontiersmen live in towns and then work
each other's farms on a shared basis which would prevent their being cut off by small parties of
Indians. Although the suggestion was impractical when one considers the independent minds of
men living on the frontier and the nature of frontier farming, the idea illustrates the desperate
feelings of many who dealt with the grave threat to Virginia.73
To help Washington, Dinwiddie ordered Preston and other captains on April 24 to
summon all of their militiamen immediately for the purpose of drafting one-third of the "most
Chosen men" to defend the Augusta frontier. He also asked that they be kept in readiness to
march towards Winchester when needed, while the remaining militia would patrol during their
absence.74 When the militia officers of Augusta County actually met as a Council of War on May
20 to carry out the drafting order, they quickly determined that most of their able bodied single
men were already on duty on the frontier in order to protect the inhabitants. Until forces from
elsewhere relieved these men, they requested a postponement of the draft.75
The previous thirteen months of militia service left Preston strapped for money. Not able
to survey or carry out much other work during that period, he asked the Governor in April for
relief "being urged by my present want of money & Low Circumstance." At that point, he had
only received ,80 to compensate for considerable personal advances for military salaries and
provisions.76
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Virginia's problems were further compounded by lack of support from neighboring
colonies and the appointment of Lord Loudoun as commander-in-chief of all English forces in
America. He was also made governor of Virginia, something which greatly pleased Dinwiddie
who felt so "harrasss'd and fatigu'd with our Militia and House of Burgesses, that if it was a
proper Time, I shou'd desire to come home."77 But another year would pass before Dinwiddie got
his wish to return home, for London recalled Loudoun before he ever set foot in Virginia.
For William Preston there was no relief either.78 Tension continued to build on the
frontier which resulted in Ephraim Vause becoming so concerned with the safety surrounding his
680-acre plantation located in a strategic pass on the South Fork of the Roanoke that he financed
his own fort called Fort Vause.79 In the middle of June, 1756, a small group of Indians appeared
at Vause's fort but since the colonists only had four or five men in the fort they could not chase
them. However, the Indians took a white man as prisoner where he heard of plans by the
Shawnees with the encouragement of the French to drive the Englishmen out. As part of this
effort, these same Indians had also been conducting surveillance of Fort William to find out how
many men would be confronting them when the larger group came. While the Indians washed
their tomahawks, the white prisoner escaped to warn his countrymen of the threat.
When Preston arrived home in Staunton from a trip to Williamsburg carrying the
governor's orders to disband his company of rangers, within hours word came from Fort Vause
appealing for reinforcements to help with an expected Indian attack. His company was dispersed
and he did not respond immediately, but when news came three days later of an actual attack on
the fort by one hundred Indians, he began to mobilize as many men as possible. On June 25 he
marched with forty-seven militiamen including eighteen of his own. When they arrived within a
few miles of the fort, one of Vause's servants informed them that the buildings had all been
burned to the ground and the people either killed or taken prisoners. Later reports indicated that
those guarding the fort had been surprised since they had not maintained constant guard duty.80
Later Vause reported that he had not been at his fort when it was attacked but had
watched from a safe distance where he saw Indians in the morning burn down the fort which he
had built with his money and then his home in the afternoon. But more than the loss of mere
requested or whether he received any help.
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buildings, the Indians murdered his wife, two daughters, two servants, and a slave. Yet despite
this tremendous loss, Vause wanted another fort built on the same location. A few months later
the colony provided the men and resources for reconstruction.
Preston and his men, impressed with the danger to all, hastened home to protect their
families. And another mass exodus of families began from the threatened areas on the south side
of the James River. As described by Lewis,
To See the Mothers with a train of helpless Children at their heels stragling through
woods & mountains to escape the fury of those merciless Savages to see Sundry Persons
crawling home with Arows sticking in Several Parts of their Bodies which with the Cries
of Widows & Fatherless Children is really Shocking
He pled for the regular regimental army to man the forts since the militiamen needed to protect
their own families. Captain Christian with a company of militiamen was dispatched to Fort
William as an encouragement for settlers to return and harvest their crops, but the situation
remained tenuous.81 Preston reported that more than one hundred fifty families had already left
their plantations with more planning to do so very soon.82 All of these events continued to leave
the governor with the feeling that unless the English drove the French out of the Ohio area and
especially from Fort Duquesne, "fly'g Parties of these Banditti" would constantly harass the
frontier.83
The news of the British declaration of war against the French in May arrived in Virginia
on August 7, 1756.84 For Augusta County this made little difference and happily the late summer
and early fall that year were peaceful. Little is known of Preston's activities in this period. After
months in the field, he probably returned home, near Staunton, to be with his mother and
sisters.85 And the peace was deceptive. Indian attacks began as early as mid-September in the
Jackson River area with thirteen colonists killed, two wounded, and five taken prisoner. The only
good news came when the twenty-four prisoners from the Fort Vause fight escaped safely from
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their captors.86
Efforts now focused on getting forts built along the frontier with twenty to thirty mile
intervals between each one.87 Both Dinwiddie and Washington expressed reservations about
having such a large number of small forts. Washington preferred having three or four "large,
strong forts, built at convenient distances," and garrisoned with a large number of soldiers. He
envisioned problems of providing provisions to ranging parties sent out from small forts which
then left only a few men to guard the fort.88 Dinwiddie agreed but argued that the House of
Burgesses was so "fond" of them that he could not alter their position. The problem became
further complicated with the poor quality of militiamen in Augusta County being used to
garrison the forts. Dinwiddie called them a "dastardly set of People" who had "neither Courage,
Spirits or Conduct."89
These questions about the forts and militia led to George Washington's first trip to
Augusta County as commander and to his first meeting with Preston. On September 28, 1756
Washington left his Winchester headquarters for southern Virginia. Upon leaving he received
word of Indian "depredations" and so attempted to raise a party of militia to "scour the woods"
around Jackson's River. Washington got a firsthand illustration of the recruiting difficulties on
the frontier. After waiting five days for Colonel Stewart to raise the militia, only five men
showed up. Preston, who was also present, was subsequently "kind enough to conduct"
Washington on the sixty mile journey to Luney's Ferry on the James River in order to get help
from Colonel John Buchanan, then the leader of the Augusta militia.
On the journey, Preston and Washington engaged in intensive conversations about the
manpower problems on the frontier and undoubtedly on many other topics of mutual concern.
Washington reported that he acquainted Preston
with the motives that brought me thither. He told me with very great concern, it was not
in his power to raise men; for that, three days before, some of the militia in a fort, about
fifteen miles above his house, at the head of Catawba Creek, commanded by one Colonel
Nash, was attacked by the Indians, which occasioned all that settlement to break up
totally, even to the ferry at Luney's; that he had ordered three companies to repair thither,
to march against the enemy, and not one man came, except a captain, lieutenant, &c., and
seven or eight men from Beford.90
And there was little success in recruiting men after their arrival at Luney's Ferry. A survey with
Colonel John Buchanan of Fort Vause and other forts in Augusta County followed and
Washington concluded the trip in a deep "melancholy" feeling that it was not within his power to
change "it to our satisfaction and interest."91 It is not known if Preston was present for the later
stages of Washington's tour.
The trip confirmed Washington's views of the need for at least two thousand regular
troops on the frontier and of his disgust with the militia. He described them as
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under such bad order and discipline, that they will go and come when and where they
please, without regarding time, their officers, or the safety of the inhabitants, but
consulting solely their own inclinations. There should be, according to your Honor's
orders, one third of the militia of these parts now on duty at once; instead of that, I
believe scarce one-thirteenth is out. They are to be relieved every month; they are more
than that time marching to and from their stations, and will not wait one day longer than
the limited time, whether they are relieved or not, let the necessity for it be ever so
urgent.92
And he did not find the officers any better. During his visit to the forts he had found "whooping,
hallooing gentlemen soldiers" who viewed with "derision and contempt" any matter of "order,
regularity, circumspection, and vigilance." And only one or two of the forts "had their captains
present, they being absent chiefly on their own business, and had given leave to several of the
men to do the same."93
Dinwiddie's view of Augusta's militia went even further. He described them as a
"dastardly set of People and under no managem't or Discipline, much owing to y'r Officers who I
fear are little better than the private Men."94 He felt the residents of Augusta were under bad
management and just wanted to make money "unjustly from the Distresses" confronting them.95
These feelings resulted in a rejection of accounts from militia officers in Augusta whose reports
Dinwiddie thought were "falacious and a great Imposition on the Country."96 As an officer,
Preston was probably under suspicion along with his colleagues, but no charges levelled against
him through this period.
Local residents, well aware of their militia's deficiencies, pled in a "most earnest manner"
for regular soldiers. Surely part of the background of Washington's comments was the
information given him by Preston during the first part of his trip. As summarized by Washington,
the residents were "truly sensible of their misery" being forced to depend for protection on the
militia, but also unwilling to make any changes which would result in anything but their own
ease. As a consequence they continued to flee southward which would soon mean that "scarce a
family" would live in Frederick, Hampshire, or Augusta Counties.97
With winter approaching and the lessened threat of attack, Dinwiddie ordered Major
Lewis in Augusta to recall the rangers and militia from the frontier. He also asked him to keep
three companies on duty, each consisting of about sixty men to be stationed at the most strategic
points in the county.98 A draft was to take place to form these companies for the winter. Preston
as one of three officers in charge was ordered by the governor to Fort Miller with one of the
companies. He warned Preston to be on guard against the practices of some of his fellow officers
who were "absent half the time from their Companys" and who gave leave to their men to "Strol
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about the Country." Preston was also to keep scouts out on a regular basis and report any enemy
sightings immediately to other forts in the area, but this must have been difficult since recruiting
went very badly.99 And clearly officers were as much of a problem as their men since Dinwiddie
encouraged Lewis to "dismiss those unruly and senseless Officers and apoint such as you think
will be of Service to the Country."100 Augusta County was a problem as far as Dinwiddie was
concerned for he reported that it gave him more "ill usage" than from any other county in Virginia.101 But throughout all of this Preston was never criticized, suggesting that he must have
acquitted himself well.
Preston must have returned home to Staunton for Christmas with relief and pleasure.
Waiting for him was a letter from surgeon William Fleming which illustrated that even through
all of the fighting and turmoil he enjoyed a lifelong hobby of reading.102 Fleming received his
education at the University of Edinburgh and then served as a surgeon in the British navy before
retiring to Virginia in 1755.103 Before long he returned to military service as a surgeon under the
command of Washington.104 Somewhere in military service Preston and Fleming discovered
each other's love of books and began trading their favorites. Fleming expressed appreciation for
the books Preston had sent including three volumes of the "Dean of Colrain" and one volume of
Blake Morris's "Manuscript of Salees trip to New Orleans." In his letter he also discussed his
views of literature and his analysis of Swift's Gulliver, "the severest satire I know is universally
Admir'd, but leaves a Secret disgust on the mind of the reader."105 He asked for a copy of
Brown's Voyage to the Levant. This communication illustrates that Preston, in spite of being in
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the middle of the frontier and only having a limited education, made learning a lifelong pursuit.
During the middle of the war, Preston also took the time to pay for the translation of some
volumes.106 Not many on the frontier shared these interests, but when he found someone with a
similar love, an immediate bond developed. In later years he then passed on this love of learning
to his own children and relatives.
Fleming ended his letter asking Preston to give his "compliments to the Young lady's &
wish them a Merry Christmas & good husbands." Although each of his four sisters would be
married by 1764, none had yet taken that step. Considering the high quality of husbands they
eventually married, the Preston home must have seen in these years many suitors coming to
impress the sisters and hoping for a good word from their brother William.107 And they were no
mean catch for they were not only attractive but industrious. They, for example, became "skillful
needle-women" creating items for sale using cross-stitch and embroidery--efforts which
eventually enabled their mother to buy a female slave.108
The frontiers were quiet early in 1757, and Preston in February took up the job of repairing and building new forts.109 He had, at Major Lewis's direction, to decide where forts
should be located to serve the greatest number of people. For example, Fort Wilson was
abandoned because of the departure of two families and it was determined, after consulting with
the inhabitants, to build one on the Bullpasture River which would serve twelve families.110 Nine
of these families agreed to move to the fort and not leave the country while a military company
guarded that area. Construction of this 80 foot square fort began in March but bad weather and a
lack of strong support from the local residents delayed completion.111 Eventually the House of
Burgesses approved payment of ,579.07 to Preston for this and other work.112
During the remainder of 1757, Preston continued leadership of his ranger company with
seventy men serving with him during this period for an average of 138 days per man. Preston
himself served 213 days and a loyal group of thirty-three men gave him at least 170 days of
service or more. Aiding in leadership were two lieutenants, two sergeants, and two corporals.
Interestingly, Thomas Lloyd, his indentured servant, served as one of the sergeants.113
In the midst of his military duties, Preston began to receive a series of political and
military appointments to almost every available major office in Augusta County, illustrating his
growing status as a member of the frontier elite and further paralleling the career of his uncle
James Patton. Within a few years he would also be elected to the House of Burgesses, but before
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he could realistically attain that higher office he needed to prove his abilities on the county level.
But he never received the prize he most wanted in Augusta County--county surveyor--and
eventually moved to a newly formed county to attain this lucrative office.
Various levels of public office existed in a local county. 114 Preston already had proven
himself in the entry level post, such as clerk of the vestry and as a lower level militia officer. His
next step would be to become a justice of the peace which made him part of the influential
county court. Although the governor had the right to appoint replacements, in reality the county
court had become a truly independent and self-perpetuating body and usually the governor
appointed replacements from recommendations made by the court.115 Generally only those with
family connections or growing wealth would be recommended by the other justices--factors
which Preston now possessed.116 He was appointed to the court on June 20, 1757.117 Ironically,
Richard Woods, one of Preston's supporters in his failed 1755 election bid, also took the oath
from Preston as a justice on the same day. Obviously both men had regained community respect
after their earlier humiliation.
The court on which Preston now sat represented the highest level of county government
with responsibilities for wills, estates, taverns, liquor prices, water mills, ferries, levies, and legal
doument notarization. It was the "fountainhead of justice in Virginia."118 Individual justices
could hear minor cases, handle depositions, and issue warrants with the monthly meeting of the
county court disposing of the more serious criminal and civil disputes. This was not a detached
political position from which a man could govern without feeling the actual needs of his fellow
citizens. But even more important, the county court also controlled the appointment of virtually
every other office including clerk, sheriff, coroner, lower ranking militia officers, and tobacco
inspectors. Without their recommendation the governor did not dare appoint anyone else. It was
through the court that the elite maintained their control over the county.
The court came to symbolize many values in Virginia society. The status accorded the
position of justice probably represented its greatest symbolic value. Charles Sydnor wrote of the
court representing
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a legislative, executive, and electoral, as well as judicial body. Separation of powers, and
checks and balances, were unknown in Virginia county government. Every variety of
governmental power was vested in the single body known as the county court.119
The court also stood for law in the community which came to represent an important form of
culture on the frontier.120 As justices worked with each other, they also established close social
and political links which further enhanced their power in the community. 121 Preston's
appointment as a justice represented his greatest public accomplishment to date. From this
position, he would be able to gain other offices and further influence throughout the region.
At the same time he became justice, Preston became deputy to Wallace Estill, the Sheriff
for Augusta County.122 The first evidence of his work in this capacity came as he carried out
court orders such as seizing goods.123 A year later he became a Sheriff, a post he would hold
several years, fulfilling the many duties connected with it including tax collection.124 Rounding
out his appointments, in 1759 he also was appointed as escheator and coroner for Augusta County.125
Amidst his very active military duties, Preston found time to carry out the routine jobs in
Augusta County which his positions required. As a justice he leased land in Staunton for county
buildings.126 He made arrangements for repairing the jail and for adding a "ducking" stool.127 A
few months later he complained about the "insufficiency" of the jail he had just repaired.128 He
also oversaw completion of the county courthouse.129 As part of his continuing orientation to
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vestry duties, Preston also agreed in 1758 to take in another "bastard child," Elizabeth Evans, as
he had done six years earlier. Part of his agreement included a responsibility to "teach her to read
and write and cause her to be taught to sew and spin."130 While common for male orphans, rarely
did individuals who took in female orphans agree to educate them, which may illustrate Preston's
lifelong commitment to education not only with his own children, nieces, and nephews, but to
the social charges he agreed to help.131
These new political appointments did not prevent Preston from having to face the reality
of his military leadership for in July, 1757 Indian attacks again began. Early on four colonists
were killed, three wounded, and ten taken prisoner, including a woman with seven children.132
Dinwiddie ordered militia companies to those areas until a regular detachment of the Virginia
Regiment arrived, but also raised questions about Preston's initiative in counteracting the attacks:
the Officers or Men did not do their Duty, and now, on this Alarm, why does not Capt.
Dickeson and Capt. Preston march their Men to repell the force of the Enemy and protect
the Front'rs? I'm assured they neglect their Duty and don't act with the Spirit that may be
expected.133
Dinwiddie also wrote to Buchanan with questions about Preston's leadership. In one situation he
received reports that only six Indians had attacked a settlement, a number he felt could have
easily been repelled by the rangers. At such a distance Dinwiddie felt helpless. Buchanan, as
Augusta's military leader, would have to take that responsibility. He charged that Virginia was
"greatly impos'd on by Neglect of the Officers" while at the same time expressing sympathy for
the frontiersmen,
Pray God protect Yo. and the poor People from any further Insults from the barbarous
and inhuman Enemy. I'm sensibly concern'd for the poor People, and heartily wish it was
in my Power to give them a thorough Protect'n.134
Where was Preston during this period? Was he shirking his duties or did he have other
reasons for not repelling the Indians? Was he too busy in his new position as a Justice of the
Peace? Sickness may have been the explanation since his friend and lawyer, Edmund Pendleton,
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congratulated him for recovering from a "tedious and dangerous confinement" in October.135
The Indian attacks continued with more fatalities in the fall of 1757. Pendleton wrote to
Preston, "I am truly sorry for the uneasy situation of your Inhabitants and God only knows when
it will be better, as our Affairs every where have a bad Prospect."136 All of these threats led one
colonist to write:
Poor Miserable Country! Poor ill fated Frontiers! . . . We shall be forced at the last, &
very soon too I fear, to Yield up all our large and fine Back Country to the Enemy, and
then where will be our Barrier? . . . Godalmighty, who hath in his hands the Disposition
of Kings and Kingdoms &c only knows what will be the issue of all these things, I, for
my part with resignation to the Divine will, patiently wait the event.137
Meanwhile Preston continued to lead his rangers with orders from Lewis to stay in the
Bullpasture area.138 By October he moved to Fort Prince George where he received further
orders from Lewis to continue.139
By this time Preston had been on duty for many months, and no relief was in sight. In
November he received even more specific orders to recruit as many of his militia as he could to
serve as rangers until August, 1758.140 The orders also included assurances of pay at the end of
every two months. The men were to serve in Augusta County only and not be incorporated into
the Virginia Regiment led by Washington. In addition, Lewis gave Preston permission to
purchase 17,000 pounds of beef and 7,000 pounds of pork for this period of time. To make sure
he had enough men on duty at all times, no more than two should be furloughed at a time.
Obviously Preston's growing maturity as a military leader had become evident through
such assignments. He had already received major political appointments as a justice of the peace
135
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and sheriff. Now he would also begin to receive military promotions. The new governor, Francis
Fauquier, appointed him to the rank of major in the militia in September, 1758 and a year later he
was made lieutenant colonel in the Augusta County militia.141
Meanwhile Preston's company of rangers continued their service on the frontier in 17581759 at Fort George and Fort Young.142 After relative quiet on the frontier for several months,
Indians again began to appear in the Calfpasture area in July, 1759, scalping one woman. To help
protect the inhabitants, Preston ordered the immediate draft of twenty men, an action opponents
later charged was illegal.143
And even when men were finally forced to serve they were difficult to control. The case
of John Walker provides an example. Walker's superior, Lieutenant Edward Hubbard, confined
this sergeant in Preston's company for refusing to obey orders. According to Hubbard's account,
Walker came with Preston's ranger company which consisted of two corporals and sixteen
privates. He ordered them to stay at one fire that night which they refused to do and "took up
their bundles, and with a laugh of contempt went to another." When that failed, Hubbard then
ordered Walker to mount a guard with a corporal and four rangers which he refused to do saying
he did not see any need for such duty. When Hubbard replied that his duty was to obey, Walker
responded that "he did not think there was any danger, and would not mount any guard, or do
any thing but what he thought fit." Hubbard repeated the orders again and in a very revealing
response, Walker replied
that they had been under other officers, and had always hunted, and done as they pleas'd.
Many of Capt. Prestons men being bye, who seem'd to assent and be pleas'd with what he
said that they would not mount guard, would hunt when they had a mind; had orders from
their own Lt by which they would abide; and would not obey any orders, I should give
them.
Unfortunately for Hubbard's needs,
They were in every respect as good as their word, hunting, firing at a mark, neglecting
even one sentry separating themselves; mentioning when, and how far they would march
and behaving the whole time with great neglect.144
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Perhaps part of the problem was Preston himself who may have had a casual approach to
command which brought respect when he was personally present but posed problems for more
authoritarian officers.
By 1759 the war was beginning to wind down. The English captured Fort Niagara and
Quebec, thus removing any direct threat by the French against the Ohio area. But the Cherokees
now turned against their former English allies as a result of skirmishes with aggressive Virginia
frontiersmen who had always hated all Indians. Since the Cherokees did not live in Virginia,
only using the colony as a pathway home, Virginia did not face the same kind of threat
experienced by fellow colonists in North and South Carolina.
Despite the lessened threat Augusta County residents still felt under pressure. Shawnee
attacks continued resulting in deaths and capture.145 Preston apparently wrote Fauquier on behalf
of his fellow citizens requesting that additional militia be stationed in their area. But the
governor, following the example of his predecessor, replied that no militiamen would be
forthcoming to help quiet the "ill-grounded Fears" of a "few people." The Indians were already
fighting a war in their own territory, he said, which would help protect Virginians from any
possible Indian threat. Furthermore,
It is a Shame [for] Men to talk of deserting a Country and their growing Crops, because
10 or 11 Indians have been seen thereabouts, but I have long seen it is not in the power of
Man to rid the Augusta people of their unreasonable Fears, and there is no keeping them
easy without a Militia; of which they have long enjoyed the Sweets, and therefore will
not for the future, I suppose; be easy without them.146
With the surrender of Montreal by the French in September, 1760, the war basically ended.147
A few weeks before the end, Preston saw a business opportunity to make some additional
money from the war, leading in 1760 to a partnership with William Davies, a Philadelphia businessman. They purchased four wagons and sixteen horses with drivers which could be leased to
Virginia with all profits and losses to be shared equally between them. No evidence exists on
how much money they made from this venture, but obviously few concerns existed on Preston's
part about a conflict-of-interest between being an officer and reaping private benefits.148
With the war coming to an end, William Preston found himself having accomplished
much, but he was thirty years old and he did not have a wife or children. His two older sisters,
Letitia and Margaret, had married successful men and given William several nieces and
nephews. Letitia's husband, Robert Breckinridge, served as a sheriff, vestryman, and justice of
the peace in Augusta County during the 1750s. With the establishment of Botetourt County in
1770, he became a justice and lieutenant colonel of the militia. Margaret's husband, the Reverend
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John Brown, had graduated from the College of New Jersey (later known as Princeton University) and served a number of Presbyterian parishes in Augusta County including the Providence
and Timber Ridge churches. He was also to establish a grammar school which became Augusta
Academy, the forerunner of Washington and Lee University.149 Both were establishing
flourishing families. Such examples may have encouraged William Preston to seek a wife.
William diligently proceeded in his quest. His friends watched on in amusement. David
Robinson, a close friend and militia officer, kidded him about enrolling in dancing classes taught
by "Mr. Fribble, the Knight of the Garter." In 1759 he joked, "Whilst I am examining the comets
. . . you (Honest Man) no doubt are trying with equal anxiety whether you can kiss a Girl sixty
times in a minute -- A Glorious Enterprise, indeed!" Robinson noted, "However incredible it may
appear this was actually undertaken by Captain Preston & affected in less than half a minute."
Robinson continued, "Whilst I am inquiring into the Nature of Good and Evil and what true
Happiness consists in, you very likely are studiously learning how to perform the Lavoon and
Cupel. . . ." The latter represented a popular colonial dance learned by cultured Virginians.
Further he asked,
Is there the least conformity between us in Temper or Disposition? How then can we
associate together? 'Tis a maxim with you, 'That Nothing in Life is pleasing but Love' and
accordingly all your Actions & Passions tend to this noble End. But I am for admitting
Virtue which makes an essential Difference
. . . The Posey of your Ring is to Live is To Love.
Robinson may or may not have been joking but he continued:
I have known you in the silent Watches of the Night slip out of your Bed as by some
Secret Impulse and repair to a certain corner where I could easily discover you. 'Twould
be too tedious to tell you the story of the Girl you Surprised Once in a Chest, and your
ingenious Conduct on that occasion . . . But I shall conclude these remarks by observing
in general, that you now act the Beau Monde in a proper sense. You have made yourself
acquainted with every young Woman's Face and Leg in the County & know well how to
appear agreeable.
Apparently Preston planned to tour Philadelphia and the Eastern Shore "in Order to enlarge your
Sphere of Knowledge" and Robinson wondered if "any Man of Judgment & Candor . . . should
act a rational part in Complying with your invitation." Robinson concluded, "But, I suppose, I
have now Sufficiently provoked your Patience & Attention and 'tis very probable Mr. Fribble
calls upon you - Now pray, mind your Cupel."150
Robinson was now to leave Augusta but his affection and friendship can be seen in his
farewell letter.
Am I at last deprived of my best Friend - a Friend possess'd of every amiable Quality Must a Friendship wholly founded on Love be thus lost? - It must - Fate has so
determined. . . . Must it not only be lost, but buried in Oblivion?--No, no. - Believe me
149
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dear Billy, my Affection for you will continue 'till the last Moments of my Existence. . . .
I shall often, with a pleasing Sorrow, reflect on the many pleasant Days I have been
happy with your presence in the charming Plains of Augusta. But shou'd I go on and
write as my Grief dictates, I might perhaps run into Extravagance.
To Robinson, he and Preston were putting their youth behind them "with all its Bloom & Vigor"
and were proceeding toward inevitable mortality.151
But such reflections by his friend did not deter Preston's search for a wife. He was
frequently on the road and John Madison, after talking with Preston's surveying boss, Thomas
Lewis, expressed their reflections on his quest. He reported that he had interrogated Preston's
traveling partner, Billy Anderson, the orphan taken in by William Preston's father shortly before
his death. The questioning went as follows:
Billy Dear. Where did your Master lodge the first Night? at Michael Woods. The next? at
Doctor Allegres. Very Well. I suppose the next at Mr. Underwoods! Billy answered in
the Affirmative. Very Well. Had she any likely hussies of Daughers. Billy assented to
that, Might well. Did your Master Eye them? No answer to that. Well you're a Sly dog. I
suppose the next night you reached Col. Henrys or one Woodsons, but I think Billy
Landed you at New Castle sent you Church and only let you Call at the Colonels in your
way up and I don't remember whether you saw Miss Jenny or not. In short your footsteps
have been had & all that could be, but from Billy's ambiguous answers the Old
Gentleman is still in Doubt it is but a Step, come down & Clear up your Character.152
Despite such efforts Preston still had not found a woman he was interested in marrying.
He was not handsome but he was certainly impressive. His daughter later described him as
"above the ordinary height of man, five feet eleven inches. He was large, inclined to corpulency,
was ruddy, [and] had fair hair and hazel eyes." But more important for courting purposes, "His
manners were easy and graceful. He had a well cultivated intellect, and a fine taste of poetry."153
Further he already held substantial property, was a recognized county leader, and he came from a
well established family all of which must have made him one of the most eligible bachelors in
Augusta County.
In looking for a contractor to build an Episcopal Church in Staunton, Preston finally
found his future wife. Preston contracted with Francis Smith,154 a rich carpenter who operated a
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tavern near the Hanover courthouse, to construct the new church.155 In the process, Preston discovered his "extremely beautiful" twenty year old daughter, Susanna, and was attracted by her
"beauty and manners." Her roots in Virginia were older and more distinguished than the recent
migration of the Prestons. The fact that she had been educated by the Reverend Patrick Henry
also meant she had received a better education than most women of her day. 156 Coupling her
beauty, manners, and education into one package, she must have been a great find for a man with
similar interests in learning. On January 17, 1761 they were married by Reverend John Todd.157
Before long Preston's friends began writing their congratulations to him. Thomas Lewis
offered "hearty and Sincere Compliments of Gratulation on your Espousal, an Event you have
been wishing for, & such as I hope, will Exceed your warmest Expectations, in the production of
your Futer Felicity."158 Even his old friend, David Robinson, held off further teasing, "I shall not
say One Word about W-m-n, as, it wou'd now-a Days be very Impertinent.159" Preston now stood
in a position to give advice to other bachelors. Peter Hogg wrote about his determination to visit
a potential wife "that I may no longer worship a Shadow but either banish the Idol or admire the
Fair, therefore must request you to let me know by the first Conveyance the name of the Charmer
& whether the Elder or younger of the two Sisters that bears the amiable Character of being the
most worthy of her Sex."160
Preston's marriage was followed shortly by that of his younger sisters. As in the case of
his two older sisters, the new brothers-in-law were also men of substance. His sister Ann became
wife to Francis Smith in August, 1761. Smith, who was not related to Preston's new wife, held
various positions in the county including militia officer, sheriff, justice, and he even served as
deputy surveyor to his brother-in-law William. Finally in 1764 William's youngest sister, Mary,
married John Howard who led a less distinguished life but still was a person of some standing.161
The mother of the family, Elizabeth, now lived by herself but she must have been comforted by
the fact that her growing family was nearby.
Preston now turned to the business of creating a suitable home for his new bride and
hoped for children. He continued building his library with the addition of an eight volume
Dictionary of Arts & Science and with pamphlets on sermons.162 And with the prospect of a
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larger family, in good Virginia fashion, he worked diligently to increase his landholdings. He
already by 1759 owned 2,530 acres on which he paid land taxes.163 And in that same year he had
begun to put together an estate approximately five miles west of Fincastle and one mile from
Amsterdam, later to be known as Greenfield, which would eventually be the first real home for
him and his wife. He first purchased 191 acres from Stephen Rentfro about six miles from the
city of Roanoke on a branch of Buffalo Creek.164 In the next two years he added another 824
acres to this original purchase from land grants given by Governor Fauquier for military service
and purchased another 472 acres.165 By 1773 the Greenfield estate consisted of 2,175 acres.166
There was some delay in taking up residence there probably because of title disputes, but by late
1762 or early 1763 they had moved to "Greenfield."167 By this time their first child, Elizabeth,
had been born and baptized as a Presbyterian in Staunton by her father's former teacher,
Reverend John Craig.168 His old bachelor friend, David Robinson, writing "from my little
apartment," teased that,
Tho' you have now reach'd your agreeable Habitation and are extremely happy with your
Wife & Child, which were the Constant Subject of your Conversation all the While you
was here; tho' you now think yourself blessed in being rid of the Clamour, Noise and
Nonsense which prevail in the Streets of Staunton, but more especially, in being deliver'd
from my Trouble & Impertinency in particular, I shall however, find Means again to
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and John Floyd Family Bible, VHS, Mss6:4F6695:2.
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break in upon your Retirement and wheresoever you turn yourself, like Brutus's Ghost
I'LL MEET YOU THERE.169
So William Preston, proud father and husband, settled into family life far from the urban noise of
Staunton! The location was beautiful for they could see from their home such mountains as the
"Twin Peaks of Otter" and watch the beginnings of Tinker Creek on their property. Since
Greenfield stood on the "Great Road," also known as the "Indian Road" which led to the
Alleghenies, they had plenty of visitors to keep their social life active. Preston Davie who
examined the home in this century described the original residence as a
block-house or fort surrounded by a stockade. . . . The original portion, for defence
against Indian attack, was of heavy log construction, and, according to tradition, loopholed. Later this original log construction was covered over with hand sawed
clapboarding outside, and finished inside with plaster and wood paneling.170
Within one year of occupying Greenfield, their first son, John, named after William's father, was
born. During an eight year period up to 1772, Greenfield would be the birthplace for half of
William and Susanna Preston's twelve children.171 The house remained in the Preston family
until 1959 when it burned.172
During the years prior to his marriage it is difficult to determine exactly how Preston
made a living. Military service of course occupied most of his time.173 But he was clearly
involved in other activity. As early as 1755 he had purchased with Israel Christian nine
indentured servants to sell.174 Four years later he purchased from merchants John Champe &
Company sixteen slaves for ,752 brought to Maryland on the "True Blue."175 They were
probably bought for resale and it is unclear whether these purchases of indentured servants and
slaves were long-term business ventures or whether the purchases were a one-time effort during
the war to make quick money.176
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By 1764 he also owned land amounting to 4,442 acres. It is likely that he farmed the
1,233 acres comprising his Greenfield plantation at this time. In 1764 he asked Alexander Sayers
to pick up some cattle possibly for usage on his expanding Greenfield operation.177 The
remaining property he either leased, rented, or made some sort of share cropping arrangement.178
For example, in 1761 he made detailed agreements for the care of two other properties. George
Patterson agreed to plant corn and oats on thirty acres on two plantations, repair fence railings,
get tools and provisions for himself, and provide half the seed. Preston provided Swift and Jack,
two slaves, to help raise the crops, and gave at least one horse or mare and the other half of the
seed. Of the crops, Preston would receive two thirds of the hay and one half of the corn and oats.
Patterson also agreed to put in a fall crop of wheat and rye of which he could keep half. 179
Preston signed another agreement with Jacob Kimerlin to raise a spring crop on another
plantation, but this time the renter could keep all of the results. Kimerlin also agreed to put in
fences on the plantation with any rails made to be paid for by Preston at the customary price.180
Possibly other lands were rented, but during the war this was certainly difficult. That part of his
income came from leases and rentals is further confirmed by the fact that in 1763 and 1764, for
the first time, he began to sue people for money owed. During this period he filed eight separate
lawsuits for debt collection and in one case, the debt amounted to ,105.12--a significant amount
of money.181 Other debts were for smaller amounts, but the collection helped reduce his own
financial debts--something his cousin, Thomas Lewis, wished could be paid "whether much or
little."182
Surveying constituted another substantial source of income for Preston but during the war
county surveyors did not do much work. With settlers fleeing from their lands rather than
moving even further into frontier areas onto new lands, the need for new surveys decreased. And
Preston himself was involved in military service and he conducted no surveys during this period.
But once the war began to wind down he again had another source of income as an assistant to
Thomas Lewis.183 In 1760 he carried out fourteen surveys, mainly in the Middle River area off of
the Shenandoah River. In 1761, the first year of his marriage, no evidence exists of any work as a
1763, VSL, 64:114. On 21 August 1762 he purchased "one negro boy named Murray." Chalkley, Scotch-Irish,
III:395.
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surveyor.184 But in 1762 with family responsibilities he once again increased his pace with
fourteen surveys, followed in 1763 by an additional twenty-five. By 1764 he had picked up
where he left off when he began surveying in his younger years with forty-seven surveys. For
each survey he averaged ,2.1.8 income.
While the demands for the services of surveyors increased with peace, a greater threat
came from the accompanying Proclamation of 1763.185 For several years during the war,
questions arose about the advisability of allowing colonists to settle on lands claimed by the
Indians on the frontier. To avoid problems, Colonel Henry Bouquet, a British officer of Swiss
nationality in charge of Fort Pitt, gave an order in October, 1761 outlawing settlements west of
the Appalachian divide which ran along the ridge of the Allegheny Mountains. Permission for
such settlements could only come with Bouquet's permission or from a colonial governor.186
Two months later the British government ordered the governors not to grant any land which
conflicted with Indian claims which in effect transferred the right to purchase Indian lands from
the colonies to the British imperial government. Initially Virginians who constantly opposed
these new policies viewed them as temporary until more permanent arrangements could be made
after the war ended. But on October 7, 1763 the king signed the Proclamation of 1763
confirming the earlier actions but now ordering settlers in the forbidden areas to leave. 187 A
major problem with this decision involved the lands promised to soldiers during the war in
exchange for their military service.188
This action caused great consternation among settlers who fought and lost friends in the
war only now to have their lands taken away or be forced to move from their former homes.
David Robinson wrote satirically after the loss of other lands to the Indians, "'Tis a great Mercy
that Roanoak has not in like Manner been given as a Compliment to our good Friends and
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faithfull Allies, the Shanee Indians."189 Much of the disputed land lay in Preston's surveying
territory and he had already surveyed lands in the forbidden area. 190 John Buchanan, one of his
uncle's executors, even talked of going to London in an attempt to lay out the case for his continued ownership of lands in the disputed area.191 In later years Preston as an executor of Patton's
estate appealed to the North Carolina and Virginia legislatures to receive the lands they felt had
been wrongfully deprived them because of this proclamation.192 Even though the British never
officially changed their policy, the colonists resisted by refusing to move and even continuing
their surveying efforts.193 In the next ten years leading up to the American Revolution, this action
by the British formed one of the grievances used to show how unfair the British had been. Yet
the British were merely trying to gain time to work out more official agreements with the Indians
so the frontier could be settled on a peaceful basis. They feared the opposite approach would
result in continuing skirmishes between Indians and colonists which would require a large
expense to maintain an army to protect the settlers. If strictly enforced, the British proclamation
represented a real threat to Preston's ability to earn income through surveying in the disputed
territory and through personal land purchases.
One goal still remained for Preston which could potentially increase his income further.
He wanted to be the county surveyor instead of the assistant, but Thomas Lewis, his relative,
continued to have tight hold on the position for Augusta County. His only possibility would be to
move or for Augusta County to divide into two counties. His friend, Richard Starke, promised
that if county division took place as he expected, he would actively promote Preston's appointment as surveyor with the College of William and Mary where such appointments were made. 194
In addition to being a surveyor, Preston's other civic duties continued. As a justice of the
peace, he bore responsibility for maintaining the courthouse in an appropriate manner including
the making of a square table, paying for 230 panes of glass and for glazing the courthouse, and
for employing someone to keep the court-house clean and provide candles.195 As a sheriff, he
carried out such routine duties as keeping the prison repaired, paying for guards to watch the
prison day and night, and handling bonds guaranteeing that accused citizens would show up for
189
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court appearances, supervising elections, and collecting taxes.196 An added responsibility came in
1763 when he was appointed as a surveyor of the highway which involved keeping clean and
repairing a certain section of road.197 He also continued as clerk of the Augusta County vestry
with his duties increasing as a result of the vestry ordering him to buy a large record book to
record all transactions from the initial establishment of the vestry until 1761. Preston's careful
record keeping and meticulous handwriting in this vestry book can be seen--traits he learned as a
young adult under his uncle's tutelage which were now fully developed.198
While Preston's business, civic, and personal life continued with more normalcy, the
threat of further Indian attacks continued in spite of the recent peace treaty with the French.
Settlers began to return to their homes which necessitated the Augusta County Court to ask
Preston to apportion the tithables in the frontier district as far as Fort Lewis.199 Now a new
challenge developed. Pontiac, chief of the Ottawas, organized a full-blown attack by many
Indian tribes, later known as "Pontiac's Conspiracy," against British forts and settlers along much
of the frontier in May, 1763.200
With the threat of Indian attack once again revived, Preston sent an express in June, 1763
to Governor Fauquier requesting help. To assist the frontier counties, the governor ordered out
the militia from the neighboring Bedford County and sent ten barrels of powder and some lead
for Preston's usage. Again he reiterated a common attitude among Virginia's governors that the
Augusta frontiersmen should be inspired with courage so they would not run away anytime
twenty or thirty Indians showed up.201 In private correspondence to the Board of Trade, Fauquier
placed major blame on the colonists for agitating the Indians as a result of their illegal
settlements in the New River area. He feared that the English would never be "able to live upon
the same terms with the Indians as the French did, unless the Enthusiasm of running backwards
to hunt for fresh Lands can be stopped."202
The few remaining families in the Roanoke River area now began to gather around the
various forts. Preston also built a little fort which protected a total of eighty-seven people
including his own family and two of his sisters with their families. Although no Indians had yet
appeared, Preston reported that "their guns are frequently heard and their footing observed,
which makes us believe they will pay us a visit."203
During the middle of these threats, Preston received another major promotion in August
when Fauquier appointed him as a colonel of the militia for Augusta County four years after his
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last promotion.204 But just as with the county surveyor's position, someone else, in this case his
cousin Andrew Lewis, still held the top position of county lieutenant. In any case he had greater
responsibility. But no attacks came in his area during that summer and fall. William Ingles, one
of his subordinates, did report in September about a skirmish between his militiamen who "all
behaved like good soldiers" and a group of Indians who were "loath to give way." The ensuing
battle resulted in several Indians being killed and the colonists taking plunder of thirty horses. As
a token of appreciation, Ingles sent his leader Preston a shot pouch taken from one of the Indians'
captains as a "small trophee of our Victory." Although short of powder and lead, Ingles asked
Preston for permission to continue serving on the frontier since they could help protect settlers in
both Augusta and Halifax Counties.205
The year 1764 did bring trauma to the young Preston family. In late winter or early
spring, Preston left Susanna and his young family to transact some business in Staunton. Many
years later their daughter, Letitia, reported that early one morning her mother was startled by
hearing two guns fired in "quick succession." Shortly thereafter Joseph Cloyd, a neighbor,
arrived on his "plough horse with gears on" with word that Indians had just killed his brother
John, had shot at him but missed, "although his shirt was powder burnt," and had then gone to
his house where they probably killed his mother. Susanna, in complete control, immediately
wrote a letter "free from tremor or trepidation" to Captain Francis Smith who commanded a
small nearby fort on Craig's Creek for help in pursuing the attackers. Next she sent a white man
and two black men to the Cloyd's house where they found the mother
tomahawked in three places, all the house destroyed, the money carried off (Mr. Cloyd
had a large sum of gold stowed away.) Mrs. Cloyd was perfectly in her senses, told all the
circumstances of the savage revelry, in getting drunk, ripping up the feather beds, and
one of them taking a corn cob and wiping off the blood of her temples, exclaiming 'poor
old woman.' She died the next morning.206
The gold stashed by Cloyd became the subject of great dispute. Immediately after the attack,
militiamen went after the Indians eventually attacking and killing one of them. They found the
gold taken from Cloyd which amounted to ,137.18.0 after being weighed. A dispute then took
place over who should own the gold--Cloyd or the militiamen who had recovered it from the
Indians. To avoid a big argument, they gave the gold to James Montgomery who distributed it to
the militia. When one of the Cloyd brothers, David, came for the gold, most of the militiamen
felt guilty enough to return what they had been given amounting to ,106.17.2 which was ,31.10
short. In order to get back other plunder the militiamen had taken such as slaves and other
household goods originally owned by Cloyd, he agreed to pay each man thirty shillings. He then
sued Montgomery for the remainder in a suit settled in favor of Cloyd but with an unknown
decision on appeal.207 Andrew Lewis expressed disgust to Preston about the problems over
Cloyd's gold describing the action of the militia and others as "extremly ungenerous . . . and I
think (Murder excepted) thire Disposition as bad as the Savages." He promised to get orders
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from the governor on how to settle the problem.208 Ironically Preston's brother-in-law, Francis
Smith, was one of the officers of the group in dispute.209 The attitudes which perturbed Lewis
illustrate the roughness of frontiersmen who could not see the moral issue involved in their
position. In a world in which the fittest survived, little room existed for fairness and "turning the
other cheek."
In early spring, the continuing threat of Indian attack caused Andrew Lewis to request
immediate help from the governor who authorized him to employ 450 men to protect Augusta
County. Lewis hoped to raise all of the men from their own county without going to other
counties with a draft. Lewis then gave instructions to Preston on how to deploy the men. Eighty
men were to protect settlements on the Roanoke with fifteen or twenty going to Fort Lewis and
the rest to be positioned as determined by Preston. Lewis suggested that he might want to keep a
considerable number of them together so they could oppose groups of Indians. Preston's men
would receive three hundred pounds of powder with one thousand pounds of lead to come from
Fort Chiswell.210
The news that spring was not all bad. Seven out of twenty-eight prisoners taken by
Indians from the Cowpasture area were rescued. But the threat remained constant and personal.
Preston's mother Elizabeth in Staunton was fearful for her safety and contemplated leaving
despite the fact that there was a guard of thirteen or fourteen men who watched the area on a
twenty-four hour basis to "haloo out when they see the Indians enter the town." Preston's brotherin-law, John Brown, worried about her moving since
she now enjoys a very Good state of health, if she shou'd change her Climate, food &
drink and go to a sickly place, together with her further distance from her Children,
relations, and acquaintances I fear the Consequences wou'd be bad.211
Within a few months, the problem resolved itself with a lessening of tensions.
All of these threats and loss of lives over the years caused frontiersmen to do some soul
searching about why God would permit such tragedies to take place. Preston may have shared
the theological explanation of his brother-in-law, Reverend John Brown, who blamed
community sin as the cause of all calamity but denied that the suffering by a few could "expiate
the sins of many, or even their own sins." He also rejected the idea that individuals "do not suffer
only for the sins of the nation to whom they belong, but more especially for the particular sins
that they themselves have committed. for Instance, None have suffered equivilent to the demerit
of their sins &c."212 Such thoughts would be expected from a clergyman, but one wonders
whether such views impacted on the way people actually practised their religion. Did it cause
them to lead more moral and upright lives? If others "acted up," did the community come down
on those individuals for bringing potential calamity on the whole community as a result of the
sins of a few?
The attacks against Augusta County residents represented only a small part of Pontiac's
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effort. After initial success by the Indians against virtually every fort except for Detroit and Fort
Pitt, the British managed to relieve the threatened Fort Pitt under the leadership of Colonel
Bouquet in August, 1763.213 Two regiments from Augusta County aided him in this relief effort,
a main goal being to retrieve prisoners taken by the Indians in recent raids. Bouquet's peace
negotiations with the Indians resulted in a peace treaty with the Ohio Indians in November, 1764
causing a marked reduction of tension and the discharge of most militiamen. To guarantee the
treaty, Lewis reported that hostages were being given by each Indian nation to guarantee the
peace. While always wondering about the validity of Indian claims, they expected to find out
their true intentions by the manner in which they treated the few prisoners still held in Indian
captivity. Illustrating the more peaceful atmosphere, Lewis ordered Preston to discharge all but
nine of his men.214
The time now came for Augusta County to begin the process of restoring itself from the
ravages of the war--a war that had clearly delayed the county's growth. In 1754 the county
contained 10,560 inhabitants which went to a low of 5,496 in 1758 at the peak of the struggle.
With the end of the war in 1763, the county's population came to 10,160 inhabitants, still under
its high point ten years earlier.215
William Preston stood poised to take advantage of the upcoming years of expansion on
the frontier. The last ten years up to 1764 had been years of great maturation for William Preston
as he furthered his experience in personal, business, and civic affairs. He was now on the verge
of becoming the most significant founder and leader in three new counties which would prepare
him for the pivotal role of leadership he carried into the American Revolution.
Developer (1765-1774)
By 1765 William Preston was a well established figure in Augusta County and over the
next ten years he was to become a major developer of western Virginia. In this period he
expanded his political horizons beyond local county offices by finally winning election to the
House of Burgesses, but more important in his eyes was the role he played in the development of
three new counties--Botetourt, Fincastle, and Montgomery. This role was facilitated by his
achieving his long term goal of becoming a full-fledged county surveyor. As a surveyor he not
only increased his own landholdings but also became heavily involved in the politics of western
land development. His family grew and flourished and he developed Smithfield at a beautiful
location near modern-day Blacksburg where he moved and lived until his death. He ended this
period as a supervisor to a war fought against the Indians. All of these development activities
then placed Preston in a position to become the dominant military and political leader in
southwestern Virginia during the American Revolution.
Ten years had passed since Preston's earlier unsuccessful try for election to the House of
Burgesses in which an investigation into tactics used by some of his overly eager supporters
213
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resulted in embarrassment. In 1755 he stood for office as a political novice who owned few
lands, but in 1765 he possessed all of the essential ingredients for becoming a serious candidate.
He had some natural advantages due to family connections. But he had also achieved
membership into the elite through active involvement as a local political and military leader with
substantial landholdings. A good marriage and a growing family were also positive
advantages.216
Preston had visited Williamsburg, the capital of Virginia, in May, 1765.217 The reasons
for going are not clear but shortly after his arrival news came from his cousin, Andrew Lewis,
who was Colonel of the Augusta County militia, that five Cherokee Indians, part of a group of
ten on their way to the Ohio, had been killed near Staunton by a gang of "Villainous bloody
minded Rascals" who would later be called the "Augusta Boys." Lewis, after warning the Indians
of frontiersmen who hated them, had granted a pass for safe travel. Unfortunately among those
killed was Choconantee, son of The Standing Turkey, Emperor of the Cherokees. 218 Absolutely
certain that the remaining Indians who escaped would return home with the bad news, Lewis
quickly wrote the Cherokee chiefs of the Overhill Towns confirming the murders and informing
them that two of the perpetrators had already been imprisoned. He assured them that the
governor abhorred the "spilling of blood in so detestable a manner" and pledged that the Chain of
Friendship treaty would continue.219
In Williamsburg government leaders must have consulted Preston and the action was
quickly condemned with a reward offered for the apprehension of the murderers. 220 In addition,
Fauquier wrote a personal letter to the Cherokee chiefs blaming the murders on "some hot
headed inconsiderate young men, whom yourselves own you cannot sometimes restrain from
mischief."221 Fauquier told Lewis that "I wish your county were made sensible of the resque they
run of losing their property if not their lives by permitting these atrocious practices."222 Lewis
probably did not have time to reflect on this because one hundred armed men had broken into the
jail of Augusta County and freed one of the arrested men. These Augusta boys declared that no
one should ever be brought to trial for the "killin of Savages," and in fact the perpetrators were
never brought to justice. They even at one point offered a reward of ,1,000 for the head of
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Lewis.223 And in an act of frontier solidarity, the Paxton Boys of Pennsylvania sent word that
they would help if the Augusta boys were not "strong enough to rescue any of their Party who
may be apprehended."224 Such was the frontier world of William Preston, a world in which many
people cared less about obeying either colonial or county government than upholding their own
individualism. Such an attitude would later cause problems for Preston during the American
Revolution.
Preston must have been concerned for his young family's safety but he was soon assured
that all was well--his neighbor and brother-in-law Robert Breckinridge had taken them in.225 And
in Williamsburg the murder of Indians on the frontier was not the only exciting news.
During Preston's visit Virginia's opposition to the new Stamp Act came to a head when
new House of Burgesses' member, Patrick Henry, introduced seven resolutions against the Act,
five of which were ultimately passed on May 29.226 Williamsburg was a very small town and
Preston certainly discussed and perhaps witnessed Henry's "sublime eloquence," as well as the
resolutions which argued that Virginians received all of the liberties of English citizens including
the right to be governed in their internal affairs by their own elected representatives.227 William
Preston must have, at this early point eleven years before the Declaration of Independence,
begun to form initial attitudes toward the burgeoning movement of the Patriots, or Whigs as they
became known. Soon thereafter he was on his way home, taking with him writs for election of
burgesses from Frederick and Hampshire Counties. Unfortunately his "travelling chair" broke
down and the writs did not reach the proper authorities, an incident which resulted in an
investigation and ultimate exoneration of Preston during the November 1766 session of the
House of Burgesses.228 By that time Preston was a member of that body.
It is not known exactly when Preston was elected, but at least seven months before he
went to Williamsburg as a burgess, influential Virginians began their lobbying efforts with the
new legislator, illustrating the intense political struggle that was emerging. Henry had managed
to change the face of politics in Virginia with the introduction of his set of resolutions against the
Stamp Act. He along with his younger followers confronted the more moderate approach of
accommodation and flexibility used by colonial leaders then in power. In contrast, the new
leaders, many of whom grew out of the ranks of the older leadership rather than representing a
new social class, favored a strategy which called for the colony to stand up for its rights.229
The death in May 1766 of John Robinson, Jr. who had served as Speaker of the House of
Burgesses and Treasurer of Virginia for twenty-eight years created intense lobbying among those
who wanted to replace him.230 Archibald Cary, representing the older leadership, requested Pres223
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ton's support for Peyton Randolph, the colony's Attorney General, to become Speaker of the
House, describing him as "Uniformly Just, and his Behavour in the House has allways prov'd
him to be a firm friend of his Country Void of Passion and Prejudice." He encouraged Preston to
be on time since the vote would take place the first day of the session. He also passed on news of
the repeal of the Stamp Act by the British.231 Obviously Randolph represented the candidate of
the establishment because Fauquier also supported his election describing him as best qualified
to repair the damage from the previous session.232 Robert Carter Nicholas, the recent appointee
by the Governor as Treasurer, also wrote Preston promising to "act with Vigour & a becoming
Spirit upon every Occasion, being warmly disposed & determined to do equal Justice to my
Country, as well as to the Memory of my worthy Predecessor."233 He passed on word that some
wanted to divide the office of Speaker and Treasurer but urged Preston to suspend judgement
until the House fully debated the matter.234
When Preston arrived in Williamsburg to attend the opening session on November 6, the
dominant issue soon became the public accounts of Robinson, the recently deceased Treasurer.
For several months rumors abounded about his personal usage of public funds, but now an
investigation by the House revealed the truth. While not personally benefiting from this practice,
Robinson had not retired paper currency issued during the recent war as required by law but had
loaned those funds instead to many of his friends. This placed his accounts with Virginia more
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than ,100,000 in arrears to the embarrassment of the old line leadership whom he represented.
No longer would the House allow for the offices of Speaker and Treasurer to be held by the same
person.235 They wisely elected Peyton Randolph of the old line leadership as Speaker while
Robert Carter Nicholas, a personal rival, remained in the appointed position of Treasurer.236 The
efforts to lobby Preston by both factions reveals the intensity of the debate. Preston's position
throughout this debate is unknown although one would suspect some sympathies with the
younger group of leaders due to Preston's newness and acquaintance with Patrick Henry.
With one hundred other Burgesses, Preston listened to Governor Fauquier's opening
address which took a patronizing tone in regard to repeal of the Stamp Act, "the Act you thought
oppressive." The Governor argued,
Your Mother Country has on this Occasion not only acted with her usual Prudence, but
also the greatest Kindness and Affection towards you her Children; and as an indulgent
Parent has a right to expect a Return of Duty, Obedience, and Gratitude, from her natural
Children, she has a Right to claim the same from you, her political Ones.
Such parent-child talk surely bothered many burgesses, but they responded officially with a
statement of willingness to defend the King "with our Lives and Fortunes . . . in doing which we
shall pursue the real Interest of Great Britain."237
The House Journals for this session contain only three references to Preston. On the
opening day, he received an appointment to the twenty-nine member Committee of Public
Claims.238 Another reference involves an investigation referred to earlier in which Preston's
failure to deliver election writs to two counties came into question with his ultimate exoneration.
The final reference had nothing to do with his membership in the House but dealt with a petition
he and Andrew Lewis sent to receive reimbursement for paying Augusta militia.239 The ,100
later allowed Preston in payment for his services, traveling costs, and for the militia pay seems
like a very small amount.240 Because no roll call votes appear in the Minutes, no evidence exists
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on how long he spent at the session although his cousin mentioned his "long abod" at the capitol.241
Over the next six years, Preston's constituents showed their confidence by electing him to
the House of Burgesses as their delegate from Augusta County two more times and from the
newly formed Botetourt County twice. But they did not elect him on the basis of either
participation or attendance. Aside from the first session he attended in 1766, no further reference
to his name appears in the Journals but from other evidence it is clear that he attended parts of
two other sessions in March, 1767 and November, 1769.242
Obviously Preston did not enjoy his service in the House of Burgesses or he would have
become more involved and attended more regularly. Perhaps the fact that frontier legislators
carried little influence or clout in the House was a factor in his absences but more importantly,
attendance at Assembly meetings involved spending several weeks away from home each year
leaving his family exposed on a dangerous frontier.243 Spending time in Williamsburg also took
him away from his many businesses which represented a loss of income. During the 1767
legislative session he expressed his discomfort to his brother-in-law, Robert Breckinridge: "I
have heard nothing from home since I recd. your Leter, Which gives me the greatest uneasiness I
ever felt in my absence from my Family." He asked him to "ride over when at Leasure & See
how my little affairs go on. It will I fear be late in the month before I get home."244
Preston's lack of active attendance and participation is harder to understand because his
own potential for career advancement stood in the balance. Debate steadily increased over the
possibility of dividing Augusta County into another county because of its current size which
stretched along the crest of the Blue Ridge north to Lake Erie, south to North Carolina, and west
to the Pacific Ocean. If division took place, Preston would become one of the prime candidates
for the position of chief surveyor of a new county.245 The politics involved in dividing the county
revolved around where the lines would be drawn and who would become surveyor, not over
whether a new county should be formed. Even the willingness of Virginia leaders to divide
counties on a regular basis, thereby constantly adding new members to the House of Burgesses,
illustrated their commitment to keeping a broad base of representation. It would have been easy
241
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for them to keep their own power base more intact by not allowing for such divisions, but this
approach, in contrast to other colonies, kept east-west division almost non-existent in Virginia.
They had wisely helped foster a leadership in the backcountry which shared their own value
structure and so they had little to fear. Early in 1767 several petitions circulated throughout
Augusta County, each asking for a division in a different place. Lewis hoped that an interim
division which would satisfy both ends of the county could be worked out and wrote Preston
trying to figure out his position.246 John Madison also wrote a strong letter describing Israel
Christian's "stupid performance" in passing a petition around the county in favor of division.
Madison first thought Christian's motivation "proceeded from Vanity but it Seems, he has a
better, will you believe it? His Son has a promise of the Surveyors place at least from two of the
Masters of the College." Such a warning must have caused some consternation in Preston who
had labored many years as an assistant surveyor while waiting for a full position to open.
Madison also jokingly counseled concerning the division of the county that if all else failed, "on
a pinch you might strike up an Indian War." More seriously he expressed the hope that "you who
by this time must be a Politician enough to split a hair" could get the county line to begin at the
North Branch of the James as the "properest Place for a Division." But he warned, "I assure you
that many eyes are on you and some of 'em prying ones too."247
And after his arrival in Williamsburg for the 1767 legislative session, his efforts to gain a
surveyor's post were complicated by the fact that his cousin, Andrew Lewis, wrote asking for
help in getting the surveyor's position if a new county was formed. It appears, strangely, that he
did not know of Preston's interest for he stated that "doubtless some others may have Sume
pretentions but of this you will be acquented." He asked Preston to write a letter to the Masters at
the College of William and Mary, who approved such licenses, and to wait on the officials "with
such Gentile Compliments and wining adress in my favour as canot faile of success." He hoped
his chances would improve if Preston reminded them of his application for a surveyor's position
in 1760 and of the promises received then of assistance.248
The petitions for county division caused great confusion in the legislature because of the
disputes as to where the county lines should be drawn. Some recommended that the division be
Beverley Manor and others the James River.249 The result was that the Assembly referred
consideration to the next Assembly session by which time, Preston wrote, "I hope we shall have
all matters amicably sttled amongst ourselves."250
The question of who would be surveyor of the new county also remained in question.
Thomas Lewis wrote Preston that he had "done much & in inconvenient places" but warned that
the position might elude him. Lewis had heard that Israel Christian had been promised the
position by at least four masters at William and Mary College and that the master "upon whom
you most depended was gone to England," thus leaving Preston's position "on a precarious
footing. I mention this Dear Billy that you may be on your Guard, & Employ your own Interest .
. . to prevent Disappointment."251 Preston took his cousin's advice seriously and wrote to
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Edmund Pendleton soliciting his help. Pendleton's response could not have brought comfort, "I
have scarcely an Acquaintance with the Masters of the College and my writing immediately to
them would rather be improper." He offered to work through "my friend," John Blair, the burgess
from the College of William and Mary in the House of Burgesses, "and should any other means
offer, I will critically embrace them."252 By April, 1769 Thomas Lewis reported a complete
reversal from a few months earlier. Most of the Masters at the college "all Seem to Say they are
under Engagements to you, & I from thence took opportunity Saying as much in your favour as I
could."253 Victory finally came during the 1769 session of the House of Burgesses. A new county
was formed, named after the recently appointed governor, Lord Botetourt.254 And Preston was
appointed its surveyor.255 The county was a huge area comprising much of current Virginia and
the entire modern states of Kentucky, Illinois, and parts of Indiana, Ohio, and West Virginia.
Now Preston, as surveyor, took on the role of county developer, a position he would repeat two
more times with other newly formed counties in southwestern Virginia.
To help survey the vast territory for which he bore responsibility, Preston selected
assistant surveyors from a pool of applicants who desired the position, not only for the income
generated, but for the political contacts created and the possibility of enhancing one's own
property ownership. A few short days after his appointment, John Floyd, a recent widower from
Amherst County, arrived carrying a recommendation from William Cabell who praised him as a
very sober Judicious young man & am Convinced wou'd be very Careful in the Discharge
of every trust that shou'd be Committed to his Charge or should you think proper to
Employ him I am persuaded you will have no reason to Complain.256
Preston not only hired Floyd as an assistant surveyor but used him as the first teacher of his
children.257 Eventually Preston's daughter, Letitia, would marry Floyd's son.258 Such family con252
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nections became important in choosing other assistant surveyors.259 In Botetourt County, those
appointed to serve as assistant surveyors included Francis Smith, brother-in-law of Preston and
John Trimble, son of Augusta County assistant surveyor, James.260
Preston's dominant role in the new county is illustrated by the fact that he was appointed
coroner, colonel of the militia, and was continued as a justice of the peace as were all of the
residents who had held that position in Augusta County.261 These offices were confirmed by the
Botetourt County Court in February, 1770, as well as those of escheator and member of the court
of oyer and terminer.262 Even before these most recent appointments, his cousins in Ireland
reported hearing that he had become a "person vested with power, & authority in a very
extensive manner."263 For the next three years until he helped organize the new Fincastle County,
Preston guided the development of Botetourt County.
During the first year of Botetourt County's existence, the county court gradually
developed a structure and procedures for how the county would operate. After approving several
positions at the opening session, the county court ordered Preston to get some weights for the
county. They then proceeded to establish rates for West Indies rum and Virginia malt and heard
several lawsuits.264 At that point the court did not have a place to meet, a problem which was
solved several months later when Israel and Elizabeth Christian donated forty-five acres for a
courthouse, a prison, and for thirty half-acre lots which could be sold to defray the expenses of
the buildings in a new town to be named Fincastle after George Lord Fincastle, the son of Lord
Dunmore, Governor of Virginia.265 The court ordered the county surveyor, Preston, to lay out the
new town.266 The court's orders for a new courthouse illustrated the primitive nature of county
government facilities since it was to be a log cabin twenty-four feet by twenty with two small
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sheds at each end for jury rooms and a log cabin for a prison and jailer's house.267 The next day
the court ordered that stocks be built for the new jail and set the pay of prison guards at 3s. for
every twenty-four hours.268
The court itself dealt with the usual range of issues confronted by local authorities
including receipt of commissions for offices, approval of hemp for bounties from Virginia,
appointment of a grand jury, resolution of estate matters, approval of ordinary licenses, orders to
get tithables, and jurisdiction over many lawsuits. The sheer volume of the court's work could be
staggering. On one day alone, Botetourt residents initiated 180 lawsuits, many of them involving
disputes over debt.269 Preston's attendance initially was good but in 1771 it fell off
dramatically.270
Typical of a day's session attended by Preston might be March 13, 1770 shortly after the
court began its initial session. On that day Preston along with fellow justices received certificates
for rotted hemp, approved ordinary licenses, appointed a constable, issued authorization for a
new mill, laid off a new road, and received many indentures of lease and release for land
ownership. The court gave three orphans the right to choose guardians, probably as a result of
parental death. Also, citizens filed sixty-seven lawsuits including cases of debt and estate
problems.271
The court on which Preston sat also dealt with cases involving moral questions. The May
9, 1770 session illustrates some of these problems including suits against a woman having a
"bastard" child, against a couple for cohabiting together, and against a man for unlawfully
keeping someone else's wife.272 Decisions of the court of oyer and terminer, with Preston
present, also illustrate attitudes toward slaves on the frontier. The court charged Will, a slave
owned by a John Bowman, with "not having the Fear of God before his Eyes" and serving "by
Instigation of the Devil" when he "with Force and Arms feloniously, and make an assault upon
Elizabeth Gray," the twenty-five year old wife of Walter. When Will denied his guilt, the court
then asked Elizabeth to give her testimony after which the court ruled that Will be "hanged by
the Neck until he be dead."273 In another case heard by Preston, charges against Jacob Vardaman
of several unspecified felonies resulted in an innocent plea by the defendant, but after he heard
several witnesses he asked to have thirty-nine lashes on his bare back as a punishment.274
Preston also continued his service as a member of the House of Burgesses but now from
the new county. When the Burgesses met in May, 1770, no one came from Botetourt because
writs had not been issued for the election.275 Subsequently, Preston and John Bowyer won
election but neither attended this session nor the one in July, 1771. 276 With such a record Preston
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now faced opposition for his seat in the House of Burgesses. His friend, Peter Hogg, alluded to a
weight problem Preston would fight the rest of his life which tended to limit his energy level in
getting around the county--"if you lose your Election you may thank your fat Sides & lazy
Humour that you grumble at climbing the Hills of Botetourt."277 In this election his cousin,
Andrew Lewis, replaced him as a burgess.278 After this time Preston never again ran for election
to the House of Burgesses as he seems to have made a conscious decision to leave legislative
service in Williamsburg. However, he made one abortive attempt at the Senate after the
Revolution began. Edmund Pendleton wrote expressing regret:
I am afraid you have deserted the Metropolis, and I shall Seldom have the Pleasure of
seing you, however I rather envy Your happiness, then blame your retirement, as I am
convinced true pleasure is not to be found in a Public bustle.279
For a relatively unknown member of the House of Burgesses, Preston apparently found
little satisfaction in serving in colony-wide office. In a local county he could dominate the
political life through greater influence and power where he had the added bonus of staying near
his growing family and building up his business interests.280
His dominance of Botetourt County lasted three short years and in 1772 he transferred his
energies to the formation of another new county, again showing the confidence the leaders in
Williamsburg had in him. In early 1772, settlers from the far reaches of Botetourt on the Holston
and New Rivers began appealing for another county division since they lived so far from the
county's courthouse "whereby they suffer many Inconveniences."281 The appropriate committees
found their petition reasonable and before the session ended a new county, Fincastle, came into
existence to consist of land west of the New River.282 They located the new county seat at the
Lead Mines on the New River, placing those settlers on the southwestern frontiers in closer
proximity to a courthouse.283 With Preston's home at Greenfield located just inside the boundary
for the new county, he played a critical role for the second time in helping establish a new
county. Illustrating his standing, again he was appointed as a justice of the peace, county
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lieutenant, sheriff, and most importantly for him, county surveyor.284 He then appointed a
number of assistant surveyors including John Floyd, his family's school teacher, and a distant
relative recently migrated from Ireland, Robert Preston, William Russell, and Daniel Smith.285
Primitive conditions prevailed for the new county. Preston vigorously objected to the
insufficient prison and the county court ordered that the sheriff hire guards to take care of the
prisoners until construction of a proper prison occurred.286 As in Botetourt the court dealt with
the usual range of suits such as having "bastard" children, openly threatening and swearing to
destroy another person, keeping in "an unlawful manner & cohabiting with a woman and having
a bastard child," and for not keeping the road in sufficient repair.287
Within two short years residents in Fincastle County began to ask for another new
county.288 Preston picked up rumors about a petition circulating throughout Fincastle asking for a
new county to be centered at the head of the Holston River. Apparently many considered the
location of the courthouse at the Lead Mines as too far south, a fact to which Preston agreed, but
he opposed another new county on the basis that only twenty freeholders, most of them in new
settlements and very poor, lived in the proposed territory. He wondered if such a small
population could support a new county and parish with all of the offices involved. In addition,
"not one man perhaps in ten have Business at Court once in two or three years." If they could
move the courthouse further north between Fort Chiswell and the headwaters of Reed Creek, it
would be closer to where most of the people lived and where future population growth would
most likely occur, thus delaying a division.289 Edmund Pendleton agreed with Preston that no
further division should take place since the governor had specific instructions not to grant any
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further divisions. He also wondered if the county could financially support sending two burgesses, considered "so essential a right, to Williamsburg."290 While nothing came of these
discussions, by 1776 another division took place and this time Preston supported the effort.
William Preston's role as a leader in these new counties arose from several factors
including his success as a business man, his unselfish service in a variety of public capacities, his
defense of the frontier from Indian attacks, and his relationship with leading families such as
Patton, Lewis, and Breckinridge. He was a responsible and successful citizen.
Preston made his living during this period primarily from three sources--his plantation at
Greenfield, surveyor's fees, and other fees earned as a local officeholder. In addition, he and his
wife continued to buy and sell lands as they built up a small land empire to pass on to their
growing family. Although few records remain of Preston's business ventures at Greenfield, hemp
constituted his major cash crop.291 The colonists used hemp for making such products as rope,
coarse cloth or linen, and sails. Almost from the beginning of the colony's history, the crown and
the colony made efforts to find an alternate crop to tobacco such as hemp or flax through such
means as bounties and the elimination of import duties. But even with these incentives,
production of hemp did not dramatically increase until 1765 when a depressed tobacco market
caused some planters to shift to other crops at the same time that an increased bounty for hemp
offered by Parliament in 1764 began to work. As a reaction to the Stamp Act, patriots urged
colonial families to produce a coarse linen called osnaburgs from hemp which could then be
turned into shirts, jackets, and trousers, thus avoiding a need to get such items from England.292
Especially on the frontier hemp became a substitute for tobacco as a cash crop. The Preston's
move to Greenfield, an area with an ideal climate and soil for hemp production, came at just the
right time to take advantage of this new market.
The hemp plant represented a real challenge to planters such as Preston. To begin, he
needed at least one skilled hired hand to handle three acres of hemp which would produce ,30
per year of gross income compared to tobacco which would result in ,25 per year. Due to the
complexity of planting and harvesting hemp, a planter could not just hire any unskilled
indentured servant or slave to oversee preparation of the plant for production.293 The hemp
seedbed required some of the greatest preparation of any plant with most hemp planters plowing
their fields three times before planting the seeds from late March through June. Thomas
Jefferson suggested that a bushel of hemp seed could produce an acre of hemp. And so Preston's
purchase of six bushels of hemp seed from Benjamin Hawkins in 1767 shows that he possibly
grew around five acres of hemp since most farmers would need extra seed to plant over areas
where seed did not germinate.294 In addition, he may have purchased seeds from other
merchants, further increasing his production levels. The plants grew for thirteen to fifteen weeks
to a height of between eight and fourteen feet depending on the kind of soil. Laborers then pulled
the hemp plants out of the ground and tied them in bundles to be stacked along a fence allowing
the sun to dry the sap out of the plant stalks. After a few days, they either "winter rotted" or
"water rotted" the hemp. "Winter rotting," the most popular method in Virginia, involved placing
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the bundles around a field exposing the hemp to different elements of the weather until the fiber
filaments rotted and dissolved. Fewer Virginians used the more effective "water rotting" in
which plants were placed in a stream, ditch, or pond producing a very disagreeable smell. Next,
the planter had to determine the exact moment when the "rotting" finished or the crop would
diminish in size. After drying the "rotted" hemp along a fence, skilled laborers would "break" the
hemp using a machine which separated the plant into small pieces causing the lint or fiber to fall
out. Before being sent to market, the "broken" hemp had to be weighed and inspected by a
county official in order for the bounty to be paid. Following these procedures, Preston received
in 1768 a hemp certificate for a bounty from the Augusta County court.295
Apparently the quality of hemp being produced in the Shenandoah Valley needed
improvement because residents from neighboring Augusta County petitioned the House of
Burgesses at both 1769 sessions asking for an inspection system similar to that in place for
tobacco because of the plant's depreciation due to the "Negligence and ill Management of many
Persons who make it."296 The House did not pass an inspection bill, but in 1770 they enacted a
law for "encouraging the making Hemp" which provided four shillings for every 100 pounds of
"winter or water-rotted, dry, bright and clean" hemp.297 The county justice of the peace or
constable would weigh the hemp and certify to the county court the amount of bounty which
should be paid to the planter. Preston followed this procedure when he received a hemp
certificate from the Botetourt County court in 1772 for 2,038 pounds of hemp.298 In addition to
growing hemp, Preston also used it as a trading commodity by receiving or giving hemp in
exchange for debts due on estates or other financial obligations.299
Although the British wanted Virginia's hemp because of its high quality, most hemp
ended up being used by the colonists for their own production of rope and rough clothes. Local
merchants handled this trade and often a planter like Preston would trade hemp for other items
purchased from these merchants. Over the next few years Edward Johnson, brother-in-law of
Susanna Preston, served as Preston's primary merchant in Manchester, Virginia across the James
River from Richmond.300 Other merchants actively sought Preston's trade promising to buy any
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hemp or tobacco produced and asking for his recommendation to others. In at least one case, the
merchant outlined an important part of the agreement to Preston: "I also shall make it a rule that
where a person is a Customer to pay him his ballance (if any due him) in Cash yearly." 301 As
these trade arrangements continued to develop, residents in Botetourt County appealed to the
House of Burgesses in 1772 to build a road over South Mountain from the James River to
Bedford County which would lessen the distance needed to carry their commodities, "the chief of
which is Hemp."302 The Burgesses agreed and appointed a committee including Preston to
examine the proposed location for the road and to report back to the next session--a report which
does not appear to have been delivered.303 Hemp continued to be an important part of Preston's
business ventures even when he moved further south in a few years.
The operations at Greenfield plantation involved more than hemp which can be seen in an
agreement made by Preston with James Dalzell to become his overseer for 1773.304 On his
plantation he had at least sixteen slaves as well as oxen, horses, and cattle.305 Preston further
agreed to provide Dalzell with enough seed so that he could plant forty acres with the provision
that the overseer could keep one-fifth of the hemp, flax, corn, and other grain.306 The plantation
also had a still to produce whiskey from rye and an iron works/blacksmith shop to produce more
items for sale and to repair equipment.307 Preston also rented at least one piece of property at the
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forks of John's Creek in 1772 to William Commack for a twelve year period. In this case,
Commack agreed to plant an orchard with 100 peach trees and 50 apple trees from Preston's
"own Orchard."308
Preston possessed a good reputation for being a fair and honest businessman and he was
clearly a successful one. He frequently received requests for counsel and help which he freely
extended. Andrew Boyd asked whether he should bring up a package of goods for sale from
Scotland or keep them in storage.309 Another friend, James Buchanan, responded to Preston's
offer for a line of credit for ,500 in order to buy summer goods:
From the repeated tokens of your Love and Friendship, which I have experienced (though
I must acknowledge them far above my Desert) I am inclined to think you a Friend to all
mankind in general. Your goodness is not limited to the narrow sphere of Friends and
Relations, but is even extended to those unworthy of it as I have myself experienced. This
is truly imitating that grand Philanthropist who showers down his Bounty upon Mankind.
. . .310
Still another friend, George Elliot, needed help purchasing beef cattle and received a note from
Preston guaranteeing payment.311 He could also drive a hard bargain. Clergyman John Todd
grew exasperated and then realistic in 1768 with Preston's offer to buy Todd's slave, Nell.
Apparently Nell ended up at Preston's house requiring medical attention which he paid for.
Preston then offered to buy her from Todd for ,50 which Todd claimed would represent a loss of
,17.10 since slaves then brought between ,60 and ,70. He decided to take his chances on a
local slave dealer who could possibly get the going market rate rather than Preston's cut-rate
offer. As a counter offer to Preston's, Todd offered Nell for ,59 in exchange for Preston caring
for her medical bill. Todd cleverly wrote:
You need not harbor a thought of my suspecting you of any little or crafty design of
detaining Nell to Serve your own interest to the prejudice of mine. I have always had
very different ideas of you and I hope always shall have assurances of more noble
principles and practice.312
Within three months, Todd decided that Preston's offer represented the best he would get and
accepted it.313 By this time Nell was living with Preston's relative, Reverend John Brown, who
Todd instructed to send back to Preston for he was desperate for cash in order to "get free from
encumbrances.314
From the end of the war on and with overseers or renters taking care of his lands, Preston
September 1771, PP-LC, 672. On 19 October 1772 Preston paid ,6 to William Tharp for a bill from William
Treadway on a total bill of ,23.11.6 for 2,106 pounds of iron. Treadway had to shut down his iron works that
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spent more and more time surveying. His pace of activity gradually picked up during the latter
1760s as he continued to work as an assistant surveyor under Thomas Lewis.315 His average
charge for a survey appears to have been ,2.1.8 regardless of size with offsetting fees to William
and Mary College amounting to 7 shillings per survey. In addition, he paid the county surveyor
an unknown portion of his charge.316 In 1765 he surveyed only six sites for a total of 951 acres
mostly in the Craig's Creek area around Roanoke River. In 1766 the pace increased with twentythree surveys totaling 3,815 acres scattered throughout Augusta County including the headwater
areas of the Roanoke and James Rivers. And in 1767 he completed one hundred fifty surveys for
a total of 21,811 acres--a staggering amount of work. And these were only part of the surveying
going on. Most of his surveys were located, as in the previous year, around the Roanoke and
James River areas, although he also surveyed several sites around Catawba Creek. For the next
two years he shifted his energies to the New River area. In 1768 the pace slackened somewhat
with sixty-four surveys for a total of 8,891 acres, but 1769, his last year as an assistant surveyor
in Augusta, he again worked at a high level with ninety surveys for a total of 15,602 acres.
Oftentimes he would work under very intense pressure for a few weeks such as November 4
through 21, 1768 when he surveyed twenty-five sites. In 1769 between March 17 and April 22 he
completed an astonishing eighty-three surveys. Four surveys on one day was typical during this
period.317 Assuming that he received ,2.1.8 for each survey during this period, Preston earned a
gross income of ,693.15 from 1765 through 1769 with offsetting fees to William and Mary College for ,116.11 and an unknown amount for the county surveyor for a possible net income of ,577.04--an income level placing him among the economic elite.
Once he became county surveyor his personal level of involvement diminished greatly
but his assistants now carried out the work for him. To illustrate, in 1770 he personally carried
out thirty-one surveys amounting to 2,762 acres, mostly on the James River. In 1771 he surveyed
nine pieces of property, whereas in 1772 he only completed one survey, none in 1773, and eight
in 1774. But between 1773 and 1774, his assistants surveyed 562 different sites.318
The county surveyor also stood in a position to get many varying requests. Nicholas
Davis sent eight land grants he received more than twenty years before and promised Preston an
eighth part of any he could get for him now.319 Pendleton granted him power of attorney to sell
three tracts of land in Botetourt.320 Others wrote requesting him to purchase lands for them or
attempting to work out financial agreements.321 The more unfortunate side of the job involved
315
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the expulsion of squatters from lands legally claimed by others, but in many of these cases,
Preston attempted to work out a purchase by the squatters.322 At least one individual viewed a
piece of property improved by a squatter as a "bargain" and wanted to buy it through Preston's
office.323
The office could involve other problems. Captain Robert Doack informed Preston that the
masters at William and Mary College, who technically supervised all land transactions, had
agreed that all private surveys should be paid to them. He warned Preston to get money for his
surveys to Williamsburg soon "lest you be superseded" by others.324 Sometimes disputes even
arose between surveyors. Francis Smith, Preston's brother-in-law, apologized profusely for
surveying on the wrong side of the New River. As he explained, one neighbor after another kept
asking him to do another survey for them which drew him "Nearer & Nearer to your House. . . .
If There be Truth in me I had no Avaricious Intention & was only influenced by the Persuasion
of the People." After hearing about Preston's feelings expressed in a large group and then
conveyed to Smith by mutual friends, he avoided coming by Preston's house in worry that
passions would get too high "which I had rather let pass over as a Cloud, if Possible."325
Surveyors also got requests from fellow surveyors. Preston's old boss, Thomas Lewis,
requested him to take in his son, Andrew, and teach him the surveying business. But more than
that, he wanted his cousin to "break him [Andrew] of his stuborn Disposition." He admitted it
would be a "Disagreeable" task "but it must be attempted."326 A few months later about the time
Preston planned to move, Lewis asked him if he had "moved yet, is Andw with you have you set
him to work, how dos he behave."327
Beyond these land surveys and requests, Preston became involved in the great controversy raging over settlement of the lands outlawed by the Proclamation Line of 1763--controversies such as the claims of several land companies, questions about boundary lines with other
colonies and with different Indian tribes, appointments of special surveyors to circumvent the
county surveyors, and claims made by veterans from the War who had been promised lands in
the disputed areas in exchange for service.328 In spite of tremendous disagreement with the
proclamation, Virginians took the orders in stride. Many simply remained in the disputed areas
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hoping the temporary measure could be resolved soon through negotiations already under way
with Indians to resolve territorial borders. Augusta County residents became more activist in
1766 when they appealed to the House of Burgesses for redress. They wanted to settle on the
Ohio River but complained that land companies deterred their efforts and surveyors refused to
survey in the disputed areas. They predicted that if such settlements had been allowed the area
would have been more densely settled and able to repel the Indians. They would also have been
able to produce hemp and flax as valuable exports to England.329 The House went beyond their
request in an official appeal to England by mentioning that many colonists had settled in the
banned areas with legal patents and grants and with the encouragement of Virginia, only now to
be told they had to move. They asked England to rescind the proclamation and allow settlement
to proceed as normal.330
The attitude of the land companies who hesitated to act in light of the Proclamation also
helped keep the controversy at a low level. Although the petition did not specifically mention the
land companies by name, the Loyal Land Company and the Ohio Company constituted the two
major players. Founded in 1745 by John Robinson and others, the Loyal Land Company received
grants to 100,000 acres of land on Greenbrier River in what is now West Virginia and another
800,000 acres in 1749 in the region of Kentucky. The Ohio Company, founded by Thomas Lee
and other gentry two years after the Loyal Company, received 200,000 acres on the Ohio River
in 1749. Many of these lands were located in areas prohibited from settlement by the Proclamation which effectively blocked any development. One historian asserts that the Proclamation
"proved successful in preventing collective, organized settlement west of the Appalachians."331
County surveyors such as Thomas Lewis and William Preston also helped put a damper
on protest. They used a two-pronged strategy. First, they took requests for surveys so that when
the border issue became settled those with requests would get first priority.332 Second, they were
conservative in where they surveyed. Thomas Lewis gave instructions to Preston, his assistant, to
only go as far as the mines on Reed Creek which was within the legal limits.333 After Preston
became county surveyor, he also observed the limits as his assistant surveyors carried out
surveys for the Loyal Company and other individuals. As they concentrated on surveying
between Roanoke and Abingdon, they had plenty of work without breaking the Proclamation.
The three governors of Virginia during this period also played a key role in working
toward settlement of the land issue. Fauquier did his best to enforce the Proclamation by issuing
his own explicit proclamation in 1766 asking those beyond the line to "immediately" evacuate
their settlements.334 Much to his chagrin, settlers ignored his orders and continued to settle in
areas claimed by the Indians to the consternation of some colonists who feared another war if the
matter was not soon resolved.335 The Earl of Shelburne also gave Fauquier specific orders to get
the illegal settlers out before another war began.336 But Fauquier reported that because the lands
329
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were "so extremly fine that people will run all risques whether from Governments or from
Indians to take possession and seat themselves on these lands without the least plea of Right for
so doing."337 By April, 1767, Fauquier concluded that "nothing but military force will have any
effect to remove these lawless Settlers."338
Botetourt, who replaced Fauqier, placed his emphasis on a series of treaties with various
Indian tribes resulting in a clearer delineation of Virginia's borders.339 The Ohio River became
the effective northern boundary for Virginia through the Treaty of Fort Stanwix with the Iroquois
Six Nations in 1768. Other treaties with the Cherokees modified the western line. The Treaty of
Hard Labor in 1768 ran a line from Chiswell's Mine to the mouth of the Kanawha River, a line
further modified by the Treaty of Lochaber in 1770 which gave Virginia more territory by
moving the line from the Holston River to the Kanawha River. When John Donelson, Preston's
close friend, actually ran the line he went way beyond his directions and ran the line up the
Kentucky River later claiming that the Cherokees wanted a line which followed a natural
boundary rather than an artificial one. While historians have disputed which river the Indians
really had in mind, his line resulted in adding thousands of acres of land to Virginia.340 When
Botetourt died, William Nelson, President of the Council, became acting governor for eleven
short months, a period during which progress toward resolution of the land issues slowed down.
All of this changed with the arrival of John Murray, Earl of Dunmore, as the new
governor in October, 1771. He did not like being transferred from New York where he owned
many lands, but he decided to take full advantage of his new appointment in promoting the
interests of western land developers and in the process he further extended his personal
landholdings. He also cooperated with George Washington to fulfill promises of grants made to
Washington's soldiers during the War.341 Earlier Botetourt agreed to fulfill the original promise
of 200,000 acres, and Dunmore now actually granted 122,293 acres in November, 1772 even
though he had specific instructions not to do so. He later argued that he allowed for such grants
"in case" it was later allowed.342 With the encouragement of George Washington, the Governor
appointed William Crawford as special surveyor of these lands, an appointment initially accepted
by both Lewis and Preston, even though the granted lands were located in their surveying
territory.343 However, when Thomas Bullitt in October 1772 also announced his intention to
survey in Kentucky for solider's grants, Preston balked. Under pressure from Dunmore, Preston
finally signed one survey for Dr. John Connolly, one of Dunmore's chief agents, which Preston
later asserted was illegal.344 And when Bullitt's assistant, William Thompson, who had received
337
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a commission as an assistant surveyor to Preston without his knowledge, Preston refused to sign
any of his surveys. He stated that those working under him had to be approved in advance before
their appointment by the masters at the College of William and Mary.
The controversy over who could survey brought an investigation by the Council of State
in November, 1773 of the surveyors in Augusta, Botetourt, and Fincastle Counties. The Council
had heard rumors of collusion between the surveyors and individuals who had surveys already
prepared to be entered the minute they received legal approval for such grants. As historian
Abernethy noted, appointing the three men who were to conduct the investigation, John Byrd,
Thomas Walker, and John May, was like "appointing cats to guard the mice" since they all had
vested interests in the outcome.345
Early on questions had risen over the meaning of the reference in the Proclamation of
1763 allowing grants in the disputed areas to officers who had fought in the War. Did this
provision apply only to British officers or were colonial officers also to be included? As early as
November, 1773, Dunmore signaled his view in violation of orders from England when he started issuing warrants to colonial officers in areas not allowed for by the British government or by
treaty with the Indians.346
With so many issues at stake, Andrew Lewis pled with Preston to travel with him to
Williamsburg that November to lobby the governor and Council for help on several issues. They
had a petition to carry from long-time residents in the Greenbrier area who feared they would be
thrown off their lands by land companies who had prior legal claim to the same lands. James
Robertson predicted that if efforts to remove such individuals continued blood might be shed.347
Their major goal, however, focused on having the governor approve the idea that colonial
officers from the War were as eligible for land grants as British officers. As Lewis reminded
Preston:
I think your Compy down will be Absolutely Necessery on many Accts as well as on
your own & shall expect you espeshally as the Warrants that you may procure for your
self and Rangers for Land may be applyed to ye best uses & prevent some fradelent
designs.
The rangers viewed the task as so important that they agreed to help share costs for the trip. 348
Robertson hoped Preston and Lewis would have success on their trip and offered that the
"Prayers of three Countys with you." He had nothing good to say about William Christian, their
burgess from Fincastle:
Where you & Col. Lewis is once Blest by the people. Billey Christian is three times
Curs't -- I believe Billey would Sacrifice any of his Best friends for A Trifle of Intrest to
himself at any time.
345
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Their efforts resulted in partial success when Dunmore on December 15, 1773, made his
determination official in a proclamation that colonial officers could receive 1,000 acre grants, an
action later harshly criticized by English Secretary of State Lord Dartmouth.349 Apparently other
aspects of their trip went less successfuly because Thomas Lewis compared decisions made at
Williamsburg to the weather at Preston's new home at Draper's Meadow:
you may find them as various as you will the weather at Drapers Meadows in April. Here
you will find, sunshine, Clouds, Hail, Rain & Snow so Intermingled that you will be at a
loss how to Denominate your weather, there you will find judgments against Judgments,
orders Confounding Orders, Justice & Injustice so blended with Each other, And that in
as Quick Succession, as the weather. There is as much Certainty in it one as the other &
perhaps may be governed by the same Principles.350
Unaware of the behind-the-scenes maneuverings between the governor and his superiors
in England, Preston gave notice in January, 1774 that on April 14 his assistant surveyors were
prepared to meet soldiers with warrants in Ohio to conduct surveys for them.351 In effect, Preston
was refusing to recognize the legality of any surveys not completed by his own assistant
surveyors and deputies. Even George Washington attempted to get around the need for new
surveys in a special appeal to both Preston and Thomas Lewis. Washington asked Preston to
approve a survey carried out and conveyed to Washington from Bullitt. He also mentioned
Crawford's surveys which must have irritated Preston who noted on the bottom of Washington's
letter:
I wrote to Col. Washington refusing to comply with his request, but let him know that I
would send his field marks down by one of the assistants and have the land resurveyed,
and the new survey sent to me as soon as Possible, and that after recording it I will
endeavor to send it to him before the May Assembly Rises or afterward enclose it to Col.
Russell to transact the Business for him in Town.352
A few months later when Preston sent out a surveying crew he made certain that John Floyd, his
surveyor, surveyed 2,000 acres for Washington.353
Thomas Lewis reported to Preston that he also received similar requests from
Washington to approve two surveys done by Crawford. He wrote, "These are Strange Sort of
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requests & I think ought not to be Complyed with."354 Shortly before they left, Bullitt made one
more effort with Preston to get his surveys legalized. Both the Council and the masters of the
College of William and Mary urged Preston to help avoid a "good Deal of Confusion" by going
ahead and signing them.355 William Christian wrote Preston with advice that these important
groups were not commanding him to sign but wanted him to feel at liberty "to do what you
thought consistent." Christian felt more confusion would be created, especially with Preston's
surveyors already on the frontier ready to resurvey the lands under question.356 Preston proved to
be a very stubborn man and never signed any more Bullitt surveys, much to Bullitt's disgust.357
Before Preston's surveyors left, Thomas Lewis raised a crucial issue. He did not feel the
British government would uphold Dunmore's grants of land to colonial officers and feared what
would happen if they completed the surveys and then lifted them. In spite of his qualms, he
urged, "let them go on," and then left Preston's house in April "in high spirits."358 John Floyd
commanded the group of eight men and Preston joined them on the first day of a trip that would
last four months.359 They carried with them many land warrants given to colonial officers by
Dunmore with orders for the Fincastle County surveyor to lay out the lands.360 Preston made
certain that his surveyors did not violate the new Donelson line by giving specific instructions
that once his surveyors arrived at the mouth of the Kentucky River they were to send out a party
to discover if the Donelson line went up the Kentucky or another river. One of Floyd's assistants
later admitted that while waiting for Floyd to discover the answer to this question, they surveyed
some tracts south of the Kentucky which later proved to be out of their legitimate territory.361
Within weeks after leaving to conduct surveys, Preston received word that the governor had been
ordered not to issue any more patents in the west to colonial officers.362
On a more personal level, Preston took advantage of the best reason for being a surveyor
or assistant during this period--building one's own landholdings after finding the best available
lands. In 1759 he owned 2,530 acres which increased to 3,302 acres in 1764, 7,248 acres in
1769, and 8,088 acres in 1770.363 Most of this land was acquired through treasury rights on
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crown lands granted by the governor to Preston. He bypassed the first step which was to request
a survey of a particular piece of land by the surveyor. After he surveyed the land, he then filed
the surveyor's plat in Virginia's secretary's office in Williamsburg and paid a few shillings for an
administrative fee. For this he would receive a freehold patent which finished the process.
Between 1765 and 1773 he received 7,010 acres in governor's grants for a total outlay of only
,24.5!364 He could then turn around and sell one piece of property of only a few acres for that
same amount in a few years. In fact, on one day in 1765 William and Susanna Preston sold for
,85 three pieces of property with 384 acres on the Roanoke River originally granted by the
governor to them two years before for ,2--a profit of ,83.365 Since he was already surveying for
others, it took very modest effort for him to survey lands for himself and then patent them on his
regular business trips to Williamsburg as a surveyor. In contrast, a regular colonist would have to
pay a surveyor a fee for the survey and for patenting the lands on a trip to the colony's capital. In
a sense, Preston's land acquisitions were being financed by his fellow colonists with little
personal money being expended by himself for his gains.
Preston generally took advantage of getting personal lands at the same time he surveyed
for others and so his landholdings were scattered throughout southwestern Virginia. While
serving as an assistant surveyor, he patented lands for himself on the Roanoke and James Rivers
and Catawba Creek. When he became county surveyor in Botetourt in 1770, he continued in
many of these same areas. Shortly after he became full surveyor, his former boss, Thomas Lewis,
wrote expressing concern about some personal lands Preston planned to take, probably from
squatters. Lewis warned that some might try to "depricate" his character and advised:
Give room for serious reflections. What would be said of such an affair. Everything
would be taken against you, any other would have ten times a better chance in a
contention than a surveyor. My Sentiments are that you drop sd. matter so Quickly as you
can, or take Better Council than mine.366
The record is unclear as to whether or not Preston followed his advice. With the formation of
Fincastle as a new county Preston continued his personal acquisitions by finally finishing development of his Greenfield property which now totaled 2,175 acres.367 Although the bulk of
Preston's land acquisitions came from treasury grants as has been seen, he also engaged in an
active practice of buying and selling lands. Between 1765 and 1774 land records reveal that after
purchases he would frequently sell off other lands to pay for those purchases. During this time,
he sold lands amounting to ,539 and purchased additional acreage costing him ,1,084.18.4. This
might seem like a huge difference, except for the fact that ,840 of these purchases involved
three purchases as part of his effort to establish a new plantation in the Draper's Meadow area
where he could eventually move his family.
The years at Greenfield represented not only years of business and political growth but
also a period of family growth. Between 1764 and 1772 their oldest child, Elizabeth, was joined
by six siblings--John, Francis, Sarah, Ann, William, and Susanna. All of them were baptized into
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the Presbyterian Church shortly after their birth.368 Having such a large family involved large
expenditures to care for their needs beyond the regular income from plantation operations.
Accounts with various merchants during this period illustrate that the Preston family were part of
an elite group who enjoyed a standard of living beyond that of most people who lived around
them. They purchased such clothing items as socks, ribbons, ivory combs, buttons, silk, leather
shoes, buckles, linen handkerchiefs, and Irish linen--items that were uncommon on the Virginia
frontier. Their household goods revealed a similar pattern with the purchase of bed blankets,
knives, a china bowl, a tin funnel, a pewter chamber pot, an iron pot, a dutch oven, jugs, a
complete set of "Queens China" with one dozen mugs, a copper kettle, and soap. Their
household needs also required the purchase of hinges, nails, locks, garden spades, chisels, and
hammers as well as food items such as coffee, sugar, salt, flour, and molasses.369 While many
frontiersmen enjoyed only their own alcoholic brews, the Prestons bought wine and whiskey in
addition to chewing tobacco.370 Preston even engaged the services of James Geddy, a
silversmith, to create a seal, spoons, knee buckles, and studs.371
In spite of having many of the finer enjoyments of life, especially for a frontier family,
the Prestons shared with all families an overriding concern--health--a concern frequently referred
to in their letters. They and their relatives constantly struggled with the vicissitudes of health
brought on by germs, infectious diseases, changing weather, and a lack of good medical help.
From the early 1770s until his death in 1783, Preston struggled with recurring illnesses. Edward
Johnson, his merchant, expressed hope in 1771 that his "ague & fever will not quite demolish
you."372 He repeated the same theme two years later, only this time Preston's daughter lay sick.373
Within a few months Preston reported to his sister, "I am something better in Health than when I
368
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saw you last."374 And in 1774 his brother-in-law, John Brown, observed that his frequent
illnesses resulted from overwork.375 Chests full of medicine, filled by a doctor, became an
important tool in fighting sickness on the frontier. William Pasteur prepared one such box at a
cost of ,35.10 for Preston in 1772 but because of its heaviness they could not get anyone to take
it immediately.376 On the other hand, the Preston babies generally enjoyed good health as
reported by their father, "my little James Patton . . . is right hearty. Between his Mommy, Cutty
Robinson & a Sucking Bottle he makes out pretty well."377
In any case frequent illness was common on the frontier as can be seen in John Brown's
family. On one occasion, Brown reported that his wife, Preston's sister, was very "destress'd with
the toothake for some time past but at present is tolerably well."378 Brown's son died "after a sore
conflict occationed by getting Teeth (which threw him into Fitts.) he fled from this unfriendly
world, into the other." Brown had, in fact, already lost three other sons in contrast to the Prestons
who continued to have healthy children. As preacher Brown reminded Preston,
There is but a narrow passage between Death & Life, and it is attended with such
important Consequences that it is the greatest Wisdom to prepare for a happy Eternity. . .
. The more of our dear Relations that are gone before us, ought to be Exceitments to us to
prepare for the grant Event."379
On another occasion, Brown could not write his relative for several weeks because he had so
much pain in his back, "the violence of which I cannot express; but thro divine goodness I am so
far recovered that I can walk a little, ride a little, and preach a little, but I can but sit very little as
yet."380 The concerns continued when another son of the Browns, Ebenezer, fell sick for six
weeks accompanied by a large swelling on his shoulder. Brown predicted, "his recovery is very
uncertain."381 Another time they delayed a trip to visit the Prestons because "my Wife was sick
and my little Polly took a worm fit & was very bad."382
With a growing family, Preston showed a strong personal and financial commitment to
his own pursuit of knowledge and to the formal education of his children and relatives. In this
dedication to learning, he showed that he belonged to the frontier elite in ways not practiced by
most of those living on the frontier. He worked assiduously on building his library. In 1766,
James Adams, a Wilmington, Delaware merchant, sent a System of Farriery and promised to
send other books he had purchased, presumably for Preston's children, including the Essay on the
Gospel Ministry, and two each of spelling books, primers, and catechisms. In addition, he would
send a Life of David, and Locke's Letter Concerning Toleration.383 Preston's interest in books
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also shows up in his memo lists involving travel to Williamsburg, the cultural center of
Virginia.384 On one such trip in 1771, he made note to get Harwood's translation of the New
Testament and to inquire at William and Mary College about Clark's Essay on Education.385 On
the same trip he also purchased a Latin and Greek book.386 In the same month he purchased the
History of Telemarchus and two spelling books.387 In 1774 he even purchased a set of law books
from Richard Purdie, one of Virginia's official printers and publisher of the Virginia Gazette.388
Obviously some of these books became part of his own reading interests while others served as
educational tools for his children. But he did not stop with his own collection. On at least one
occasion he got fifty subscriptions each for two religious books--"Edwards on Original Sin and
Bate's on Man's Redemption"--and ordered the books from James Adams, his Wilmington book
dealer. Adams then solicited his help in marketing a forthcoming book of poetry by Reverend
Samuel Davies. As an incentive, Adams sent along a pocket almanac as a gift.389
Preston also established a school at Greenfield not only for his own children but for his
nieces and nephews, using John Floyd, his assistant surveyor, as teacher. He used this practice of
testing a new employee as his children's teacher on several occasions as explained by his
daugther:
It was always a result with Col. Preston to require of every young man who was
employed in his office to teach school six months at least, thereby finding out his temper,
diligence, habits and trust-worthiness. Mrs. Breckenridges, Mrs. Smiths children, and my
sisters and brothers constituted Floyds school.390
Getting books for this family school could be a problem as acknowledged by Reverend John
Brown who "search'd from Dan to bersheba but cannot procure one Greek Grammar for my dr
Cusions." Brown admitted to a shortage of books due to the fourteen or fifteen young scholars in
his own school, Augusta Academy, but promised to keep looking.391 In addition to having
relatives at his family school, Preston helped finance their education. One such relative, cousin
James Thompson, responded from Patrick Henry's home in Hanover to a letter from Preston
about the importance of education:
You may depend that I will pursue my Education with all the Eagerness and Ardour that
is in my power. . . . And you may depend that I will shun Evil company. For in my
opinion there is nothing that will corrupt Youth sooner, and bring them at length to
commit the most Shocking crimes in Nature.
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The expense of maintaining himself in proper style represented Thompson's biggest challenge
for he reminded his benefactor,
This is a much more polite place than Augusta, so it is much more expensive, consider,
here are great Variety of Ladys amongst whom a person is not looked upon unless the
Dress Genteel and make some Figure, and the going to Balls which a person that lives
here cannot avoid is expensive, but I hope the time will be that I shall be able to make
some satisfaction for these expensives.392
He even asked Preston to send him a horse so they could see each other. Perhaps Preston became
frustrated with his cousin because nine months went by without a reply which irritated
Thompson greatly. He admitted that he spent his "time very agreeably here" but the lack of
seeing his "Dear Friends Clouds all my present Happiness and makes it appear but as a meer
Phantom of Visonary Bless." Not only did he ask for a horse and a boy to help in order to visit
Preston's family but he wrote that a "Wheel Carriage" would be "much better."393 Illustrating the
growing wealth he had procured, Preston also paid for the education of another second cousin,
Andrew Lewis, son of surveyor Thomas. Because of a shortness of money, Lewis asked Preston
to pay David Robinson ,24 for two years of education for his son.394 Less than a year later
Andrew's father, Thomas, asked Preston to find a "young trounchy mare that might bring him a
foal" so that he could return home.395 He also helped his wife's side of the family when he paid
Robinson ,25 for two years of education for her nephew, Granville Smith.396
Education was an expensive proposition on the frontier. Not only did the teacher have to
be paid or if an indentured servant, taken from other duties, but books and supplies had to be
purchased. Many of Preston's friends and relatives who could not afford a teacher of their own
also had to pay room and board for their children at schools run by ministers. In Brown's case, he
even deferred paying Preston past debts in order to cover the costs of his son to attend college the
next fall. But he, like Preston, felt the investment was worth the cost for as he told his brother-inlaw:
It is my ambition to give my Children Education, and if the Lord gives them Grace they
may be useful members of society, & if not the contrary; Experience or common
observation may teach us that the happiness of ourselves or ours neither lye in Riches or
Education, tho' they be means yet they often prove abortive or what is worse an incentive
to Vice.397
While they knew that education guaranteed nothing, it represented one of the best ways to bring
culture and refinement to Scotch-Irish descendents in a primitive frontier. They may have been
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attempting to duplicate for their children what their parents experienced in Ireland and what they
witnessed in towns such as Williamsburg and among the elite in the Tidewater region. Formal
and informal education became an important tool for promoting order and culture amidst many
frontiersmen who lacked in social graces and intellectual curiosity. But it must be remembered
that Preston, Brown, and those like them, were the exception on the frontier which placed them
among the very elite of that society. Most people did not have the resources and, perhaps, the
inclination to educate their children.
The church also represented another form of education. With the founding of two new
counties, Preston no longer served on the county vestry, but he continued his close involvement
with the Presbyterian Church.398 While living in the Staunton area, he and his family could
attend church regularly, but in Greenfield they relied upon visiting clergymen to preach and offer
the sacraments, always hoping for a fulltime minister. As an example, Reverend John Todd
promised to preach a sermon in connection with a business trip in 1768 but suggested that if
another minister could come and offer the sacrament it "might have a good tendency."399 Preston
also appealed without success to the Presbyterian synod in Pennsylvania to supply missionaries
for their area.400 In the 1770s the synod assigned various pastors to preach on a rotating basis to
isolated Presbyterians. Their favorite visiting preacher was probably Preston's brother-in-law,
Reverend John Brown, who would stay a week when he made his visit to their area. But their
quest for a regular pastor continued, leading Brown to offer encouragement after one potential
candidate went elsewhere. He urged, "let not the disappointments you have met with discourage
you, the lord of the Harvest may have a better reaper for your Congregation than ever you yet
had in expectation."401 A few weeks later he wished Preston "a good prudent faithful minister;
where so much good may be done, & so many are in want of the bread of life broken among
them; & pray the lord of the harvest to send a faithful labourer amongst you."402 Several
prospects developed over the next few months but in one case, both credentials and the preaching
style presented a problem.403 One of the best potential candidates, James Waddel, probably
declined because the Preston family decided to move away from Greenfield.404
Beginning in 1772 Preston began to piece together a new plantation through the careful
purchase of lands in the Draper's Meadows area near modern-day Blacksburg.405 He named the
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new plantation "Smithfield" in honor of his wife, Susanna Smith, even before they actually
moved from Greenfield in March 1774.406 Although he never indicated why he moved, he probably wanted to be closer to where his own personal land empire was developing and to where he
could more easily direct the surveying of lands as county surveyor. Greenfield was located just at
the edge of Fincastle County, whereas Smithfield placed him nearer the center of the county
where future growth would take place. Being closer to these lands also would enable potential
settlers to use his plantation as a center from which to leave for their new lands. A further
consideration for the move may have been the rich farmlands in that area located on a plateau
2,200 to 2,300 feet above sea level with an average growing season of 161 days, average precipitation of 38 inches per year, and an average snowfall of only 20 inches.407 The house he built
there, now beautifully restored, represents a remarkable achievement for a frontier family.408 The
house clearly conveyed Preston's commitment to being among the elite living on the frontier.
The home he built showed the civility and sophistication that might be expected from a
Williamsburg home or a Tidewater plantation residence he had seen on his trips to the east.409
This L-shaped frame structure with a stone and brick foundation and three chimneys, consists of
ten rooms including a drawing room with a handsome mantle over the fireplace, a great bed
chamber, dining room, kitchen, and two bedrooms.410 An outstanding feature is a Chinese
chippendale lattice railing, going up the stairs to the second story, similar to one in the Coke-
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Garrett House in Williamsburg which he may have visited. 411 The small transom over the front
double doors may have made Smithfield one of the first to use such construction. The Prestons
added small touches of elegance throughout the house including special mouldings, mantles, and
doors which show their care of details in making their home comfortable.
The early weeks at Smithfield found sickness among Preston's slaves and family.412
Preston himself was also "oppressed with Business trouble & anxiety" trying to establish sources
of family income at a new location.413 He needed to find an overseer quickly but, showing his
deep concern for his sister, Letitia, ended up letting her have his best prospect because of her
great needs.414 Hemp continued to be an important cash crop on the new plantation to which he
now added the sale of New River grass seed.415 He also entered into partnership with merchant
Edward Johnson to sell indentured servants. Although the scarcity of cash greatly hurt their
business, Johnson sent Preston many servants to sell. The first shipment arrived one month after
he moved to Smithfield when seven servants came with solid recommendations from Johnson, "I
wou'd wish to good masters, as they are very well behaved sober men, and am convinced will
give satisfaction to whoever purchases them." Two were good farmers, another a weaver, and
another knew husbandry.416 One month later Preston got another shipment of 27 indentured
servants to sell but fears developed that a competitor also sent out some about the same time
which "may hurt our sales." Johnson suggested,
After all we have said you must first do with them as you can, and we make no doubt you
will do the best, should this adventure turn out well, our partnership may last longer, and
our dealings become more extensive.417
Growing winds of war on the frontier hurt Preston's efforts to get rid of the indentured servants,
although he sold twelve by August.418 Johnson finally admitted, "I hope we shall not lose by our
partnership, tho' I am of opinion the profit must be trifling."419 Perhaps the opinion of Preston's
brother-in-law John Brown came too late. Earlier Preston had asked his advice and Brown told
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him that in his area there was a scarcity of money, plenty of servants already, and too much debt.
He advised that it would not pay to get involved "at this present juncture, [for] you have business
enough upon hand, but these things you can better think of than I can."420 Due to a paucity of
records, it is impossible to determine how much money the partnership made or lost.
One unfortunate consequence of the indentured servant trade for Preston may have been
the illness they brought to the Preston family. Susanna Preston had just delivered on June 21
their first child at Smithfield named after her husband's mentor, James Patton, when a group of
sick indentured servants arrived.421 Johnson expressed sorrow that doctors had been needed to
care for Preston's allotment of indentured servants and hoped the "horriblesome, perplexing
wretches" could soon be sold.422 But the sickness carried into the Preston's slaves and Susanna
Preston who fell ill with a seizure of "Dimness of Sight & Giddiness & fainting" shortly after
delivering their seventh child.423
One positive result of the business came in July, 1774 in the person of Aaron Palfrenan,
an indentured servant, poet, and scholar, who Preston acquired for ,25. Letitia recounted many
years later the circumstances for Palfrenan coming to America. In a "drunken frolic" he agreed to
be married to a beautiful woman, "who was represented to him as a lady by his companions."
But the next morning finding he had been duped, "his wife was a woman of the Town," he fled
within hours for America. Johnson recommended him to Preston as a "good recorder & is very
Fond of doing his duty" and advised Preston to "set him to work, he'll be better employ'd than in
his poetical Essays." Apparently Preston did not initially like him because Johnson wrote a few
weeks later, "am Sorry he does not suit you, he might been sold here, but I thought he'd please
you." Ultimately their relationship improved and Palfrenan became an integral part of Preston's
family as the teacher of their children.424
Beginning in the spring of 1774, many of these business activities were threatened by the
increasing danger of Indian attacks. During the remainder of 1774, Preston became the pivotal
leader in orchestrating and coordinating the frontier response to these challenges which became
known as Dunmore's War.425 In many ways the experience gained here was to prepare him for
the larger responsibilities that emerged when the American Revolution began in a few months.
The borders between Virginia and the Indians which resulted from the Proclamation of 1763
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constituted a major issue. And the border between Pennsylvania and Virginia was similarly
disputed with both colonies claiming the lands around Fort Pitt. The stakes were high since Virginia still claimed Kentucky and Ohio as their territory with surveyors from Virginia continuing
their efforts to lay out lands for claims from Virginians. In March one of Preston's surveyors,
Captain Daniel Smith, reported from Castle's Woods on Clinch River that people in that area
feared the Indians more than he expected--so much so that four families fled, leaving their stock
and household furniture. When they got to the area around Holston River, Smith prevailed upon
them to return.426 Within two months, even the settlers on the Holston River heard rumors of an
impending Cherokee attack to force them out of their homes.427 In April Preston ordered Captain
William Russell to send out scouts to determine if the Indians planned to attack settlers immediately in the Clinch and Holston Rivers areas and to encourage settlers to remain on their farms.
In addition, the scouts were to find the boundary line between the Cherokees and Virginia so that
the House of Burgesses could determine where legal land claims could be given. If by accident
they found any Indians, he cautioned the scouts to avoid any hostilities since Virginia did not
want a war to interfere with plans to settle Ohio as rapidly as possible.428 The scouts' mission
was evidently successful for their report "eased the Minds of the People who returned to their
Habitations again." They also determined that the Louisa River rather than the Cumberland
formed the boundary line, which cleared up much confusion on where land claims could be
made.429
Incidents between whites and Indians continued to multiply, heightening the
apprehensions of colonists that a larger attack must be imminent. In late April, John Floyd wrote
Preston about three white settlers being ordered away by an Indian party. Earlier the Shawnees
had taken seven prisoners, held them for three days, and then
took every thing they had & sent them off telling them at the same time it was their
directions . . . to kill all the Virginians they Coud find on the River & Rob & whip the
Pennsylvanians. this they told them in English.
In another incident, Indians killed one white man and wounded another one forty-five miles
south of Pittsburgh. On another occasion, rumors proved false that whites killed several Indians
when in reality the Indians had only robbed some whites.430 The Indians also had their legitimate
grievances. On April 30 a group of whites got several Indians drunk at Yellow Creek, a branch
of the Ohio River about fifty miles south of Pittsburgh, and murdered them.431
In May, 1774, Dunmore called for the House of Burgesses to meet for the first time in
over a year. In that period relations had worsened between Great Britain and her colonies.
Dunmore tried to focus the attention of the Burgesses on the Indian problem and border disputes
with Pennsylvania urging them to raise troops for their defense. But the Assembly was not
prepared to pay for regular troops and, in any case, their attention was directed toward the
closing of the port of Boston by the British. When the Burgesses approved June 1 as a "day of
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Fasting, Humiliation, and Prayer" which would focus on "averting the heavy Calamity which
threatens destruction to our Civil Rights, and the Evils of civil War," Dunmore dissolved the
Assembly.432
Dunmore's motives in this situation were mixed. Certainly he wanted to protect the
frontier but it is clear that he was also interested in increasing his western landholdings in
violation of his own government orders. Since the House of Burgesses would not approve of any
regular soldiers, Dunmore now turned to frontier leaders such as Arthur Campbell, William
Christian, and William Preston to aid his cause, and theirs, through laws which allowed the use
of militia in the case of Indian attacks. Undoubtedly these leaders would also have preferred help
from regular soldiers, but now they had to count on raising volunteers from their own local
militias.
To begin the defense, Dunmore asked these three men to use their best efforts to keep
inhabitants from fleeing "from the approach of an Indian War . . . just about to break out on the
Frontiers" and "to give assurance to the people that the war should be carried into the enemies
country." Dunmore planned to lead the troops himself and word was forwarded to Lieutenant
Colonel Preston "to take proper steps" for the frontier's defense as inhabitants continued to flee
to the point that "it was feared great part of the county would be evacuated."433 Preston acted
immediately on the Governor's orders. As an encouragement to keep his neighbors from moving,
he built a little "fort" at Smithfield and orders were sent out for musters to take place throughout
the county to determine how many troops could be raised.434 And efforts were started to assure a
necessary supply of ammunition.435
By June reports arrived that "an Indian War is commenced."436 Up until this time, most of
the squabbles involved Shawnees, but now war with the Cherokees became a possibility when a
Mr. Crabtree killed "Cherokee Billy," a relative of Chief Outacite, at a horse race on the Watauga
River (near the border of North Carolina and Tennessee). Arthur Campbell warned Preston that it
"would be easier to find 100 Men to screen him from the Law, than ten to bring him to Justice."437 Hoping to avert retaliation, Preston immediately sent a letter to the Cherokees with a
special appeal to "my friends Outacite & the Little Carpenter." He reminded the Cherokees that
only the last fall five whites had been "barbarously murdered" by Indians in addition to several
other "Acts of Violence." He hoped the Cherokees would view the murder in the proper light--as
an act committed "by a few of the basest amongst them." Furthermore, he pledged that those who
committed the murder would be brought to justice with hopes the Cherokees would also punish
432
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their young men who had robbed and murdered whites.438
In spite of these assurances, Preston could not control the actions of frontiersmen. Campbell informed him that Crabtree and a "few mislead followers, will frustrate all we can do." Just
the previous week Crabtree had heard reports of two or three Indians being in the vicinity and
went after them. Instead of finding only a few, thirty-seven Indian warriors suddenly appeared to
take on Crabtree. Campbell reported a shifting of attitudes among the colonists with most now
ready to charge him with murder to avoid further problems.439 Word spread throughout the
colony about the unprovoked attack by whites against Indians, leading Preston's merchant
relative in Richmond, Edward Johnson, to report that most colonists in his area felt the "Indians
have been the most Barbarously treated."440 And the Cherokees seemed satisfied with Preston's
assurances of friendship and good will.441 Within a month, Oconastota, the Cherokee chief,
responded favorably to Preston's letter with a letter and two strings of wampum, but warned that
white men must stay away from Cherokee hunting grounds well established through formal
treaties--"whoever breaks it first again must be in the fault."442
However, the threat continued with the Shawnees since their lands were more directly
placed in jeopardy by the continuing encroachments by surveyors and settlers. Dunmore by early
June received intelligence from the Fort Pitt area about the movements of Indians, leading him to
believe that
hopes of a pacification can be no longer entertained, and that these People will by no
means be diverted from their design of falling upon the back parts of this Country and
Committing all the outrages and devastations, which will be in their power to effect.
Dunmore now sent a circular letter to Preston with instructions not only to prepare the county
militia for defense but to be prepared to "march to the Assistance of any other." He left up to
Preston's judgement whether small forts should be erected to protect settlers and to secure passes.
As a way to "awe the Indians," he suggested that they keep communication open from the mouth
of the Great Kanahwa and Fort Pitt, now called Fort Dunmore. So that the rest of the country
would see his resolution, Dunmore promised to furnish powder and ball "as expeditiously as
possible."443
As summer approached Preston hesitated to call out the militia in the absence of an
Indian invasion. Some disagreed with his caution. William Christian urged him to consider
encouraging men to voluntarily go to the threatened areas without actually ordering them to
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march.444 Preston finally accepted Christian's advice and on June 25 after a meeting with his
officers, he ordered six captains to raise twenty men each out of their companies either on a
voluntary basis or by draft to become part of a unit of 150 men. These units were to proceed
from the Holston River area to Clinch River and then over Cumberland Mountain into Kentucky
in order to "discover & Repulse the Enemy on their Approach to our Settlements." Even though
the Cherokees were supposedly at peace with the English, Preston still suspected that they might
join the Shawnees. If these units saw Indians he warned their officers to use "prudence" as they
judged "by the manner of their Approach . . . what Indians they are & then you will act
Accordingly." He was encouraged by the fact that the units would consist of
none but choice officers & men on this little Expedition therefore the Eyes of the Country
will be upon you; So that I have no doubt but every person in his station will Exert
himself to answer the wishes & expectations of his Country; and serve it as much as in
his power lies.445
The activity of these militia units was cut short when Dunmore decided to go to war
against the Indians who had killed one man and wounded two others at Greenbrier. An outright
attack seemed inevitable so instructions to erect forts were sent as well as orders for another
muster of men who were to each bring a horse and ammunition.446 Anticipating problems with
Loyalists during later years, not all of the musters went smoothly. Captain William Russell
reported to Preston of a particularly obstreperous group living on Moccasin Creek who said they
lived too far away to come to the muster field. While others came from much further than the ten
or twelve miles from where this group lived, they wanted their own scouts and even nominated
two of their own men for captains including one who lived in North Carolina.447 Unprotected
frontier residents were traumatized by the threat of attack, extremely hot, dry, weather, a lack of
ammunition, and the possibility of lost crops if they left their homes.448
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Rumors continued to persist that the Cherokees and Shawnees had already joined forces,
but Preston worked successfully to keep the Cherokees from the warpath. He wrote a letter to
Oconastota in late July which illustrated his knowledge of how to communicate with Indians in
their own language and customs. He thanked them for "keeping the Path clean between your
Country and this and of cultivating the Friendship & Harmony which ought to subsist between
the Cherokees & their Brothers the Virginians." But he warned them to avoid contact with the
Shawnees who "have upon all Occasions broke their Treaties with Virginia, by robbing &
murdering our People without any just Cause." Conditions had gotten so bad that Preston reported in a great exaggeration that a force of 3,000 Virginians under the leadership of the
governor was right now on their way to "punish" the Shawnees. In an even greater exaggeration,
Preston solemnly warned that if more troops had been thought necessary "other Warriors cou'd
with Ease have taken out three or four Time the Number, many of whom are now in Forts &
ranging the Woods."449 This obvious untruth in light of complaints from captains in the field that
they could not find enough men to help was meant as a pure threat and bluff against the Cherokees. With the Cherokee threat defused, the Shawnee peril remained.
Preston now received additional instructions from Dunmore. The governor wanted
Preston and Lewis to send additional soldiers to help John Connolly, now building a fort at
Wheeling (in current West Virginia). He felt they could put a quick end to the Indian threat by
marching soldiers into Indian territory.450 By now the Pennsylvanians, who had recently
established better relationships with the Shawnees, heard of Dunmore's plans on the frontier and
even published a letter in the Pennsylvania Gazette charging him with joining a "scheming party"
of "land-jobbers" devoted to getting lands for their own private usage. 451 Obviously the
Shawnees had plenty of advance warning of the impending invasion of their territory by
Virginians. And talk of peace fell on deaf ears. Although Charles Lewis reported that envoys in
the Fort Pitt area heard that the Indians wanted to sue for peace, Dunmore was so committed to
war that he instructed Andrew Lewis to raise a force of men and "proceed derectly to their
[Indian] Towns & if possible destroy their Towns & Magazines and distress them in every other
way that is possible." He assured Lewis that Preston "will do all in his power to Assist you & I
flatter myself that from your Joint efforts you will be able to give a pritty good Acct. of them."452
Now that they had raised a good number of militiamen, Christian developed a strategy for
attacking the Shawnees. He proposed to Preston that 150 or 200 men would be sufficient to
march to the Ohio and then proceed to attack one of the lower towns of the Shawnees.453 Another
key strategy was the erection of several forts, some named after military officers such as Preston
and Christian.454 Preston now sent out a circular letter to the militia captains in his county asking
them, in response to the request of Dunmore and Andrew Lewis, to raise 250 volunteers for an
expedition against the Indians. He promised that every volunteer would be rewarded "in a
handsome manner . . . as the plunder of the County will be valuable, & it is said the Shawnese
have a great Stock of Horses." He hoped that "we shall not be behind our Neighbours in
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furnishing men" since the "Eyes of this & the Neighboring Colonies are upon us." Anticipating
potential difficulties, Preston urged them to disregard the "lenth of the Journey, or the badness of
the Road . . . as we cannot expect any Rest from these Indians, untill it is Travelled for this
purpose."455 Dunmore's strategy by now had also crystallized more clearly. He planned to march
250 or 350 men to Fort Dunmore where he would join with a force raised by Andrew and
Charles Lewis. Depending on whether Indian spies knew their whereabouts, Andrew Lewis was
to march to the Great Kanawha River or any other place on the Ohio River where they could
safely gather.456
Even before Dunmore got to Fort Dunmore, ominous reports came to Preston from Major
James Robertson at Fort Dunmore of fresh signs of Indians seen every day. But now an even
more serious threat developed. The militiamen stationed at Fort Dunmore were threatening to go
home in order to harvest their crops, thus placing their own personal needs above those of the
broader community. Only with great persuasion had Robertson convinced some to remain to the
point that "I must stay with not more than six men unless I kill one part and tye the Other. I
Expect we will have a war amongst our Selves with out that of the Indians." Robertson promised,
"I shall Stand by the Place Agreeable to my Orders if Death Should be my Fate." 457 In August
Robertson continued to report from Culbertson's Bottom, a branch of the New River, with
reports of continuing Indian attacks.458
Up until August, the area around Preston's home had been spared of any major signs of
Indian activity, but the panic still remained as the colonists fled from their homes to safer areas
such as Smithfield in Draper's Meadow. Even from Richmond, Edward Johnson wrote with
concern about the anxiety the Preston family must be feeling with such frequent alarms--"my
wife has been, & is Still very uneasie for your & Familys Danger, but I flatter my self you will
not Leav yr. family, without having a proper Guard with them."459 In actual fact, Dunmore
ordered Preston to stay at home in order to guard the frontier area while the expedition continued.460 In addition, with his wife very sick and near death, he might have felt a need to stay
home.461 Even at home Preston expressed tremendous trauma in this dramatic account to
Johnson:
There is nothing but War, Confusion & Consternation in this Country. The Inhabitants
flying in Crowds; leaving their Farms in Ruin and Desolation. News from all Quarters,
continual Expressions to me for assistance, amunition, etc. My whole time is taken up in
this Business & with all not a Drop of Blood spilled or an Indian seen in Fincastle, tho'
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our Neighbouring Counties have not come so well off and indeed we have great reason to
believe it will not be our Case long. Smithfield is now almost a Frontier & my Family are
much exposed.
It was a low time in Preston's life but in his mind anything was better than "Running" for "you
know I am too Clumsy for that Exercise." And further from
this Picture of my Distress you may guess my Dear Johnson how unhappy my situation
is. My Country flying & leaving all in Destruction, My Family in Sickness & Danger, My
Relation's & those of the Dearest, on a sick Bed & I can't Visit them or yield them any
Relife; ere is a Complication of Evils; but I hope God will bring all to an happy issue.462
His hopes for happiness evaporated quickly on August 7 as Indians killed several
members of the Balser Lybrook family who lived on Sinking Creek only ten miles from Preston's
home.463 When details of the incident were heard in the fort at Preston's home, it must have
brought even greater fear. Two boys who escaped from the Indians after the attack reported that
they watched two Indians and one white man, "intirely naked without Either Blankets or match
Coat," scalp in a canoe five or six children, probably those from the Lybrook family. Robertson
also expressed fear for his own family but admitted that Preston's situation was probably
"Dangerouser." He advised him to keep a watch on constantly since the white men who traveled
with the Indians on their forays "undoubtedly know men of the Best Circumstance and that is
What they Generaly aim at."464 Campbell also sent word of concern, "The late stroke in your
Neighborhood is alarming. I hope it will rouse our Spirits to make Speedy reprisals." He also
hoped to use this incident to "spirit up our people to go on the expedition." Campbell faced a
similar dilemma to Preston of wanting to do what was best for the overall good of the area. He
admitted to Preston, "The Expedition is the Principal object of my attention: but if you order the
care of this Frontier to me; I will submit."465
Finally on August 12 four high officers including Preston, William Fleming, Andrew
Lewis, and William Christian convened a council to assess their situation. They admitted that
"the people in general are backward in entering themselves Volunteers in the intended
expedition" because of their desire to protect the frontier if too many left. They appealed to
Bedford and Pittsylvania Counties to provide officers and militia to guard the frontier of Fincastle County so that men from Botetourt and Fincastle would feel comfortable joining
Dunmore's expeditionary force. If they still did not get enough for the expedition with these
measures, they agreed that the militia should be drafted rather than relying only on volunteers. 466
The next day Preston began to inform his officers of the decisions made by the council of
officers. He asked Campbell to stay in the Holston River area to protect his own frontier with
the anticipated militia from Pittsylvania County to guard the Clinch River area. For
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psychological purposes, Preston requested him to have his officers put their men "in Motion, as it
will encourage the People not only in this, but the Neighbouring Counties to prepare for the
Journey; & indeed there is no time to be lost."467 In contrast, he encouraged Captain David Long
to continue getting volunteers for the expedition even to the point of accepting demands from
one group that they would only go if their designated lieutenant served as their leader. 468 In like
manner, he accepted the offer of Captain John Litton Jones to raise fifty men for the expedition
with the warning that "every Minute is Precious." He instructed both groups to meet at William
Thompson's place ten miles from the New River, from where they would rendezvous at Camp
Union (modern-day Lewisburg, West Virginia) on Big Levels of the Greenbrier before the end of
the month.469 As might be expected, a certain amount of bickering went on about who would be
in charge of which areas on the frontier or who would receive certain commissions. But overall,
the spirit among the men for cooperating in making sure that the needs of both the frontier and
the expedition were met appeared to be good.470 By August 25 with men on the march to begin
the expedition, Preston began to carry out a draft for the first time to procure enough men to
protect their own frontier borders.471 Robertson responded to Preston's orders by not drafting any
men with families but only those "Hulking younge dogs that Can be well Spar'd." He also
expressed real exasperation with those "backward scoundrels" who needed to be forced to
respond since "no Honour nor Intreateys will move them." Frontier inhabitants were not easily
manipulated and Robertson reported that some frontier gentlemen were threatening mutiny
unless they received commissions to be officers.472
Dunmore had withheld information about the proposed expedition from his superiors in
England but in August he finally wrote to Lord Dartmouth, justifying his actions in the face of
Indian attacks and stated that he planned to march over the Alleghenies down the Ohio to the
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mouth of the Scioto where he expected "to put an end to the most cruel war in which there is
neither honor, pleasure, nor profit."473 While he probably could find no pleasure in fighting under
miserable conditions, the possibility of personal profit for Dunmore in procuring lands for
himself remained a strong motivation.
Meanwhile Preston received reports of other events
in the colonies of equal significance to the future of Virginia. In the first real signal of where
Preston stood on the Patriot movement, Thomas Walker sent him a copy of Thomas Jefferson's
"A Summary View of the Rights of British America" which "I expect will give you satisfaction."
Walker also reported on the appointment of seven delegates from Virginia to meet in
Philadelphia along with delegates from other colonies. Virginia's delegates included a "who's
who" of Virginia's leadership, many of whom were friends of Preston including George
Washington, Patrick Henry, Edmund Pendleton, and Richard Henry Lee. They had been
empowered to agree to a non-importation agreement with Great Britain after November 1 and
non-exportation agreement to Great Britain after August 10, 1775.474 This brought an expression
of concern from Preston's merchant relative, Edward Johnson.475 Johnson wrote Preston
wondering if the Burgesses would give the merchants a "proper proportion of their Annual
income to support them in Idleness till these matters are Setled betwixt the Colonies & Britain" if
non-importation/exportation went into effect.476 And perhaps in jest he suggested that he spend
time with Preston learning how to survey, farm, and even get a lesson in multiplication since he
expected to be idle during the upcoming year since the dispute between the colonies and the
mother country would certainly drag on.477 Such friendships and relationships with merchants by
Preston were to later contribute to false charges of loyalism against him.
Preston received a more positive report from Hugh Mercer about developments with the
mother country. He heard that the friends of America daily increased while at the same time the
"cool and sedate Intrepidity" of the Bostonians stood firm. Virginia's deputies at the Congress in
Philadelphia were highly respected and taking the lead in "conducting the affair."478 However,
their deliberations were kept secret, much to the frustration of those on the outside who wanted
to know what was happening. George Purnell reported to Preston about the many pamphlets
coming out on the subject. He surmized, "every man is now a Politician," and comiserated that if
they were in Preston's critical condition on the frontier they would truly be brought to the test-"fighting and talking are quite contrary. Sleeping on Beds of Down, & lyin on mother earth is
certainly so likewise."479 These kinds of letters show that the frontiersmen were also intensely
interested in the emerging conflict between England and her American colonies.
In the meantime Dunmore's expedition against the Ohio Indians proceeded. With Preston
staying home to guard the frontier and his family, Andrew Lewis from Botetourt County had
overall command of the units from southwestern Virginia. Under him were his brother, Charles
Lewis, and William Christian who respectively led units from Augusta and Fincastle Counties.
Preston, from Smithfield, made certain that the southwestern frontier was protected.
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By September 7 the units from Virginia's frontier counties had assembled at Camp
Union. Andrew Lewis expressed pleasure at a "much Larger Number then was Expected" which
causd him to be concerned about supplies. He could count on 1,490 men including 300 from
Preston's county, Fincastle. In addition Dunmore had another 700 men with him. Christian was
delighted with the high morale of the soldiers, especially those from Fincastle because "no
Troops have yet appeared, equal in goodness to them. And if I may add none disciplined, or
equal to them, as to the order of their march &c."480
The logistical problems for provisioning such a large group of men can be easily
illustrated. Charles Lewis proceeded several days ahead of the main force with 600 militiamen,
108 beef cattle, and 400 pack horses carrying 54,000 pounds of flour. Their task was to prepare
canoes to transport flour.
In camp the motivation level of the soldiers remained high due to continuing Indian
attacks nearby. But the spirits of Andrew Lewis became very low when Dunmore ordered him to
meet further up the Ohio River than their original plan--an order he refused to obey because "it
was not in my power to alter our rout."481
And back in Fincastle, Preston was faced with the dual problem of keeping the Fincastle
militia supplied while protecting the southwestern frontier. It was a substantial problem. Generally a small group of Indians would attack an isolated farmer and family and then move on
quickly before they could be caught--enough of a nuisance to bring great fear into the remaining
families. When such attacks occurred, the militia usually "shew'd great willingness both to go
out, and do what Service in their Power," but sometimes a "few obstinate Wretches . . . selfishly
refuses Duty." Campbell asked Preston for advice "for if they go unpunished it will set a bad
example to others."482 The seeds for problems of loyalism in this same territory may have been
sown during this period.483
Lack of ammunition and reports of Cherokee attacks made it difficult to keep inhabitants
from fleeing the Holston River area near the North Carolina border.484 Preston's officer in the
field, Captain William Cocke, became so desperate that, on his own, he went to the Carolinas to
recruit soldiers to defend that area.485 But Preston became incensed with his actions and accused
him of a breach of duty.486 In response, Preston received one of the strongest personal attacks of
his career:
I Should always Expect a Gent would never Condemn another without being Sirtain he
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had made a breach If using my best Indeavours to percure the Safety and well fair of the
Country and Strict Obedience to the Orders or advice to my Superiors be a Breach I
Readily Confess my Error on the Other Hand If I am Justifiable in my Conduct I think
you Have treated me with Ingratitude and that I have an Absolute Right to pay a just
Resentment to your treatment I shall not give my Self the trouble to Justify my Conduct
to a man who Condemns me without a hearing."487
Preston wanted to avoid a two-front war--one on his own frontier with the Cherokees and
another with the expedition taking on the Shawnees in Ohio. But he was getting conflicting
reports. Daniel Boone reported from Clinch Valley his feeling that a Cherokee attack was
imminent while his superior Arthur Campbell demurred. He wondered if some Shawnee
fugitives from earlier skirmishes had taken refuge in that area and now tried to "willingly
deceive" them in order to deliberately create a misunderstanding with the Shawnees.488 But the
fears were real. For example, George Adams appealed from the Holston River area to Preston to
provide soldiers so those on duty could harvest their large crops of grain now ready but rapidly
being eaten by vermin. In addition, continued shortages of ammunition brought an "abundance of
Feare."489 One can imagine the stress faced by these families, each with their own fears. This
meant that many theories abounded on where the next Indian attack would come from. Of
course, they demanded that Campbell support their individual theories by either building a fort in
a particular area or providing scouts and militiamen to protect them. Campbell became
frustrated,
In short the most of people in this Country, seem to have a private Plan of their own, for
their own particular defense. . . . You may thus see what a task one would have to remove
every ones fears; I wish I could be instrumental in defending from real ones, imaginary
danger, would give me less anxiety.490
A few days later Campbell continued to complain that many were "so stupidly obstinate that they
won't assemble in large Bodys, but every few Familys wants a Fort & a Guard." He wondered if
some only wanted to draw provisions from the county "which in some places they made an
extravagant use of."491
Another puzzle developed when a slave woman was taken prisoner by Indians led by a
large man whiter than the rest who spoke English very well. Speculation centered on John
Logan, the son of a Frenchman raised by the Oneida Indians from an early age, or Will Emery, a
half breed Cherokee. They asked questions about the number of guns and soldiers in her area.492
The Indians became even bolder in their attacks, some of whom were fleeing from Shawnee
towns being threatened by Dunmore's army. In one incident, they scalped a man only fifty-five
steps from the fort at Blackmore's in Clinch Valley and during the night even stole horses and
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cattle from enclosures located directly next to the fort. Campbell warned, "If Ammunition don't
come soon, I will have no Argument that will have any force to detain them." 493 Undoubtedly
some of these attacks came from young Cherokees who had gone out contrary to the consent of
their chiefs. To prove their good intentions, the Cherokees had already put to death one of the
Indians involved in the unapproved attacks and were holding another in confinement.494
With so many threats on his own frontier, Preston could not leave his command post at
Smithfield since he received reports almost daily from his officers in the field seeking advice. On
October 9 he conveyed word to Letitia, his sister, that due to bad news from Holston and Clinch
the "agreeable Journey" would be "impossible at this Time." But he rejoiced in the recovery of
his wife, "Sucky," who "is so far recovered that she rode with me a Mile the other Day." He had
anticipated that his wife would die but her return to health
is the most pleasing News to me I ever had an opportunity of giving you; it is what I once
expected would never be in my Power; and believe me if ever I felt Gratitude and
thankfulness to Heaven it was on the present Occasion.
And his new son, James Patton, was "right hearty."495
While the frontier lay under attack, the expedition led by Dunmore and Andrew Lewis
proceeded to prepare for an attack on the Shawnee towns in Ohio. Dunmore settled in at
Hockhocking twelve or fifteen miles below the mouth of Little Kanawha River while Lewis
arrived with men from Augusta and Botetourt Counties at Point Pleasant, a fork of the Ohio and
Great Kanawha Rivers, on October 6, and reports began to filter back to Preston.496 Major
William Ingles wrote that having seen no enemy "we looked on our Selves in Safe Possession of
a fine Encampment and thought our Selves a terror to all the Indian Tribes on the Ohio and thus
Luld in safety." Comforted by a sermon preached by a "Rev. Terrey" they believed the Indians
"to be so much inferiour to us in Number."
But the Shawnees, joined by the Mingoes, were preparing to attack. They were
discovered accidentally on October 10 by a hunting party which enabled Lewis to prepare his
troops and a full blown battle ensued which lasted three hours. Ingles admired the courage of the
Indians who "disputed the Ground with the Greatest Obstinancy often Runing up to the Very
Muzels of our Guns." According to Christian, their chiefs "ran continually along the line
exhorting their men to 'lye close and shoot well and fight and be strong.'" He described the
bravery of the Indians in this battle as exceeding "every mans expectation." The Indians even had
braves positioned along the river to kill those who might try to escape by swimming and
encouraged them to "drive the white dogs in." After an initial retreat, the Virginians recouped
and formed a strong line from which they remained stationary for the remainder of the day due to
an equally strong position held by the Shawnees. Many on both sides died in the initial battle,
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none more dramatic than the popular Colonel Charles Lewis, who received a mortal wound early
in the battle, but exhorted his men while leaving the battlefield, "I am wounded, but go on & be
Brave." Colonel William Fleming was seriously wounded but weeks later recovered. Half an
hour before sunset, the Indians retreated to their rafts and once again crossed the Ohio River with
their dead and wounded. But late in the evening they yelled across the river that tomorrow they
would have 2,000 men with them and "damn'd our people often for sons of bitches saying Dont
you whistle now (deriding the Fife) and made very merry about a Treaty."497
About midnight Preston's volunteers from Fincastle County finally arrived under the
command of William Christian. They originally planned to arrive on Tuesday, but when they
heard about the fighting they quickly marched the twelve or fifteen miles to Point Pleasant. The
"cries of the wounded prevented our resting any that night." Christian gave a very disturbing
account of many wounded men with "bad Doctors, few medicines, nothing to eat or dress with
proper for them, makes it still worse." Ingles also recalled that the Indians left many an Indian
brave "Waltirring in his Gore." The official casualty figures from Dunmore reported 49
Virginians dead and 80 wounded with 30 Indians killed and some wounded.498 Ingles reported
that they scalped twenty Indians on the field and that the Indians themselves scalped some of
their wounded and also dragged some into the river.499
The Indians withdrew from the area and Dunmore ordered Lewis to join his troops about
twenty miles from Chillicothe where he suspected that the entire Shawnee's force was located.
After giving strenuous objections, Lewis finally obeyed the Governor's orders and on October 17
marched his 1,000 men with only twelve days of provisions across the Ohio to rendezvous with
Dunmore's force.
Lewis then got word from Dunmore to halt his march since the Indians had sued for
500
peace. He ordered Lewis to join him immediately, but he continued on due to the incovenience
of their campsite and the sniping they were experiencing from the Indians. The next morning he
received another order from Dunmore asking him to stop and that he and other officers come to
his camp. Christian's brief account to Preston reveals the problems in greater detail:
On the Monday evening following we encamped within about 3 miles from a Shawnese
Town where their greatest force were assembled. His Lordships Camp was then about 7
miles from us, & about 6 miles from the Town we intended for his Camp but passed the
path that took off to our right hand expecting he had encamped nearer the Towns, That
day we were met By several expresses from his Lordship, the last one informing us that
he had concluded a peace. As we went on further than was expected. The Indians who
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watched every motion of our army, informed the Govr that we had not stopt but were
pushing strait for their Towns & would be in that day (which we could have done). His
Lordship with the Interpreter Mr Gibson & an Indian Chief & 50 men came to our Camp
at Dusk. The next day he called the Captains together, told what he had & desired us to
return home. We began our march that day, all but about 50 Fincastle men who went to
the other Camp. On Friday night we reached Point Pleasant. On Sunday evening the
greatest part of the Fincastle & Augusta Troops set out for home, everybody being
anxious.501
Later reports indicate that Christian's account obscured some of the real strain felt between Lewis
and Dunmore. In fact, Lewis had to place a triple guard around Dunmore when he visited their
camp due to the anger of the frontiersmen who did not like being told they could no longer go
after the defeated Indians.502 The treaty negotiations between Dunmore and the Shawnees at
Camp Charlotte resulted in an initial agreement by the Shawnees to return all their prisoners,
horses, and other valuable effects; that they would not hunt on the Virginia side of the Ohio nor
bother any boats passing on the river; that they would agree to trade regulations as dictated by
the King's instructions later; that they would give hostages to the governor as a guarantee of the
sincerity in abiding by these agreements; and that they would "never more to make war or
disturb us." Christian reported that "it is a general opinion in the Govr army that the peace with
the Shawnese will be lasting."503
So, for awhile, peace came. Preston's militiamen from Fincastle now headed on home
where families waited anxiously to get news of the recent battle and on which way to go to meet
returning friends and relatives.504 By early November most of the militia had returned. Arthur
Campbell reported to Preston that the Cherokees "say we need not be afraid of any future
disturbance from that people."505
Great controversy grew out of both Dumore's motivations in the expedition to the west
and the battle at Point Pleasant.506 Some argue that Dumore's motivation was only personal
economic interest, while others feel defense of the frontier was paramount. But at the time
Dunmore was highly praised by many Virginians for his gallant efforts even in song:
Great Dunmore our General valiant & Bold
Excels the great Heroes --the Heroes of old;
When he doth command we will always obey,
When he bids us fight we will not run away.507
Freeholders from Preston's home county, Fincastle, also appreciated Dunmore's efforts on their
behalf by sending him an address expressing their "unfeigned thanks."508
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Whatever the case for Virginia there were positive advantages, not the least of which was
the experience future officers and leaders received in this short expedition. Some of the key
officers such as Arthur Campbell, William Christian, Andrew Lewis, and William Russell all
served as officers in George Washington's army during the American Revolution. Potential
problems also emerged for the future as independent-minded frontiersmen determined on their
own whose orders they would follow and whether or not they would fight.
Through this conflict Preston also showed his full development as a frontier leader.
Although he could not be present for the expedition, he effectively coordinated the effort to raise
troops and provisions. He also provided a sense of security for his frontier neighborhood through
his personal presence and coordination of defense efforts on Virginia's frontier. Mature and
experienced, William Preston now represented the full embodiment of the frontier leader as a
public servant, politician, family man, surveyor, businessman, and colonel. He was fully
prepared for the larger conflict that was now to take place.
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Appendix: What Happened at Draper's Meadow in 1755?
The events surrounding the death of James Patton in July, 1755 have been heavily
disputed. The accounts closest to the event cited in Chapter 3 from the Virginia Gazette and The
Gentleman's Magazine probably contain the greatest accuracy. Second-hand accounts written in
later years by family members were probably exaggerated. John Ingles, Sr., the son of Mary
Draper Ingles and Thomas Ingles, wrote an account sometime before his death in 1836 based on
first person accounts told him by both of his parents as a child and an adult as follows:
there had been several parties of the northern Indians, to wit, the Shawnees passed by
where my grandfather lived on their way to the South and would commit depredations on
the Cawtaba Indians but was still friendly to the whites at that time however this happy
state of things did not last long the Indians found out that they (M.S. faulty) gratify their
heathen thirst for bloodshed and plunder much nearer home and at length commenced a
warfare on the frontier settlements & at a time it was little expected a party of Shawnees
fell in upon my father's family and an uncle's family John Draper which lived at the same
place and killed several and took the balance prisoners, to wit, my mother and her 2
children Thos. 4 year & George 2 & Aunt Draper & others. My grandmother Draper
being a widow at that time & living with my father was killed by (M.S. faulty) Col.
Patton who was there who had a large claim of land in (Blot on M.S.) waters was killed,
also, & some other persons not recollected . . . it so happened they made the attack on
their harvest day and although there were several men at the place the Indians took the
advantage of attacking the house while the men (M.S. faulty) at their work in the harvest
field and the field being some distance (M.S. faulty) the house knew nothing of the attack
until it was entirely out of their power to render any service to the family. My father
when hearing the alarm run up very near to the house thinking perhaps he might render
some service in some way although entirely unarmed the Indians discovering him two
stout active Indians took after him with their tomahawks expecting to outrun him and kill
him with their tomahawks & was very near affecting their purpose & nothing but a
providential act saved him while the Indians were pursuing him & gaining on him very
fast one on each side at some distance running through the wood where it was a little
thick with brush & undergrowth, fortunately in jumping over a log fell. The Indians being
so eager in pursuit over run him my father on rising immediately tacked back the other
way and by that means made his escape as there was no chance for what white men that
was there to render any relief to the prisoners.509
In this account nothing is said about why Patton happened to be present in that area nor is
any mention given of Preston. Since William Preston later moved to the Draper's Meadow area
where he built Smithfield, one would have expected Ingles to mention him if he had actually
been part of the story. The harvest story will be repeated in other accounts. The escape by
William Ingles by hiding in some underbrush is later picked up by other writers. His is the only
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account to identify the Shawnees as the Indian tribe involved in this incident.
The account of William Preston's daughter, Letitia, written in 1843 eighty-eight years
after the event, is the most interesting and dramatic recollection:
On the 8th day of July, 1755 it being Sunday, a party of Indians came up the Kanhawa then to Sinking Creek, thence to Stroubles Creek. Ingles and Draper, brothers-in-law,
were living at Solitude, the present residence of Col. Robert T. Preston. Barger half a
mile nearer to the mountain. The Indians came to Bargers, cut his head off, put it in a bag
(Barger was a very old man) then came to the Ingles, and Drapers, killed old Mrs. Draper,
two children of Col. Ingles, by knocking their brains out on the ends of the cabin logs,
took Mrs. Ingles and her son Thomas, a boy of ten years of age, prisoners, as well as her
sister-in-law. Mrs. Draper, who was trying to make her escape with her infant in her
arms, but was shot at by the Indians, which broke her arm, by which means the infant was
dropped. The Indians caught it up and dashed its brains out on the end of the cabin logs.
Col. Patton that morning, after having dressed himself in his uniform, and getting his
nephew, William Preston, to sew up in the fob of his small clothes thirty English guineas,
told him to go to Sinking Creek to get Lybrook to help take off the Harvest, which was
then ready to cut. Preston went very early. After breakfast Col. Patton had sat down to his
table to write, the Indian war-hoop was heard and some five or six of them surrounded
the cabin to set it on fire. The Col. always kept his sword on the table - he rushed to the
door with it in hand, and encountered two of them (Patton was almost gigantic in size) he
cut them down, in the meantime another warrior had leveled his gun, fired, and killed the
brave old pioneer. Patton fell, the Indians then ran off in the thicket and made their
escape before any pursuers could be brought together.
Lybrook and Preston came through the mountains by an unfrequented route, arrived at
Smithfield, (then called Drapers Meadows) where they found Patton, Mrs. Draper, the
mother of Mrs. Ingles, and the children buried. The whole settlement was destroyed. The
Indians on their retreat back stopped at Lybrooks, told old Mrs. Lybrook they had killed
two men, one woman, and three children, to look in the bag and she would see an old
friend. She immediately recognized the head of Philip Barger, who was then aged and
very gray.510
New details begin to develop in Floyd's story. An actual date is given, even though it is
wrong. The brutal death of Mrs. Draper's baby is given in great detail. Preston is present in the
story and misses being killed due to an errand he was sent on by Patton early in the morning of
the incident. Due to his size and strength, Patton was able to kill two Indians with his sword
during the attack. In this story, Barger's head is shown to Mrs. Lybrook by Indians. We are not
told how all of the bodies could have been buried so quickly by the time Preston returns.
Lee Pendleton writing in 1968 disputes the following facts in Floyd's story:
1.
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that time pleading for military assistance. More contemporary accounts place his
death on either July 30 or 3l.
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2.

It would be too late to be harvesting wheat at the end of July. And yet the earlier
account by Ingles which Pendleton did not use also mentions harvesting.

3.

If they were harvesting wheat, these devout Presbyterians would not have
engaged in such an activity on a Sunday.

4.

He does not understand how four men would not have their guns within reach
which would have been common practice at that time.511

Twelve years after Letitia Floyd wrote her account, Presbyterian pastor and historian,
William Henry Foote, wrote another account of this incident as follows:
The Shawnees in their expeditions against the Catawbas frequently passed the Draper
settlement, which was in the direct line of one of their great war paths, without
molestation or signs of displeasure, till the year 1756. Excited by the French, and jealous
of the rapid encroachment upon their hunting grounds, the Alleghenies being already
scaled, the Shawnees made a sudden descent upon Draper's meadows in the midst of
harvest, while the men were all in the field securing their crop unarmed and unsuspicious
of danger. The savages surrounded the dwelling, in which were the women and children,
and the arms of the families, and of the men who had come to aid in the harvest; and
murdered the widow of George Draper, and also Colonel James Patton from Tinkling
Spring, in Augusta, who was on an exploring expedition, and spending a few days at the
meadows to refresh himself from his journey and some illness that had come upon him.
The wife of John Draper, and Mrs. Inglis and her two sons, Thomas of four years of age,
and George of two years, were made prisoners to be taken to the Indian towns. Mr. Inglis
hearing the noise at the house hastened home in alarm. He approached very near the
dwelling before he discovered the Indians; hoping to aid his family he drew still nearer.
Two stout Indians discovered him and rushed at him with their tomahawks. He fled to the
wood; they pursued, at a little distance from each other, one on each side of Mr. Inglish to
prevent his secreting himself by turning aside. He perceived that the Indians were gaining
upon him, and attempting to jump over a fallen tree he fell, and gave himself up for lost.
Owing to the underbrush, the pursuers did not see him fall, and passed by on each side of
him as he lay in the bushes. In a few moments he was upon his feet and escaped in
another direction. The harvest hands deprived of their arms, believing resistance
ineffectual, left the Indians unmolested and secreted themselves in the wood around the
meadows.512
Foote's inspiration seems to have come from the Ingles account including the story about
the harvest and William Ingles successful escape from the Indians. Except for Foote's account
that Patton was there to refresh himself due to illness, all other details come from the account by
William Ingles.
The final account by John Hale written in 1886 clearly draws from all three accounts
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cited above.
On the 8th of July, 1755, being Sunday, and the day before Braddock's memorable
defeat, near Fort DuQuesne, when all was peace, and there was no suspicion of harm or
danger, a party of Shawanees, from beyond the Ohio, fell upon the Draper's Meadows
settlement and killed, wounded, or captured every soul there present, as follows:
Colonel James Patton, Mrs. George Draper, Casper Barrier and a child of John Draper,
killed; Mrs. John Draper, James Cull, wounded; Mrs. William Ingles, Mrs. John Draper,
Henry Lenard, prisoners.
Mrs. John Draper, being out of doors, a short distance from the house, first discovered the
enemy approaching, and under circumstances indicating hostile intent.
She ran into the house to give the alarm and to get her sleeping infant. Taking the child in
her arms she ran out on the opposite side of the house and tried to make her escape. The
Indians discovered her, however, and fired on her as she ran, breaking her right arm, and
causing the child to fall. She hastily picked it up again with her left hand, and continued
her flight. She was soon overtaken, however, and made a prisoner, and the child brained
against the end of one of the house logs. The other Indians, meanwhile, were devoting
their attention to other members of the families and camp, with the results in killed,
wounded, and captured, as above stated.
Colonel James Patton, who had large landed interests hereabout, was here at this time,
and with him his nephew, William Preston.
Whether Colonel Patton was only temporarily here, or was then making this his home, I
do not know. He had command of the Virginia militia in this region, and had just brought
up a supply of powder and lead for use of the settlements, which, I believe, the Indians
secured.
Early on the morning of the attack, Colonel Patton had sent young Preston over to the
house of Mr. Philip Lybrook, on Sinking Creek, to get him to come over and help next
day with the harvest, which was ready to be cut, and this fortunate absence doubtless
saved young Preston's life.
Colonel Patton was sitting at a table writing when the attack was made, with his
broadsword, which he always kept with him, lying on the table before him. He was a man
of large frame (he was six feet four inches in height), and herculean strength. He cut
down two of the Indians with his sword, as they rushed upon him, but was, in turn shot
down himself by others out of his reach. He was a widower sixty-three years of age, and
full of health and vigor when he met his untimely death. . . .
William Ingles, who was in a grain field, some distance from the houses, received his
first notice of the attack through the ascending smoke and flames of burning buildings.
He at once started, instinctively, towards the scene of the tragedy, with the hope of giving
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aid to his family; but upon approaching near enough to see that there was a large force of
well armed Indians, and that, single handed, unarmed resistance would be madness, he
turned and sought his own safety in flight; he was seen, however, and pursued by two
fleet warriors, each with tamahawk in hand.
He soon got out of the fields and ran down the slope of the hill through the woods and
brush, the enemy, meanwhile, gaining on him slowly. In jumping over a fallen tree that
lay in his path, he fell, and being concealed by the log and brush, the Indians did not
know he had fallen, and passed by him, having run around the upturned roots of the tree,
instead of jumping over it as he had done.
Seeing that the Indians had overlooked him and passed on, William Ingles hastily got on
his feet, changed his course and succeeded in making his escape. . . .
About half a mile or a mile to the west, on their route, they stopped at the house of Mr.
Philip Barger, an old and white haired man, cut his head off, put it in a bag, and took it
with them to the house of Philip Lybrook, on Sinking Creek, where they left it, telling
Mrs. Lybrook to look in the bag and she would find an acquaintance.
Lybrook and Preston would, probably have shared the same fate as Barger, if they had
been found at Lybrook's house; but they had started back to Draper's Meadows on foot,
by a near pathway across the mountain, and thus missed meeting the Indians and saved
their lives.513
The only detail added by John Hale to the accounts by Ingles and Floyd was his speculation that
Patton may have been living there at the time.
Obviously family stories can get exaggerated as time passes. Taking into consideration
all of these accounts, the following facts appear to be accurate:
1.

Patton was killed by Indians in the home of William Ingles in the Draper's
Meadows area on either July 30 or 31, 1755.

2.

Patton was traveling with a convoy of militiamen with arms and ammunition for
the frontier area when he left the group for a side trip.

3.

Mary Draper Ingles was taken captive by the Indians for several months during
this attack.
4.
In spite of Pendleton’s questions about harvest time, all accounts agree
that harvesting was involved in this incident.

The following questions still remain:
1.
513
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without proper guard? Was he just stopping by to visit friends or was he on
personal business?
2.
3.

Did Patton kill two Indians during the attack with his sword?

Was William Preston in the general vicinity with Patton? Did he just escape being
killed by being sent on an errand by Patton?
These accounts serve as an illustration of how historians can build upon previous sources
to create stories which may or may not be truthful in all aspects.
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Appendix: How William Preston Developed His Landholdings
At the time of William Preston's death, he owned 20,513 acres according to a detailed
estate appraisal completed on June 28, 1783.514 Appendices D and E represent one of the few
attempts to trace in detail the complex land dealings of a major colonial landholder in frontier
Virginia.515 This Appendix is based upon more detailed information contained in Appendix E,
"Personal Landholdings of William Preston."
Such large landholdings as William Preston acquired had not been in the original plan for
colonists when Virginia was founded. Settlers were only supposed to have enough land to take
care of their individual family needs. By the eighteenth century, major changes had taken place
with land being viewed as a "commodity to be bought, sold, and leased in the open market."
Within this atmosphere, families such as the Prestons began to gain more land than needed for
their immediate needs as a form of speculation or as a potential inheritance for their children. In
addition, colonial governors began to view land grant policies in Virginia as a way to strengthen
the frontiers by having speculators take ownership of large grants in order to get more settlers
into threatened areas of the colony.516
William Preston and other colonists could acquire lands on the frontier in at least six
ways:
1. Inheritance
As the eldest child and only son of John Preston, William stood to inherit most of his
lands. No will has been found for John Preston, but through comparison of known landholdings
of John and William some of the lands he inherited can be discovered.
Preston began his landholdings with 735 acres in two plots inherited from his father in
1748. Within three years he sold 215 acres of this property for ,16.5. The largest amount of his
inheritance came in 1779 when he received "Robinson's tract," a 2,675 acre plot on Woods
River, from the estate of James Patton on account of money owed to John Preston.
2. Headrights
English policy provided that each adult male who migrated to Virginia at his own
expense could receive 50 acres of land free for each member of the family. By the time William
became involved in land dealings, headrights had basically been eliminated.517
3. Treasury rights
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The Virginia legislature passed "An Act concerning the Granting, Seating, and Planting,
and for Settling the Titles and bounds of Lands . . . " in 1705 which provided the most popular
and cheapest way to get land through the purchase of treasury rights from the local county
surveyor at a cost of 5 shillings for every 50 acres.518 Once the treasury right was purchased, the
county surveyor was required to survey and issue a patent for the land. Since Preston served as
an assistant surveyor or head surveyor for most of his adult life, he had an advantage in finding
the best lands to procure with treasury rights.
4. Military land warrants
During the French and Indian War and the American Revolution, the governor of
Virginia was allowed to issue warrants for land based upon the rank held in the military. Since
Preston served as an officer during both of these wars, he became eligible for large amounts of
land through military warrants.
5. Purchase
Preston could buy lands from individual sellers or from one of the large land companies.
In order to finance these purchases, he could also sell his own lands to raise the needed capital.
6. Debts
Preston could take lands in exchange for debts owed him.

*******

In analyzing how Preston developed his land empire, two methods can be used. The total
record method takes all of Preston's land dealings into consideration and produces totals for each
category of land involvement. The estate appraisal method just takes those lands mentioned in
Preston's estate appraisal and analyzes how he received those lands to gain a picture of his land
development practices. Because of a large amount of unaccounted acreage, we prefer using the
estate appraisal method; however, for comparative purposes both results will be cited.
A. Total Record Method
The total record method reveals that Preston was involved in personal acreage amounting
to 46,494 acres which includes lands he inherited (3,410 acres or 7%), lands purchased (11,374
acres or 24%), lands received from treasury rights or grants from the governor (30,112 or 65%),
lands he surveyed for himself and claimed (1,338 or 3%); and lands he received through transfer
due to debts (260 acres or 1%). During his lifetime he or his wife Susanna sold 5,675 acres. The
record also reveals another 2,489 acres in ten plots which we know he acquired but which do not
appear in his will or in records of land sales. It must be assumed that most of these lands were
sold and that the records have been lost. This means that 38,388 acres has been traced which
leaves a difference of 17,875 acres compared with the 20,513 acres appearing in the 1783 estate
appraisal. Almost all of this land was located in Kentucky and came to Preston during the 1770s
and 1780s in the form of military warrants. As later reported by his son, General Francis Preston,
most of these Kentucky lands were lost to the estate in spite of the efforts of his brother, John,
who went to Kentucky "at a considerable hazard."519
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B. Estate Appraisal
The 1783 estate appraisal can be analyzed to get an overall sense of property
development. Out of the 20,513 acres mentioned in the appraisal, 2,675 acres (14%) came from
inheritance, 10,723 acres (52%) from treasury rights or grants from the governor, and 7,015 acres
(34%) from lands purchased.
Summary
Preston made very little cash investment in building his land empire. The lands he
inherited from his father provided him with a solid start early in his life, and the large
"Robinson's tract" which he inherited well into his adult life in 1779 made up 14% of his estate-a substantial part of his estate. In using either the total record or estate appraisal method, the very
inexpensive treasury rights or outright military warrants from the governor account for over half
of his total property. The record reveals that he sold many of these virtually free lands to produce
needed cash for other land purchases. In other words, most of his land empire was based on
grants from Virginia.
Even his land sales and purchases reveal that on an average basis he spent a relatively
small amount of money considering the total acreage involved. During his thirty-five years of
land dealings, he spent ,6,274.4.14 purchasing lands but he sold ,2,827.15 of lands also for a
net cost of ,3,507. However, these figures are somewhat misleading. Of this amount, ,2,973.17
came in two purchases in 1779 and 1781, a time of extremely high inflation in Virginia.520 If we
were to just consider his land sales and purchases between 1749 and 1778, a twenty-nine year
period when inflation was on a more even basis, he spent ,3,301 on purchases and ,1,962 on
sales for a difference of ,1,339 which amounts to an average net cost of approximately ,46 per
year, a small cost for a man with Preston's income.
In summary, Preston used his inheritance to begin his land dealings and quickly
supplemented those lands with some he purchased. However, treasury rights and military
warrants made up the largest part of his land dealings. His political connections as a militia
officer and surveyor gave him the basis upon which to receive grants and to procure treasury
rights for desirable lands. The estate he left enabled his wife and children to live comfortably on
lands they inherited upon his death and to continue the family tradition of political, military, and
economic leadership.
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